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1. ABERT, J. W. Message...Communicating a Report of an
Expedition...on the Upper Arkansas and through the Country
of the Camanche Indians, in the Fall of the Year 1845.
Washington: S438, 1846. 75 pp., 11 hand-colored
lithographs, folding chart, large folding map. 8vo,
original full diced brown morocco gilt (expertly rebacked,
original spine preserved). A very fine copy, the
beautifully colored plates superb. Very rare with colored
plates--only Abert's presentation copies had color plates,
and the 2 other such copies we trace are incomplete.
First edition. Alliot, p. 17. Bennett, p. 1: "Very
fine colored lithographic plates." Graff 6. Howes A10.
Plains & Rockies IV:120: "The report begins on August 9,
1845, at Bent's Fort. The party traveled south to the
Raton Mountains and thence down the Canadian River,
returning through the Creek Nation and arriving at Fort
Gibson on October 21." Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi
West 489 & p. 194. "Abert's carefully drawn map provided
authoritative information about the north Texas
country...His map was important because it was the first
trustworthy representation of the Canadian River
region...Abert's descriptions of Indians, both pictorially
and in the text of his report, provided [for] the first
time [to] the federal government...data on the Kiowas and
Comanches from one of its own agents. His descriptions of
the hostile Comanches and Kiowas, if they discouraged
settlement, served a practical purpose...He brought to his
western survey a kind of enlightened, almost pragmatic,
common sense, in that he noted the regional geography with
an eye to everything that would contribute toward the
possible solution of the problem of settlement and national
development in the particular area" (Goetzmann, Army
Exploration, pp. 111 & 126-7). The lithographs are of
scenes along the route, including Fort Bent. See
illustration. $17,500.00
2. ABERT, J. W. Original autograph letter signed, dated
at Washington City, December 8, 1845, addressed to his
brother-in-law, Dr. Robert King Stone. 4 pp., 4to. A few
clean tears at folds, otherwise very fine, preserved in a
half maroon morocco case.
An outstanding lengthy letter describing his tour of
the Comanche country along the Canadian River to survey the
Texas border country (see preceding), written about a week
after his arrival from the field to Washington. Recounts
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his arrival at Fort Gibson on October 22nd, the evening of
his wedding anniversary. "I was on my hands & knees
feeling for the road in a wild wood almost 4 miles south of
the Fort...I had sent my party across by a nearer route, I
being obliged to go to the mouth of the Canadian River in
order fix its mouth astronomically. Lt. Peck accompanied
me as my assistant having been placed under orders by Capt.
Fremont, who directed on the 15th of Aug. last to make a
complete survey of the Canadian river. This took me
through the heart of the `Coman-che' country. I had a
party of 37 men & 62 animals i.e. mules & horses with 9
head of cattle for we had no hopes of meeting the
Buffalo... Imagine then our trouble traveling over the
wildest country where never wagon tire had ere bruised the
turf before or crushed rocks uncrushable...In going out to
Bents Ft. on the 29th of July we were alarmed by the
warwhoop & a discharge of guns...On the next morning Capt.
Fremont with 6 men went in search of them leaving me in
command of the camp & our hearts were soon made glad by the
safe return of all... We never ascertained what Ind[ian]s
had shot at us, but suppose them to be the Pawnees. A few
days after we met some `Arrapa-hoes' the chief when at a
distance dismounted & gracefully tossing his robe in the
air so it should fall spread on the ground made signs
seating himself, that we should sit beside him - `come
shair the same blanket - let us eat together & be brothers'
I translate the meaning of his gestures." He describes
buffalo hunting; camping with the Cheyenne for 2 weeks
("The women dress beautifully - some whiten their leggins
with clay & the juncture of the leggins & moccasins is so
beautiful neat that it much resembles a stocking of the
city ladies"); parting ways with Frémont, who was going on
to California; his guide ("Old Fitzpatrick a man of great
notoriety in this region & one who led Capt F[rémont] in a
former expedition"); and meeting up with "some `Kio-way's'
a bold & desperate set of fellows who have the greatest
hostility towards the Texians for killing 40 of this tribe
in cold blood, having induced them to enter a Fort under a
truce...we might have killed some of these Indians - but it
is well not to be the first to shed blood." $3,500.00
3. ALLEN, R. P. The Whooping Crane... New York: Audubon
Society, 1952. [4] xxviii, 246 pp., frontispiece, plates,
maps, illustrations. 4to, original grey pictorial
wrappers. Frontispiece loose, else fine.
First edition. This field study helped focus public
awareness on the declining population of the whooping
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crane, then the second rarest species of North American
bird. $75.00
4. [ALLEN, William (attrib.)]. Five Years in the
West...By a Texas Preacher. Nashville: Southern Methodist
Publishing House, 1884. 211 pp. 12mo, original brown
cloth. Binding worn and stained, interior very good.
Scarce (NUC lists only the UT copy).
First edition. Howes (p. 203) enters the title with
reference "See Allen, Wm. M.," but the book is not entered
under Allen. Memoir of author's experiences in Kansas and
later (1856-1861) in Texas in the Cross Timbers region.
After being swindled out of his savings in Texas by a land
fraud scheme, the author turned to teaching school and
finally preaching. $575.00
5. ARRICIVITA, J. D. Crónica seráfica... Mexico: Zuñiga
y Ontiveros, 1792. [20] 605 [16] pp. Small folio, recent
limp vellum (from an antiphonal leaf). Occasional light
spotting, but overall a fine copy of a rare book. The
Doheny copy, with her gilt morocco label.
First edition. Bancroft, N. Mexico & Texas I, p. 686
(describing the material on Arizona and Sonora as "beyond
comparison, the best authority"). Bolton, Texas in the
Middle 18th Century, p. 96: "One of the greatest
contributions to the history of the Southwest in the 18th
century." Clark, Old South I:1: "Deals with the entire
frontier of northern New Spain, with particular bearing on
Texas, the first book containing an account of Margil,
founder of Texas missions." Cowan, p. 20. Howes A337.
Medina 8171. Palau 17522. Raines, p. 12. Wagner, Spanish
Southwest 174: "For a long time the principal, in fact
only, source for the travels of Garcés and his two
expeditions to California." A foundation work of the first
importance for California, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona,
Nuevo Leon, Coahuila, and Central America (chronicles
Margil's activities there, where he was known as the
"Apostle of Guatemala"). This book is a continuation of
Espinosa's chronicle published 46 years earlier (see entry
99 herein); together the Espinosa and the Arricivita
"comprise the most important contemporary account of the
activities of the Franciscans in Texas" (Basic Texas Books
60n). $4,000.00
6. AUDUBON, John Woodhouse. Hand-colored lithograph: The
Jaguar. Philadelphia: Bowen, 1840's. Image and caption
measure approximately 6 x 8 inches. Fine in acid-free mat.
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Holman & Tyler, Texas Lithographs 1818-1900: "In
conversation with General Sam Houston at Washington City,
[Audubon] informed us that he had found the Jaguar east of
the San Jacinto River, and abundantly on the headwaters of
some of the Rio Grande's tributaries." $150.00
7. AUDUBON, John Woodhouse. Hand-colored lithograph:
Texan Skunk. Philadelphia: Bowen, 1840's. Image and
caption measure approximately 6 x 7-1/2 inches. Fine in
acid-free mat.
Holman & Tyler, Texas Lithographs 1818-1900. $125.00
8. BAEGERT, Jacob. Noticias de la peninsvla americana de
California... Mexico: Robredo, 1942. xliv, 262 [6] pp.,
folding map, plates of California Indians. 4to, original
black cloth. Fine.
First edition in Spanish (original edition, Mannheim,
1772); limited edition. Cowan, p. 27: "Baegert, a Jesuit
missionary, resided for 18 years in California...
According to his accounts the country was absolutely
unfitted for habitation; it was inhabited by wild and
ferocious beasts; peopled by inhospitable and cruel
savages; water was unfit for use; wood was scarce; and the
soil would not sustain life." Hill, p. 13. Howes B29.
Wagner, Spanish Southwest 157. $125.00
9. BAILLIE-GROHMAN, W. A. Camps in the Rockies. Being a
Narrative of Life on the Frontier, and Sport in the Rocky
Mountains, with an Account of the Cattle Ranches of the
West. London: Sampson Low, et al., 1882. viii, 438 [4,
ads] [32, ads] pp., frontispiece, 3 plates, folding map of
Idaho & Wyoming. 8vo, original green cloth gilt. Very
good.
First edition. Adams, Herd 194. Smith 434. An
English sportsman's jocular account of travels in the
northern Rockies with an original map based on the most
recent government survey. $250.00
10. [BAJA CALIFORNIA]. The Lower Californian.
Magadalena: Vol. I, no. 2, November 10, 1870. 4 folio
pages, decorative title, map. Lightly browned, overall
fine.
First printing. Barrett 1525: "Published by the
Lower California Company...Vol. I, No. 1 appeared October
12, 1870. I have seen two issues: Vol. I, No. 1, and Vol.
I, No. 2. It is included here because it is such a curious
Baja California item, and is quite typical of a great deal
of promotional literature and ephemera which appeared
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during the 1870's and 1880's." Arrival of ships; long
report by the director of the colony; expedition to examine
colonization lands; extract from the report of J. Ross
Browne; notice to miners; coast survey; advertisements;
etc. The map shows the coast of California from San
Francisco to Cabo San Lucas, the Pacific coast of the
Mexican mainland, and routes (steamship, railroad,
overland, and ferry). Part of the text is in French.
$400.00
11. BALTHASAR, J. A. Carta ...en que dá noticia de la
exemplar vida, religiosas virtudes, y apostolicos trabajos
del fervoroso Missionero el Venerable P. Francisco Mario
Picolo. [Mexico, 1752]. 88 pp. Small 4to, half 19th
century calf over marbled boards, spine gilt. Light outer
wear, else very fine. The Domingo Sánchez-Holliday-Doheny
copy, with their bookplates.
First edition of Balthasar's biography of Father
Picolo. Barrett 178. Cowan, p. 31. Holliday Sale 40.
Howell, California 50:948. Howes B80: "One of the
earliest California missionaries." Medina 4069. Palau
22766. Wagner, Spanish Southwest 124: "Father
Picolo...came to Mexico, and soon after his arrival in 1682
or 1683 was sent to the Tarahumaras, there he remained 15
years. While there he became interested in Christianizing
the Californias, and soon after Father Salvatierra went to
California Father Picolo followed him. In 1707 Picolo was
appointed visitador of the province of Sonora." Also
includes accounts of the lives and martyrdom of Fathers
Carranco and Tamarál. $3,750.00
12. BALTHASAR, J. A. Catalogus personarum, &
domiciliorum... Mexico, 1751. [68] pp., folding table.
Oblong 8vo, stitched. Occasional light browning, else
fine, preserved in a half morocco slipcase. The Doheny
copy, with her morocco label.
First edition. Medina 4035. Palau 22765. Wagner,
Spanish Southwest 123: "As far as I know this is the
earliest catalogue of the Jesuits to be published in the
Mexican province." Directory of Jesuits serving in various
regions, provincial fathers, faculties, officers, number of
students, list of officers of the "Provincia
Californiarum," etc. See illustration. $5,000.00
13. BANCROFT, H. H. History of Texas and the North
Mexican States 1531-1889. San Francisco: History Company,
1890. xlviii, 773 + xvi, 818 pp., 2 folding maps. 2
vols., 8vo, original brown cloth. Exceptionally fine,
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bright set, the finest condition of any Bancroft volumes
we've ever seen.
First edition, second issue, without the numerals and
lettering on spines indicating that they were a part of
Bancroft's 39-vol. set. Agatha, p. xix. Basic Texas Books
6: "One of the best single histories of Texas." Cowan, p.
11. Graff 155. Griffin 994: "An important source for
bibliographical reference." Howes B91. Raines, pp. 20-1:
"Were I restricted to a single book on Texas, I would,
without hesitation, take Bancroft's history." An
invaluable comprehensive history of Texas. $225.00
14. BAUMANN, Gustave. Frijoles Canyon Pictographs. Santa
Fe: Writers' Editions, 1939. [43] pp., 25 colored
woodblock illustrations (5 of which are 2-color; one
extending over 4 pages). Small 4to, original green and
yellow patterned cloth, printed paper labels on spine and
upper cover. A very fine copy in original glassine d.j.,
with presentation inscription by Wayne Guthrie.
First edition, limited edition (480 copies, signed by
Baumann). Weigle & Fiore, Santa Fe & Taos, the Writer's
Era, pp. 41 & 183-6: "Woodblocks printed by Baumann in his
own studio and text printed by Willard Clark...Honored by
awards from Fifty Books of the Year." Scarce Santa Fe fine
press production illustrating the pictographs of Pajarito
Plateau in northern New Mexico dating from 1150-1500. Most
of the pictographs have since been defaced or destroyed by
natural elements, making this work a valuable
archaeological record. $600.00
15. BEASLEY, Gertrude. My First Thirty Years. [Paris:
Contact Editions, 1925]. [2] 321 [2] pp. 12mo, original
blue printed wrappers. Upper wrapper very lightly worn and
with a few small stains, but overall a fine copy of a book
difficult to find in collector's condition. Very scarce
(no copies located in OCLC).
First and only edition. A brutally honest
autobiography by a young woman who grew up in West Texas
and Abilene at the turn of the century, from her earliest
memories through her teaching career and departure for
Japan and Europe, where she joined the American
expatriates. Apparently publishers in Texas and the U.S.
were unwilling to print her book because of its explicit
content; consequently this work was published in Paris by
Robert McAlmon, who once remarked that the two worst
bitches he ever met were both named Gertrude--referring to
the present author and Gertrude Stein. It is said that a
large portion of this edition was confiscated by U.S.
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authorities because of the inflammatory nature of the
account. This book will be one of the first publications
of the newly reestablished Book Club of Texas (details on
Book Club membership available upon request). $550.00
16. BEECHEY, F. W. Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific
and Beering's Strait...1825-8... London: Colburn &
Bentley, 1831. xxi [3] 391 + viii [393]-742 pp., 19
engraved plates, 4 lithographs, 3 maps (2 folding), text
illustrations. 4to, 19th century three-quarter blue
morocco, spine with raised bands, a.e.g. One plate with
marginal restoration and lacking a halftitle, else fine,
with errata. The British Army & Navy Club copy, with gilt
ships on spine and their small, unobtrusive ink stamps.
First edition, the Admiralty issue, scarcest and best
edition (larger format, better plates, and added text not
in the 8vo edition). Cowan, p. 42. Hill, p. 19: "One of
the most valuable of modern voyages...extensive visits to
Pitcairn Island, the Tuamotu Archipelago, the Society
Islands and Tahiti, Alaska, Hawaii, Macao, Okinawa, and the
coast of California." Howes B309: "Interesting accounts
of Monterey and San Francisco before the American
conqeust." Lada-Mocarski 95: "The 4to edition is much to
be preferred." Zamorano 80 4: "Gives a description of San
Francisco harbor and tells of the sad state of affairs of
both mission and presidio...treatment of mission Indians."
$2,000.00
17. BERLANDIER, J. L. & Rafael Chovel. Diario de viage de
la Comisión de Límites que puso el gobierno de la
República, baja la dirección del Exmo. Sr. D. Manuel de
Mier y Terán. Mexico: Navarro, 1850. 298 [1] pp. 8vo,
contemporary half purple calf gilt. Very fine.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 14: "A few copies
are known with a frontispiece...This is the best scientific
study of Texas during the colonial period. Berlandier came
to Mexico to collect botanical specimens for a group of
Swiss naturalists, and to accompany Gen. Manuel de Mier y
Terán on his scientific expedition to Texas in 1828.
Afterward, Berlandier settled in Matamoros and made several
more explorations in Texas. During the period from his
coming to Mexico in 1826 up through 1834, Berlandier kept
diaries, wrote reports, collected specimens and artifacts,
and drew pictures of what he saw. He was observant,
careful, and intelligent, and he left us a record that is
unmatched for his era in Texas." Graff 278: "Both Howes
and Raines call for 2 maps which are not in the present
copy. Copies with 2 maps have not been found and it is
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doubtful that they were issued." Howes B379. Palau 27991.
Plains & Rockies IV:178a. Raines, p. 24. Streeter 781n.
$900.00
18. BERLANDIER, J. L. Journey to Mexico, 1826-1834.
Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1980. xxxvi,
672 pp., 36 plates (mostly botanical, all but a few in
color), illustrations, map. 2 vols. (continuously
paginated), 8vo, original half brown cloth over white
pictorial cloth. Very fine in original slipcase.
Limited edition of preceding (150 copies signed by
contributors and specially bound). Includes a previously
unpublished manuscript and a facsimile of Memorials de la
Comisión de Límites (known only by the Yale copy--see
Streeter 781). Basic Texas Books 14C: "The most complete
version published to date." $150.00
19. BERLANDIER, J. L. Journey to Mexico... Austin, 1980.
2 vols., complete, 18 color plates, illustrations, map.
8vo, original white cloth. Very fine.
First trade edition of preceding. $75.00
20. [BIBLE IN DUTCH]. Biblia, dat is de Gantsche Heylige
Schrifture... Leiden: Elzevier, 1663. [25] 468 [4] 167
[14] 77 pp., engraved pictorial title, title printed in red
and black, 6 double-page engravings (5 of them maps,
including Visscher's second world map), text in double
column with extensive surrounding text notes, large
ornamental woodcut initials and tailpieces. Large, thick
folio, full 19th century morocco, stamped in gilt and
blind, marbled edges. Faint waterstaining at end and lower
blank margins of last few leaves strengthened, 5 of the 6
double-page engravings cropped at fore-edges (Visscher map
not cropped, but cut close and one small tear repaired),
withal a fine, crisp copy, very impressive in appearance.
The Doheny copy with her morocco book label and another
armorial bookplate.
A grand Bible, important for containing Visscher's
second world map in second state. Darlow & Moule 3321.
Shirley, The Mapping of the World 401: "A number of Bibles
published in the Netherlands contain world maps, those from
1657 onwards often closely related to the prototype by
Nicolaas Visscher;" 431, plate 318: "The allegorical
scenes in the corners are presented in a more polished and
artistic fashion [than in the 1657 issue]." Certain areas
on the map are represented more correctly than accepted
contemporary theories, such as California being depicted as
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a peninsula rather than as an island. Parts of Australia
and Van Diemen's Land are marked. $1,750.00
21. BIBLE IN ENGLISH]. SMITH, Julia Evelina (translator).
The Holy Bible: Containing the Old and New Testaments;
Translated Literally from the Original Tongues. Hartford:
American Pub. Co., 1876. [2, title] 892, 276 pp. Royal
8vo, original black cloth stamped in gilt and blind.
Spinal extremities and hinges neatly repaired, internally
very fine. The Doheny copy, with her morocco label.
First Bible translated by a woman. Darlow & Moule
2002. Hills 1918. Rumball-Petre 201. "It may seem
presumptuous for an ordinary woman with no particular
advantages of education to translate and publish alone, the
most wonderful book that has ever appeared...thought to be
the most difficult to translate" (from preface). Julia
Smith and her family were all quite religious but believed
in looking to the Bible for guidance, rather than attending
church. Julia was active in the early anti-slavery and
woman suffrage movements. See Notable American Women III,
pp. 203-4. $500.00
22. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. AGATHA, Sister Mary. Texas Prose
Writings... Dallas: Upshaw [1936]. xx [2] 168 pp.,
illustrations. 8vo, original maroon cloth. Fine.
First edition. Discusses hundreds of historical and
fictional works relating to Texas. $85.00
23. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. BARNES, R. J. Conrad Richter.
Austin [1968]. iv, 44 pp. 12mo, original tan printed
wrappers. Very fine.
First edition (No. 14 in the Southwest Writers
Series). Biography, literary criticism, and brief
bibliography. $15.00
24. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. BENNETT, W. A Practical Guide to
American Book Collecting (1663-1940). New York: Bennett
[1941]. 254 pp. 8vo, original tan cloth. Light outer
wear and soiling, but overall a very good copy.
First edition, limited edition. Over 900 annotated
entries. $125.00
25. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. CHAPMAN, C. E. Catalogue of
Materials in the Archivo General de Indias for the History
of the Pacific Coast and the American Southwest. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1919. [4] vi, 755 pp.
8vo, original blue cloth. Very fine in lightly worn d.j.
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First edition. Griffin 2265: "An excellent catalog
of documents and an essential tool for archival work on the
colonial history of northern Mexico and the Southwest.
Lists over 6,000 items bearing on these areas, principally
of the 18th century." $150.00
26. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. EBERSTADT, Edward & Sons. The
Annotated Eberstadt Catalogues of Americana. New York,
1965. 4 vols., complete, illustrated. 8vo, original
maroon cloth. New, as issued.
Indispensable reference work for the Americana
collector and dealer with thousands of annotated entries
and an introduction by Archibald Hanna. $175.00
27. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. HASSE, A. R. Reports of Explorations
Printed in the Documents of the U. S. Government [A
Contribution toward a Bibliography]. New York [1969]. [2]
90 pp. 8vo, original tan cloth. Very fine.
Reprint of the original edition published Washington,
1899. $25.00
28. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. KING, Evelyn. Women on the Cattle
Trail and in the Roundup. Glendale: Brazos Corral of the
Westerners, 1983. 22 pp. 8vo, original blue printed
wrappers with illustration by Cisneros. Very fine.
First edition, limited edition (550 signed copies).
Contains a scholarly article on the subject and a useful
annotated bibliography. $20.00
29. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. [PORRÚA ESTRADA, Francisco].
Catalogo de libros mexicanos o que tratan de America y de
algunos otros impresos en España. Mexico: Porrúa, 1949.
xxii [2] 886 [7] pp., plates. 4to, original printed
wrappers. Light marginal browning to wraps, else fine.
First edition, limited edition (#249 of 400 copies).
No. 5 of the Porrúa bibliographical series. Over 3,200
priced annotated entries. $150.00
30. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. RAINES, C. W. A Bibliography of
Texas... Austin: Published for the Author by Gammel,
1896. xvi, 268 pp., frontispiece. Large 8vo, contemporary
half morocco gilt (rebacked, corners restored). Very good
copy with one marginal tear repaired, hinges reinforced.
First edition. Basic Texas Books B162: "The pioneer
work of Texas bibliography; still useful for its perceptive
annotations." $150.00
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31. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. STORM, C. A Catalogue of the Graff
Collection of Western Americana. Chicago, 1968. xxvi, 854
pp., portrait. 8vo, original terracotta buckram. Very
fine, with the map supplement.
First edition. One of the finest single reference
works on Western Americana--over 4,800 annotated entries.
$37.50
32. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. STORM, C. Fifty Texas Rarities...
Austin, 1982. 40 pp. 12mo, original white printed
wrappers. Fine.
Reprint (originally published 1946). Basic Texas
Books B185. $15.00
33. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. WEBB, Walter Prescott, et al. The
Handbook of Texas. Austin: Texas State Historical
Association, 1976. 3 vols., complete. 8vo, original blue
cloth. New, as issued.
"The most important research source on Texas, the one
work that is essential for any Texas library" (Basic Texas
Books 213). $100.00
34. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. WEBER, F. J. The California
Missions. [Los Angeles: Libra Press, 1986]. x, 161 pp.
12mo, original black cloth. Very fine in d.j.
First edition, limited edition (500 copies).
Extensive annotated bibliography of a wide range of
materials relating to the California missions. $25.00
35. [BIBLIOGRAPHY]. WOOD, C. A. An Introduction to the
Literature of Vertebrate Zoology Based Chiefly on Titles in
the...Libraries of McGill University, Montreal... London:
Milford at the Oxford University Press, 1931. xx, 644 pp.
Large 4to, original blue cloth. Very fine.
First edition. Extensive annotated entries and a
lengthy essay on a wide scope of subjects, including
history of zoology from the earliest times, zoological
information in voyages and explorations, etc. $250.00
36. BIONDELLI, B. Sull'antica lingua Azteca o Nahuatal.
Milan: Bernardoni, 1869. 20 pp. Large 4to, contemporary
marbled boards. Sir Thomas Phillipps' copy, inscribed MHC
and with press-mark. Fine.
First edition. Palau 29937. Pilling 385: "Not seen;
title from Leclerc." Scarce essay on the language of
Nahuatl and conjectures on the origin and early history of
the Aztec. $150.00
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37. BIZZARI, Pietro. Pannonicum belli... [with]:
Cyprium bellum inter venetos et selynun turcarum
imperatores... [and]: GAUFFROY, A. Aule turcica...
Basel: Henricpetri, 1573. 3 works bound in one vol., each
with independent title, introduction, and pagination.
12mo, old vellum boards. Very good.
First Latin edition (first published Lyons, 1568).
Adams B2087. Alden 573/9. Rare and important Americana,
not in Church, Sabin, etc. Pages 238 to 278 of the first
work discuss French explorations and activities in Florida,
South Carolina, and Canada. Bizzari gives an account of
the voyages of Cabot, Cartier, Laudonniere, Ribaut, and
Verrazano (possibly the first mention in print of the
discovery of the site of New York). Also contains a
description of the Indians of these areas, making it one of
the earliest comprehensive reports on Indian tribes in
North America. Bizzari (1530?-86?) was an Italian
historian who fled to England after converting to
Protestantism and later spent time in the Antwerp circle of
Plantin. $4,000.00
38. BLANCO, Jacobo. Memoria de la sección mexicana de la
Comisión Internacional de Límites entre México y los
Estados Unidos, que restableció los monumentos de el Paso
al Pacífico. Nueva York, 1901. 366 pp., folding maps and
charts, numerous photographs. 4to, original red calf
(upper cover reattached). Very good.
First edition. Barrett 2776. Report issued by the
Mexican section of the International Boundary Commission
(1892-1895) including views of the monuments and
characteristic scenes along the U.S.-Mexican border.
$250.00
39. [BLANCO, P. (lithographer)]. Revista mexicana segunda
epocha. Mexico, 1846. [2, lithographic title] [2] 380 [2]
pp., 27 lithographic plates. 8vo, contemporary half calf
over marbled boards, spine gilt with raised bands. Very
good with a bit of light staining, mainly confined to upper
blank margin. Scarce.
First edition. Mathes, Mexico on Stone, p. 23-4n.
Palau 264447. Plates include Niagara Falls, Santa Fe Trail
(after Gregg), Mayan ruins in the Yucatan, Mexican
architecture. Of Texas interest is a plate of Corpus
Christi, which appeared as an engraving in the 1847 edition
of William S. Henry's Campaign Sketches of the War with
Mexico (this plate is included in Holman & Tyler's
forthcoming work on 19th century lithographs of Texas).
See illustration. $500.00
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40. BOATRIGHT, Mody C. (editor). Mexican Border Ballads
and Other Lore. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1946.
viii, 140 pp. 8vo, original green cloth lettered in red.
One small stain to upper fore-edge, else very fine.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 203:XXI. Dobie, p.
43. Includes B. McNeil's "Corridos of the Mexican Border,"
J. Mason Brewer's "John Tales," and A. F. Muir's "In
Defense of Mrs. Mann," the latter documenting the escapades
of Pamelia Mann in Texas in the 1830's and incidentally
revealing that the penalty for forgery in the Republic of
Texas was mandatory death (Gammel I, 1250-1). $35.00
41. [BOOK CLUB OF TEXAS]. Collection of 6 books issued by
the Book Club of Texas. V.p., 1930-37. 12mo & 8vo,
original bindings. All very fine, one with signed
inscription of Stanley Marcus.
Limited, numbered editions. Lowman, Printing Arts in
Texas, p. 23 & 25: "Printing arts in the state [of Texas]
received sudden promise of an exciting new direction [when]
in 1929 the Book Club of Texas was launched by Stanley
Marcus--the Dallas storekeeper whose discriminating taste
and forceful personality have strongly influenced cultural
development in the Southwest. The goal was to publish
things that would `typify the best standards of bookmaking,
in regard to subject matter, printing, binding, and
typographical design'...Today the Book Club is recalled by
many Lone Star collectors with a nostalgia that is usually
incurable and always horrendously expensive to treat." The
present collection consists of Col. Ellis P. Bean's Memoir,
Code Duello, Faulkner's Miss Zilphia Gant, A. W. Terrell's
From Texas to Mexico, and The Story of Champs d'Asile (the
latter printed at Rydal Press). We are pleased to announce
that the Book Club of Texas is in the process of being
reestablished. Inquiries about the Book Club may be
directed to Debbie Brothers, Executive Director, The Book
Club of Texas, P. O. Box 160871, Austin TX 78716.
$1,750.00
42. [BOOK CLUB OF TEXAS]. DOBIE, J. Frank. Tales of the
Mustang. Dallas: Book Club of Texas, 1936. 89 [1] pp.,
illustrations by Jerry Bywaters. 8vo, original boards,
printed paper label on upper cover. Spine dark and
endsheets foxed, but internally very fine. A good
candidate for fine binding.
First edition, limited edition (300 copies). Adams,
Herd 700: "Rare." Dobie, p. 132. Lowman, Printing Arts
in Texas, p. 61: "One of the most sought after modern
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rarities...chef d'oeuvre of the Book Club of Texas."
McVicker A6. Merrill, Aristocrats of the Cow Country, p.
18. $1,000.00
43. [BORDEN, GAIL]. FRANTZ, Joe B. Gail Borden, Dairyman
to a Nation. Norman: Univ. Okla. Press [1951]. xiv, 310
[2] pp., 18 plates. Large 8vo, original blue cloth.
Binding lightly stained, else fine.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 65: "One of the
most interesting of all Texas biographies." Biography of
early Texas surveyor, printer, and inventor, influential in
the Republic era (see Handbook of Texas I, pp. 189-90).
$60.00
44. [BORDERLANDS]. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de
la Frontera del Norte...sobre depredaciones de los indios
[and] Apéndice...que contiene estados de las incursiones de
los indios, varios documentos sobre sus depredaciones, y
muchas otras constancias del mal estado de las relaciones
entre las fronteras de México y los Estados-Unidos.
Mexico: Díaz de León y White, 1874. [8] 168; [84]
(charts), xliii-lxiv pp., 3 large folding maps with outline
coloring (one measuring 32-1/4 x 28 inches). Small folio,
full contemporary black calf elaborately embossed. Hinges
reinforced, tears to maps neatly repaired, text lightly
browned, but overall a fine copy of a scarce work, signed
by Galindo, one of the commissioners on the investigation.
Report prepared by a Mexican commission investigating
recurring Indian depredations, cattle rustling, and the
general chaotic state of the border. The commissioners
largely absolved Mexico of blame and placed it on the Texas
side of the border, claiming among other things that the
cattle rustling was being done by Texas outlaws disguised
as Indians. The report carefully documents all recorded
incidents and has always been considered one of the most
valuable sources of information on the border during the
period following the Mexican-American War. The large map
showing the Rio Grande from its mouth to the Big Bend
region is the most detailed of the era, locating ranches on
both sides of the border (see Day, Maps of Texas, p. 87).
The extra map in this copy is based on Gregg's map of the
Indian Territory, northern Texas, and New Mexico (see
Wheat, Mapping the Transmissippi West 482).
This book is bibliographically complex--for a number
of related works see Adams, Herd 558, 1130 & 2264; Guns
1108; Howes I33 & T143; Palau 119576-8. Apparently this
report was extensively enlarged and revised as
investigations continued; the present copy seems to be the
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most complete of the several versions. An English
translation was published in 1875, but it does not contain
all of the material found in this Mexican edition. The
complete Mexican text of this cornerstone report has never
been printed in English, and a scholarly study,
bibliography, and full translation are long overdue. See
illustration. $1,250.00
45. [BORDERLANDS]. WADSWORTH, [W. H.]. Traducción del
dictamen de Mr. Wadsworth, sobre las reclamaciones
mexicanas procedentes de depredaciones de los indios...
Mexico, 1873. 94 pp. 12mo, later full black calf. Text
lightly browned, else fine.
First Mexican edition. Palau 373432. Not in Howes,
Adams, etc. One of the early documents published by the
Mexican Commission (see previous entry), asserting that
claimants have not proved their Mexican citizenship and
citing long proofs that U.S. authorities did what they
could to prevent Indian depredations, implying that the
U.S. bears no responsibility. $450.00
46. [BORDERLANDS]. Investigation of Mexican Affairs.
Preliminary Report and Hearings of the Committee on Foreign
Relations. U.S. Senate pursuant to S. Res. 106 Directing
the Committee on Foreign Relations to Investigate the
Matter of Outrages on Citizens of the U.S. in Mexico.
Washington: SD285, 1920. [2] 1,809 + [3] [1,810]-3,551
pp. 2 vols., thick 8vo, black cloth. Fine.
First edition. Not in Griffin, Steck, etc. A mine of
information on claims brought by U.S. citizens as a result
of the Mexican Revolution, including expropriation of oil
and other assets, loss of life and property by U.S.
citizens living in Mexico and U.S. border states at the
time, etc. Besides containing much on the Revolution and
U.S. involvement, this work presents remarkable detail on
the borderlands in the early 20th century, including
Villa's incursions, cattle rustling (testimony by Kleberg
and other ranchers), oil industry (extensive testimony by
Edward Doheny), border crime (testimony by Texas Rangers),
etc. $250.00
47. BOUCARD, A. Travels of a Naturalist: A Record of
Adventures, Discoveries, History and Customs of Americans
and Indians, Habits and Descriptions of Animals, Chiefly
Made in North America, Mexico, Central America, Columbia,
Chili, etc., During the Last Forty-two Years. London
[Pardy] 1894. viii, ii, 204 pp., frontispiece portrait.
8vo, original tan cloth. Title lightly foxed, else fine.
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First edition in English. Wood, Introduction to the
Literature of Vertebrate Zoology, p. 251: "A rare
California item." Cowan, p. 65. Hill, p. 359: "Among
Boucard's travels was a journey to California overland in
1851-2." Rader 412. Not in Eberstadt, Modern Narratives
of the Plains and Rockies or Reese, Western Travel
Narratives Published After 1865. The author devotes 4
chapters to California--flora and fauna, Spanish missions,
pearl fisheries, Russian colony, Frémont, Gold Rush, and
San Francisco. Includes speculation on the canal question
and an account of Walker's expedition. $275.00
48. [BOUGAINVILLE, L. A. de]. Voyage autour du monde...en
1766-1769. Paris: Saillant & Nyon, 1772. [8] xliv, 336 +
[4] 453 [3] pp., 21 folding maps, 3 folding plates. 2
vols., 8vo, contemporary half brown calf with arms of La
Rochefoucauld at head of spines (see Howes L106). A few
repairs at folds of plates, else a fine set.
Second and best edition of the first French
circumnavigation (originally published in Paris the
previous year). Borba de Moraes, pp. 115-6. Hill, p. 312: "Additional printed materials and one more map than the
first edition...Bougainville...made an unsuccessful attempt
to colonize the Falkland Islands. Later [he] handed over
the Falklands to Spain...Account of the discovery and
occupation of the islands...their natural history.
Bougainville was in Buenos Aires when the order for the
expulsion of the Jesuits of Paraguay arrived, which he
describes in detail. He then proceeded through the Strait
of Magellan and across the Pacific to the East Indies...The
expedition visited the Tuamotu Archipelago, Tahiti, the
Samoa Islands, the New Hebrides, and the Solomon,
Louisiade, and New Britain archipelagoes...A vocabulary of
300 words... of Tahiti." Kroepelien 111: "A revised an
extended version of Bougainville's narrative...best
version." O'Reilly & Reitman 284 & 324. Sabin 6865.
$950.00
49. BRACHT, Viktor. Texas in 1848. San Antonio: Naylor
[1931]. xxiv [2] 223 pp., portrait. 8vo, original green
cloth. Spine a little dark and a few leaves browned at
upper margin from old placemarkers, else fine.
First edition in English. Agatha, p. 7. Basic Texas
Books 21A: "One of the best Texas immigration guides."
Clark, Old South III:278: "An important contribution to
the early history of Texas." Dobie, p. 50. Howes B682.
Raines, p. 29n. $125.00
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50. BRODER, Patricia J. The American West. The Modern
Vision. New York: Little, Brown [1984]. x, 350 pp.,
numerous illustrations (many in color). 4to, original calf
over blue cloth. Very fine, laid in publisher's slipcase.
First edition, limited edition (#53 of 150 copies, the
deluxe edition, signed by author and with an original 4color lithograph by Fritz Scholder entitled Another Matinee
Cowboy, signed and numbered, measuring 14-1/8 by 11-1/16
inches). $900.00
51. BROMME, Traugott. Die Verfassungen der Vereinigten
Staaten von Nord-Amerika der Freistaaten Pennsylvania und
Texas, der Koenigreiche Belgien und Norwegen... Stuttgart,
1848. [2] xiv, 178 pp. 8vo, original wrappers bound into
later boards, leather label. Fine.
First edition. Raines, p. 31: "A book of the
constitutions of the free States of Pennsylvania and Texas
and of the kingdoms of Belgium and Norway, et al., to
answer the question `Whether republic or constitutional
monarchy?' The product of the revolutionary excitement of
that period in Europe." Sabin 8220 (1849 edition). Pages
53-85 are devoted to Texas. Bromme was an active promoter
of emigration to America, producing numerous guides for
German emigrants in the 1840's and 50's. See Streeter 1360
for another work by this author. $1,000.00
52. BULL BEAR, Moses S. Two autograph letters signed, in
Indian language dated Boston, May 18, 1911 (one 4to page,
on Buffalo Bill/Pawnee Bill stationery, addressed to
Lawrence Bull Bear), and [Cortland, New York], June 24,
1911 (2 pp., 12mo, on B.B.W.W. stationery, addressed to
Jesse S. Bull Bear). Also letter to Lawrence Bull Bear
from his state representative, Williamson, dated
Washington, D.C., April 11, 1921, addressing Mr. Bull
Bear's complaints about collecting damages for use and
occupation of his land. Fine.
This interesting lot by one of the Indians in Buffalo
Bill's Wild West Show includes a printed schedule of the
official route of Buffalo Bill's Wild West combined with
Pawnee Bill's Great Far East for May 15-July 1, 1911.
$250.00
53. [BURLAGE, John & J. P. Hollingsworth]. Abstract of
Land Claims Compiled from the Records of the General Land
Office of the State of Texas... Galveston, 1852. 610, 16
[2] pp. 8vo, legal calf over boards. Binding rubbed,
internally very good.
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Third edition (200 copies printed--only 8 complete
copies are known of the first edition published Houston,
1838--the second edition published Austin, 1841 is also
extremely rare). Basic Texas Books 204B: "One of the
essential research tools on Texas lands and their
settlement." Howes B990n. Winkler 330. The present
edition lists about 30,000 claimants, arranged by location
and acreage of the holding, with a separate section of
Spanish and Mexican titles. $1,750.00
54. BUSCHMANN, J. C. Das Apache als eine athapaskische
Sprache erwiesen...[with] Der Verwandtschafts-Verhältnisse
der athapaskischen Sprachen...[and] Systematische Worttafel
des athapaskischen Sprachstamms ... Berlin: Königl. Akad.
Wissenschaften, 1860-3. [3] 187 + [3] 196-252 + [3] 502586 pp. 3 vols., large 4to, original beige printed
wrappers. Other than a few faint foxmarks, a fine set.
Rare, and difficult to find complete with all 3 volumes.
First edition. Field 216, 217, 215. Pilling 541,
543, 540. Raines, p. 37. Saunders 2111 (lists only one
part). Ugarte 79, 81, 83. Classic study of the Apache
language of Texas and the Southwest with comparative
vocabularies, by the great German linguist. $950.00
55. BUSTAMANTE, C. M. de. El Gabinete mexicano...
Mexico: Lara, 1842. [6] 216 [2] viii; 249 [1] xi, 46 pp.
2 vols. in one, 8vo, original half brown calf over marbled
boards. Some outer wear, title browned and one chip at
lower blank margin.
First edition. Palau 37735. Raines, p. 37: "This is
a Mexican account of the Santa Fe Expedition, supplemented
by Jno. Q. Adams' address, denouncing the Texans and
rejoicing in their defeat. The Puritan is, if possible,
more bitter than the Mexican." Sabin 9572. Not in
Rittenhouse or Streeter, but should be. One of the best
contemporary sources on the Mexican viewpoint during the
bitter encounters between Texas and Mexico following the
Texas Revolution, including accounts of the various
abortive Mexican attempts to reconquer Texas, Burnet's plea
for recognition of Texas independence, Mexican objections
to the Anglo-Texan convention, Texan Santa Fe expedition,
etc. Much of interest for California and New Mexico.
$550.00
56. [CALIFORNIA]. The California Star. Yerba Buena [San
Francisco], Vol. 1, No. 9, March 6, 1847. 4 pp., small
folio. Very light foxing and one faint stain, old stitch
holes at left blank margin, overall very good.
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First printing of a very early issue of San
Francisco's first newspaper, dated at Yerba Buena, edited
by Samuel Brannon. Kemble, p. 276. Replete with
interesting details relating to the transition of
California from Mexican to U.S. rule: notice of Kearny's
appointment as governor; designation of Monterey as new
seat of the government of California; Frémont ordered to
Monterey; Shubrick and Kearny's circular that the President
of the U.S. wishes to "secure to the people of California a
share of the good government and happy civil organization
enjoyed by the People of the U. S. and to protect
them...from the attacks of the foreign foes;" proclamation
prohibiting enslavement of California Indians; conquest of
New Mexico; establishment of legislative council by the
citizens of Yerba Buena. $1,200.00
57. [CALIFORNIA]. The California Star. San Francisco,
Vol. 1, No. 12, March 27, 1847. 4 pp., small folio. Light
foxing and one faint stain, old stitch holes at left blank
margin, overall very good.
First printing. Another issue of preceding newspaper,
but now designating San Francisco as the place of
publication. Kemble, p. 276. This issue contains: Gov.
Kearny's decree granting certain land rights to the town of
San Francisco; notice of sale of beach and water lots on
the East front of the town; establishment of a post office
in San Francisco; necessity of written laws to govern
California; refusal of government to reimburse Frémont's
troops for their expenses in the conquest of California;
notices of Gen. Taylor's troops in Mexico; Kearny's
proclamation communicating that the President of the U.S.
has instructed him to take charge of the civil government
of California and that "the Star Spangled Banner floats
over California" (see item 160 herein). $1,200.00
58. [CAPITULATION OF QUERÉTARO]. Original manuscript file
relating to the capitulation of Querétaro, containing
contemporary true copy of the capitulation (Capitulación
acordada en la Ciudad de Santiago de Querétaro), 5
additional manuscripts and 2 printed proclamations by Dr.
José María Cos y Pérez. Spain and Mexico, 1812-45. 12
manuscript leaves + 2 printed folio broadsides. Very good
to very fine condition.
This file includes José de Frías' report of his
experiences in the capitulation of the city of Querétaro;
Articles of Capitulation in calligraphic hand, certified
true copy, dated June 28, 1824, between the Commander of
the Trigarantine Army, Agustín de Iturbide, and Brigadier
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Domingo Luaces, Commandant General of Querétaro, signed by
Luaces; printed proclamation of Cos, dated at Taretán, July
19, 1814, condemning celebration of restoration of Fernando
VII supported by the French; printed proclamation of Cos,
same date and place as preceding, condemning dismissal of
parliament by Fernando VII and his nullification of the
constitution of 1812; etc. Important source material, as
the capitulation does not appear in any of the documentary
collections on the Wars of Independence. The Cos imprints
are very rare, being printed on a portable "campaign"
press--Cos was a major leader of the insurgency and an
important publicist of the War. See Dicc. Porrúa (Cos), p.
746-7 (Capitulation of Querétaro), p. 2379. $3,250.00
59. CATHER, Willa. Death Comes for the Archbishop. New
York: Knopf, 1927. [8] 303 [1] pp. 12mo, original green
cloth, printed paper labels on spine and upper cover.
Fine.
First edition. Campbell, p. 246: "One of the most
superb and impressive novels produced in the Southwest, or,
for that matter, in the U.S." Dobie, p. 39, 76, & 180.
Erisman & Etulain, pp. 54-5. Powell, pp. 120-135;
Southwestern Book Trails, p. 11: "Probably the most
esteemed of all Southwestern novels...austere, strong,
beautiful." $200.00
60. CATLIN, George. O-Kee-Pa: A Religious Ceremony; and
other Customs of the Mandans. London: Trübner, 1867. 52
pp., 13 colored lithographed plates of Mandan Indians and
their rites. Royal 8vo, original green cloth gilt,
bevelled edges, t.e.g. Occasional minor foxing, otherwise
an exceptionally fine copy, with the rare Folium Reservatum
laid in.
First edition. Bennett, American 19th Century Color
Plate Books, p. 22n. Field 262. No other white man did so
much to interpret and preserve Mandan culture as Catlin,
who visited the tribe in North Dakota 5 summers before the
smallpox epidemic which destroyed them. Catlin gained
acceptance among the Mandans as "medicine white man"
because they considered his painting to be a form of magic.
In this classic of 19th century ethnology Catlin describes
his 1832 observation of the O-Kee-Pa ceremony performed at
the Mandan village at the mouth of the Knife River in
present North Dakota. It is the first account to be
written and illustrated by an eyewitness to the 4-day
religious ceremony which incorporated a commemoration of
the subsiding of the waters after a great flood, a
fertility rite for the supply of buffalo meat, and a
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testing of the powers of young braves. The present copy
includes the Folium Reservatum, the suppressed account of
the sexual aspects of the ceremony which, true to the
morality of a century ago, was circulated only to
"scientific men." $5,500.00
61. CHARLOT, Jean. Portrait of Latin America as Seen by
her Print Makers. New York: Hastings House [1946]. [4]
viii, 180 pp., 141 illustrations, text in English and
Spanish. 4to, original beige cloth. Very fine in lightly
worn d.j.
First edition. Attractively printed overview of Latin
American printmaking with examples from each country and
biographies of artists. $150.00
62. [CHIHUAHUA]. Chihuahua, reseña geográfica y
estadística. Paris & Mexico, 1900. [6] 26 pp., large
folding colored map, numerous photographs. Folio, original
green printed wrappers. Spine neatly reinforced with
matching paper, else fine.
First edition. Good survey, including ruins of Casas
Grandes, Tarahumara Indians, mining, Copper Canyon, El Paso
and Texas, etc. $100.00
63. CITOYEN DE LA NOUVELLE-ORLEANS. Lettres sur le
Mexique, ou guide du voyageur... New Orleans: Delaup,
1827. [15]-30 pp. 12mo, original printed wrappers,
stitched. Fragile wrappers chipped and stained, the whole
lightly creased.
First edition. Not in Palau or Sabin. An unusual New
Orleans imprint containing a letter describing a trip from
Tampico southwest toward Mexico City via Tantoyuca,
Huejutla, Zacualtipan, and Mineral del Monte, with
descriptions of muleteers, tortillas, cactus, climate, and
topography. A note on the lower wrapper states that this
is the second installment in a series, each consisting of
16 pp. $100.00
64. [CLEMENS, Samuel L.]. The Celebrated Jumping Frog of
Calaveras County, and Other Sketches...by Mark Twain. New
York: Webb, 1867. [2, ads] 198 pp. 16mo, original green
cloth, gilt-stamped title and frog at lower left on upper
cover, blind-stamped frog on back cover. Very fine, the
Bonner-Doheny copy, with their bookplates. On recto of the
rear free endpaper is a signed pencilled note by Merle
Johnson, the Clemens bibliographer, regarding the
bibliographical points of this copy.
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First edition, first printing, of the author's first
book, with unbroken type in the appropriate places and
inserted leaf of advertisements at front. BAL 3310.
Cowan, p. 130. Hart, Companion to California, pp. 85-6:
"[Clemens] visited the gold mining country (1864-65), then
in its autumn days, and for 5 months stayed in the cabin of
Jim Gillis at Jackass Hill, Tuolumne County, where he
apparently heard a version of the Jumping Frog story which
was to bring him his first large eastern audience."
Johnson, Clemens, p. 3-9. Tomlinson 9. Wheat, Books of
the California Gold Rush 43: "If `Mark' had written
nothing else, this tale would have endeared him to every
Californian." Zamorano 80 17: "Perhaps no short sketch of
Twain's so quickly won wide popularity as did `The Jumping
Frog.' Calaveras County, California, is known to thousands
who have never seen the Golden State simply because of this
gem of humor." See illustration. $12,500.00
65. [COAHUILA]. Coahuila, reseña geográfica y
estadística. Paris & Mexico: Bouret, 1909. [6] 49 pp.,
large folding colored map, numerous illustrations. Folio,
original green decorated wrappers. Spine neatly reinforced
with matching paper, else fine.
First edition. Comprehensive survey, including
material on Texas and an historical review. $100.00
66. [CÓDICE BARANDA]. "Códice Baranda" from Antigüedades
mexicanas publicada por la Junta Colombina de Mexico...
[Mexico: Oficina Tipográfica de la Secretaría de Fomento,
1892]. [2, title] pp., double-page colored lithographic
plate. Large folio, unbound as issued. Very good.
First edition. Glass 24 & p. 582: "Color lithographs
by Genaro López." Mathes, Mexico on Stone, p. 45: "Almost
as a last farewell to the art [of lithography], the Junta
Columbina published the great commemorative of the fourth
centenary of the discovery of America, Homenaje a Cristóbal
Colón, Antigüedades Mexicanas, with magnificent
lithographs." Palau 13012: "Magnífica publicación."
Facsimile of an historical codex from 17th century Oaxaca
containing scenes having parallels in the early or mythical
sections of several Mixtec manuscripts. Glass states that
individual codices from Antigüedades mexicanas "sometimes
circulate separately." See following 2 entries for other
codices from this series. $125.00
67. [CÓDICE COLOMBINO]. "Códice Colombino" from
Antigüedades mexicanas... [Mexico, 1892]. [2, title] pp.,
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12 colored lithographic plates. Large folio, unbound as
issued. Very good.
First edition. Glass 72 & p. 582: "Traditional
Mixtec style, treating the life and history of 8 Deer,
Tiger Claw (A.D. 1011-63), from A.D. 1028 to 1048."
Mathes, Mexico on Stone, p. 45. Palau 13012. Color
facsimile of codex dating from preconquest Western Oaxaca.
$250.00
68. [CÓDICE PORFIRIO DÍAZ]. "Códice Porfirio Díaz" from
Antigüedades mexicanas. [Mexico, 1892]. [2, title] pp.,
21 colored lithographic plates. Large folio, unbound as
issued. Very good.
First edition. Glass 255 & p. 582. Mathes, Mexico on
Stone, p. 45. Palau 13012. Complete color facsimile of
the codex, which is ritual-calendrical and historical,
dating from 16th or 17th century Northern Oaxaca. Includes
scenes from the conquest, place glyphs, Indians, roads,
etc. No modern study has been done on this codex. $300.00
69. CONSAG, Fernando. Carta del P. Fernando Consag de la
Compañia de Jesus, visitador de las missiones de
Californias, á los padres superiores de esta Provincia de
Nueva-España. San Ignacio [Mexico, 1748]. 43 pp., woodcut
of 2 angels with Jesuit insignia on first page of text,
title and text within typographical borders. Small 4to,
original plain paper wrappers. Blank edges on a few leaves
slightly frayed, else fine. The Holliday-Doheny copy with
their bookplates, preserved in a cloth slipcase.
First edition. Barrett 1396. Cowan, p. 140. Graff
2355: "Consag...spent many years in Baja California and
played an active part in the exploration of the ColoradoGila country. He and Ugarte proved finally that no strait
separated the Californias from the mainland. This
discovery opened the way for development of the overland
routes and assured future permanent settlements." Howes
K250. Medina 3886. Wagner, Spanish Southwest 120:
"Account of the life of Father Antonio Tempis [1703-1759,
who] came to California as a missionary about 1735 or
1736... Consag said that [Tempis] had been a missionary
for 10 years. Father Tempis was stationed at the mission
of Santiago where Fathers Tamaral and Carranco had been
killed in 1734." Eberstadt considered Consag's land
expeditions the precursors of the overland trail. See
illustration. $3,500.00
70. [COOKBOOK]. McLAREN, L. L. (compiler). Pan-Pacific
Cook Book; Savory Bits from the World's Fare. San
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Francisco: Blair, Murdock, 1915. 170 pp., frontispiece,
illustrations. 12mo, original half green cloth over
decorated cloth. Very fine.
First edition. International recipes gathered for the
Pan-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco in 1915. $75.00
71. [COOKBOOK]. [TILDEN, Joe]. Joe Tilden's Recipes for
Epicures. San Francisco: Sequoia Press for A. M.
Robertson, 1907. [5] 132 [3] pp. 16mo, original pictorial
buckram. Mint, in original glassine d.j.
First edition. "Major Tilden was in his time one of
the most famous Bohemians and epicureans of the Pacific
Coast" (introductory note). $100.00
72. COOKE, P. St. G. The Conquest of New Mexico and
California... New York: Putnam, 1878. vi, 307 pp., large
folding map. 12mo, original green cloth. Joints a bit
rubbed and text lightly browned, else a fine, bright copy.
First edition. Alliot, p. 54. Bradford 1055. Cowan,
p. 142. Edwards, p. 54. Flake 2499. Graff 869: "Cooke
assumed command of the Mormon Battalion at Santa Fe and
marched it to California." Haferkorn pp. 34-5. Howes
C728. Plains & Rockies IV:165n. Rader 912. Saunders
2837. Tutorow 3425: "[Cooke] opposed Frémont's course in
California and criticizes him severely." Wheat, Mapping
the Transmississipi West 505. Kearny ordered Cooke to open
a wagon route to the Pacific by the Gila Route, involving a
1,100 mile march through unknown wilderness without a road
or trail. $350.00
73. CORLE, Edwin (editor). Igor Stravinsky. New York:
Duel, Sloan & Pearce [1949]. 245 pp., photographs, plates,
illustrations, designed by Merle Armitage. 8vo, original
black cloth lettered in yellow. Small piece missing from
lower blank margin of p. 17, else very fine in d.j.
First edition. Purcell, Merle Armitage Was Here! 75:
"Armitage felt there was room for improvement in many of
his works, but was satisfied with this production." $85.00
74. CORTESÃO, A. The Nautical Chart of 1424 and the Early
Discovery and Cartographical Representation of America...
Coimbra: University Press, 1954. xx, 123 [2] pp., 19
plates and maps (several double-page or foldout). Folio,
original half green morocco over green cloth. Very fine in
slipcase. The Doheny copy.
First edition, limited edition (#41 of an unspecified
number, signed by the author). Griffin 1900: "Cortesão
reviews ancient navigation and medieval cartography,
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suggesting that even Phoenician ships were blown across the
Atlantic while bound from the Canaries to Portugal. He
then maintains that the discovery of America was repeated
by the Portuguese." $750.00
75. COXE, William (editor). Account of Russian
Discoveries between Asia and America. To which are Added,
the Conquest of Siberia and the History of the Transactions
and Commerce between Russia and China. London: Cadell,
1780. xxii, 344 [14, index] [2, ads] pp., 4 folding
copperplate maps, plate. 4to, original full tree calf
(sympathetically rebacked, original red morocco spine label
preserved). Occasional light foxing and some offsetting to
the folding maps, else a fine, large, crisp copy with
armorial bookplate.
First edition. Arctic Bibliography 34257. Cox II,
pp. 24-5. Hill, p. 71: "Includes the main Russian
discoveries and explorations made in northwestern America
in their attempts to open communications with Alaska and
the Aleutian Islands. Coxe made suggestions which led the
Russians to promote expeditions of discovery to the
northern parts of Siberia. His list of works on the
subject, and his observations on the fur trade between the
Russians and the Chinese, are very valuable." Howes C834:
"Largely a translation, but with considerable additions, of
Johann L. Schulze's Neue Nachrichten [Lada-Mocarski 24],
this account, devoted to explorations after Behring and
Tschirikoff, in 1741, forms a valuable supplement to
Gerhardt Müllers Nachrichten [Lada-Mocarski 15] who
concluded his work with those earlier navigators." LadaMocarski 29. Majors 90. Wickersham 5882. $1,800.00
76. CUEVAS, P. Mariano. Monje y Marino: la vida y los
tiempos de Fray Andrés de Urdaneta... Mexico [Layac,
1943]. xvi, 417 [2] pp., plates, maps. 4to, original
brightly colored printed wrappers. Extremely fine,
unopened.
First edition. Palau 66217n. Urdaneta, who entered
the Augustinian order in Mexico City in 1553, was the
discoverer of the east-to-west route across the Pacific
that made the Spanish conquest of the Philippines possible.
His voyage, the sixth attempt to reach America from Asia,
was made at the request of Philip V because he had
previously been in the Spice Islands. His route was used
by the Manila Galleon. $125.00
77. CUMPLIDO, I.
Cumplido, 1851-5.

La ilustración mexicana. Mexico:
603 [5] + 683 [5] + 696 [2] + 724 [4]
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pp., 4 lithographic titles on tinted grounds, 146 plates
(13 colored), numerous text illustrations. 4 vols., royal
8vo, original dark green morocco over cloth, spines gilt
with raised bands. A very good set with some light shelf
wear, a few joints weak, and occasional mild foxing.
First edition. Mathes, Mexico on Stone, p. 28: "A
revival of work by Decaen is evident in 1851...Notable for
[its] lithography." Palau 66295. Toussaint, La litografía
en Mexico, p. xxv & plates 6, 9, 22 & 27. A very scarce
Mexican periodical, important for its many lithographs by
Decaen which cover a wide variety of subjects, including
views (Havana, Natural Bridge in Virginia, caves in
Kentucky, Chapultepec, Chimborazo, Bridge at Veracruz),
portraits (Junipero Serra, Daguerre, Dickens, Columbus,
Santa Anna, Hidalgo, Morelos, Tornel), archaeology (Mitla,
Aztec calendar wheel, Pompeii), architecture (Mission at
Loreto in Baja California, cathedral at Merida, National
Palace in Mexico City), literature, lady's fashions,
politics (many of a satirical nature), etc. $1,750.00
78. CURTIS, Edward S. The North American Indian...
[Norwood: Plimpton, 1926]. xii, 249 pp., 74 sepia
photogravures. Large 4to, original three-quarter brown
calf over tan cloth, raised bands on spine, t.e.g. A
superb copy.
First edition, limited edition (printed limitation
states 500 copies, but probably only 272 sets were
produced). Howes C965. Saunders 2131. Yager 768. In
1896 Curtis began his project to record with photographs
and explanatory text all available information on the
Indians of North America. This is vol. 17 of the 20-vol.
series, the most thorough anthropological study of the
North American Indian ever attempted, covering the customs,
ceremonies, and daily life of the tribes west of the
Mississippi from New Mexico to Alaska. This volume covers
the Tewa and Zuñi Indians. See illustration. $2,500.00
79. CUSHING, F. H. My Adventures in Zuñi. Santa Fe:
Peripatetic Press, 1941. 178 pp., fine colored
illustrations, including 10 full color serigraphs of
colored masks by Louie Ewing. Small 4to, original beige
cloth. Some staining and light spotting to binding,
internally fine. DeGolyer's presentation copy to George
Hill.
First edition, limited edition (400 copies printed at
the Rydal Press--the first publication of the Peripatetic
Press, the collaboration of Everett DeGolyer and Liz Ann
McMurray). Dobie, p. 29: "Cushing had rare imagination
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and sympathy. His retellings of tales are far superior to
verbatim recordings." Prucha 8542. Wiegle & Fiore, Santa
Fe & Taos, the Writer's Era, p. 201. Attractively printed
Southwestern classic by the noted American ethnologist who
lived among the Zuñi and was initiated into the Macaw clan,
serving on the tribal council and eventually becoming head
war chief. $250.00
80. DAVIS, Carlyle C. Olden Times in Colorado. Los
Angeles: Phillips, 1916. [16] 448 pp., frontispiece,
numerous photoplates. Large, thick 8vo, original maroon
limp morocco gilt, t.e.g. Some wear to fragile binding,
internally very fine.
First edition (#234 of the De Luxe edition, signed by
author). Graff 1014. Howes D105. Wilcox, p. 36:
"Recollections of early days in Leadville, Colorado Springs
and other towns, by a pioneer journalist." Wynar 334. The
numerous vintage photographs include portraits and scenes
of pioneer life in Colorado. $200.00
81. [DEBRAY SUCS. C. MONTAURIOL (publisher)]. Album
mexicano, collección de paisajes, monumentos, costumbres y
ciudades principales... Mexico [1885]. [2, title], 28
colored lithographed plates. Oblong 4to, original
pictorial printed boards. Light soiling to boards, else
fine.
First edition. Mathes, Mexico on Stone, p. 60. Palau
5553. Subjects include Cathedral of Mexico, National
Palace of Mexico, Plaza of Santo Domingo, Veracruz Railroad
Station, Plaza of Guadalupe, Tacubaya, Toluca, Cathedral of
Puebla, bird's-eye view of Puebla, view of Querétaro,
Cathedral at Guadalajara, Guanajuato, etc. $1,750.00
82. [DEGOLLADO, SANTOS]. Bound volume containing
manuscript copies of correspondence to Degollado with a few
of his outgoing letters, 88 items in all. Mexico, 1858.
Very good to very fine condition.
Degollado (Dicc. Porrúa, p. 871) rose to a high
position in the pivotal year of 1858, when Juárez finally
succeeded in implementing the Reform movement. Degollado
held important posts in the Michoacán government and led
several military campaigns for Juárez in the Reform Wars.
In 1858 Juárez appointed Degollado to the position of
Minister of War and Navy and made him General. These
letters, which discuss military and political developments,
document events during this brief but transilient period.
They include 3 from Juárez, one of particularly fine
content describing his feelings about his leadership. As
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this catalogue goes to press, we have not been able to find
evidence of these letters having been published. Details
forthcoming.
83. DE MÉZIÈRES, Athanase. Athanase de Mézières and the
Louisiana-Texas Frontier 1768-1780: Documents Published
for the First Time, from the Original Spanish and French
Manuscripts... Cleveland: Clark, 1914. 351 + 392 pp.,
folding map, facsimiles of documents and signatures. 2
vols., original maroon cloth. Very fine set.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 41. Howes B548.
Rittenhouse 66. "For the light they throw on Indian
affairs in the north and east Texas area for the period
between 1768 and 1779 there is no single group of documents
so important as the reports of De Mézières" (Handbook of
Texas I, pp. 486-7). $350.00
84. DEWEES, W. B. Letters from an Early Settler of Texas.
Louisville [Printed in New Albany, 1858]. 312 pp. 12mo,
original brown cloth (neatly rebacked, original printed
leather spine label preserved). Occasional light foxing
and marginal browning, overall very good.
"Second edition" (actually the third) of the rare
original edition published in 1852 and limited to 250
copies. Bradford 1311. Clark, Travels in the Old South
III:298: "The preface states that the compiler, Cara
Cardelle, pseudonym for Emmaretta C. Kimball, chanced to
find among a friend's papers a large stack of Texas letters
with much information on the events of Texas history from
1819-1852. The letters were written by William B. DeWees
to a friend in Kentucky...over a period of about 33
years...Unembellished pictures of the journey to Texas,
personal incidents, and facts and events in Texas
development." Graff 1073: "DeWees traveled from Nashville
to Arkansas in 1819 and describes buffalo hunting." Howes
D299. Rader 1131. Raines, p. 67. See Handbook of Texas
I, p. 496 & III, p. 474. $225.00
85. DÍAZ DEL CASTILLO, Bernal. The True History of the
Conquest of Mexico by...One of the Conquerors. Written in
the Year 1568... London: J. Wright for John Dean, 1800.
[6] 514 pp., engraved plan of the Valley of Mexico. 4to,
three-quarter contemporary calf over marbled boards
(rebacked, original spine preserved).
First English edition. Field 425. Hill, p. 82:
"This notable work is universally accepted as the most
complete and trustworthy of the various chronicles of the
conquest of Mexico and Central America." Palau 72373.
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Classic eyewitness account of the Conquest by a
conquistador who accompanied Cortez. $350.00
86. DÍAZ Y DÍAZ, Jesús. Itinerario que manifiesta varios
puntos de la república mexicana...en la última campaña
contra los franceses... Mexico: Villanueva, 1869. vi, 68
pp. (consisting mainly of charts providing details of
routes), frontispiece portrait, large folding map showing
plan of operations between El Paso and Mexico City. 12mo,
protective wrappers. Light spotting and staining to first
few leaves, tears at folds of map neatly repaired, overall
very good. Author's presentation copy to Gen. José M.
Pérez Hernández.
First edition. Not in Palau, Sabin, or Sutro. NUC
shows 5 copies, none in Texas or California. Logbook by a
Mexican commander during the French invasion recording
distances between many points in Mexico from the capital
northward, with interesting observations on the quality of
roads, availability of water, probability of Indian attack,
etc. $375.00
87. [DICKINSON, SUSANNA]. KING, C. R. Susanna Dickinson,
Messenger of the Alamo. Austin: Shoal Creek, 1976.
xviii, 166 pp., photographic illustrations. 8vo, original
red cloth. New in d.j.
First edition. Winegarten, p. 113. Biography of
Dickinson, who with her infant child was among the few
survivors of the battle of the Alamo. See Handbook of
Texas I, p. 500. $20.00
88. DIGUET, León. Territorio de la Baja California.
Reseña geográfica y estadística. Paris & Mexico: Bouret,
1912. [4] 40 pp., large colored folding map, 6 maps in
text, numerous photographs. Folio, original tan decorated
wrappers. Spine neatly reinforced with matching paper,
else very fine.
First edition. Barrett 708. Good documentary survey
including bibliography. $100.00
89. DOBIE, J. Frank & J. W. Rogers. Finding Literature on
the Texas Plains... Dallas: Southwest Press, 1931. 57
pp., frontispiece portrait of Dobie. 12mo, original half
burgundy cloth over grey boards. Endsheets lightly
browned, else fine.
First edition, limited edition (300 copies). McVicker
B14. One of the earlier bibliographies on the Southwest.
$75.00
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90. DOBIE, J. Frank. The Flavor of Texas. Austin:
Jenkins, 1975. [8] 167 pp. Large 8vo, original tan cloth.
Very fine in lightly worn d.j.
Reprint of the Dallas, 1936 original edition. Adams,
Guns 602; Herd 691. Dobie, p. 51: "Considerable social
history;" p. 55: "Chapters on Bean, Green, Duval, Kendall,
and other representers of the fighting Texans." Includes a
chapter on "How Texas was Hell on Women." $30.00
91. DOBIE, J. Frank (editor). Legends of Texas. Austin:
Texas Folk-Lore Society, 1924. xii, 282 pp., 4
illustrations. 8vo, original blue cloth. Fine, with
contemporary inscription on front free flyleaf and 1942
newspaper article by Dobie laid in.
First edition (Vol. III of the Texas Folk-Lore Society
Publications). Basic Texas Books 203:III. Buried
treasure, lost mines, pirates, the supernatural, etc.
$85.00
92. [DRAKE, SIR FRANCIS]. LECLUSE, Charles de (Carolus
Clusius). Aliquot notae in Garciae Aromatum historiam.
Eiusdem descriptiones nonnullarum stirpium, & aliarum
exoticarum rerum, que à...Francisco Drake Equite Anglo, &
his observatae sunt, qui eum in longa illa navigatione...
Antwerp: Plantin, 1582. 43 [1] pp., 13 full-page and 2
half-page woodcuts of exotic plants. Small 8vo, later full
mottled calf, gilt-lettered spine. Lower corner of one
leaf missing, not affecting text, else a very fine copy of
a rare book.
First edition of the first substantial account of
Drake's voyage to be printed. Adams C2240. Alden 582/52:
"Described are various American plants, e.g., cocoa &
Mexican jasmine." Arents (Add.) 69. JCB I:294. Cushing
L114. Hunt Botanical Catalogue 140. Nissen 373. Pritzel
1757. Sabin 13800. Lecluse, the most important botanical
writer of his time, devotes the second half of the book to
an account of the aromatic plants, fruits, and roots
observed by Drake on his epochal voyage around the world
from 1577 to 1580, during which he explored portions of the
Northern California coast between San Francisco and Point
Reyes. Lecluse received his information from Lawrence
Eliot (mentioned in the text), an amateur naturalist on
Drake's expedition. The first half of the book comprises a
series of supplementary notes to Garcia de Orta's Aromatum
et Simplicium...Historia (Antwerp, 1574). See
illustration. $8,500.00
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93. DUVAL, Isaac H. Texas Argonauts: Isaac H. Duval and
the California Gold Rush. San Francisco [David Holman for]
Book Club of California, 1988. 201 pp., frontispiece
portrait, 13 color illustrations from paintings by Charles
Shaw (10 double-page), endpaper map. Small folio, original
half cloth over decorative boards, printed paper labels on
spine and upper cover. New, as issued.
First edition, limited edition (450 copies). Major
Duval's reminiscences of the Gila Trail journey from Texas
to the California mines, an expedition plagued by heat,
fatigue, hunger, and difficult encounters with Mexicans,
Apaches, and Yumas. Additional biographical detail on
Duval's life as a plainsman, bear hunter, scout-diplomat in
the Comanche country of Texas, and during the Civil War are
provided by editor Richard Dillon. $200.00
94. DUVAL, J. C. Early Times in Texas. Austin: Steck,
1935. [2] 253 pp. 12mo, original terracotta cloth. Very
fine.
Facsimile of the first edition (Austin, 1892).
Agatha, p. 51. Basic Texas Books 51D: "The most literate
of all 19th century Texas memoirs...A vivid account of his
capture and miraculous escape from the massacre of Fannin's
command at Goliad in 1836." Dobie, p. 55. Graff 1188n.
Howes D603. Rader 1248n. Raines, p. 74n. $50.00
95. EASTMAN, Mary H. Chicora and Other Regions of the
Conquerors and the Conquered. Philadelphia: Lippincott,
Grambo, 1854. 126 pp., 21 engraved plates of Indian life
by Seth Eastman. 4to, original red cloth elaborately
stamped in gilt and blind, a.e.g. Front joint neatly
mended, occasional light browning or spotting to text, but
overall fine.
First edition. Field 477. Howes E18. Myres,
Following the Drum, p. 8. Plains & Rockies IV:238a:1:
"Captain and Mrs. Eastman were stationed at Fort Snelling,
Minnesota, from 1841 through 1848...Eastman recorded the
daily life of the Sioux and Winnebago who lived in the
area." Also covers Dacotah, Navajo, Zuñi, and other
tribes. See Notable American Women I, pp.545-6. $750.00
96. ECKFELDT, J. R. & W. E. DuBois. New Varieties of Gold
and Silver Coins, Counterfeit Coins, and Bullion; with Mint
Values. Philadelphia: Published by the Authors, 1850. 60
[2] pp., engraved frontispiece, plate of California and
Mormon coins. 12mo, original black and gold pictorial
upper board (lacking lower board). Internally fine, with
original samples of California gold. Slipcase.
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First edition. Cowan, p. 191. Howell, California
50:74. Library of Congress, California 162. Sabin 21786.
Streeter Sale 2629: "An important reference book for the
beginnings of gold mining in California." Wheat, Books of
the California Gold Rush 67: "Actual samples of California
`grain' and `bar' gold, and reproductions of privately
minted 1849 gold coins of California and of the Mormons in
Utah...An extraordinary and colorful contemporary souvenir
of the Gold Rush." $1,500.00
97. [EGERTON, FLORENCIO]. Causa celebre contra los
asisinos de Don Florencio Egerton y Doña Ines Edwards...
Mexico: Valdes, 1844. 40 pp. 16mo, contemporary mottled
calf. Fine. Bookplate.
"Extract from the original." Not in Palau. Egerton,
an English painter, and Edwards, his wife, were attacked
and killed just outside their home in Tacubaya. Edwards,
in the late stages of pregnancy, was raped and strangled.
The crime was seen as a matter of national honor since the
victims were English. $125.00
98. ELDREDGE, Z. S. The March of Portolá and the
Discovery of the Bay of San Francisco...The Log of the San
Carlos and Original Documents Translated and Annotated by
E. J. Molera. San Francisco: California Promotion
Committee, 1909. 71 pp., frontispiece, plates. 8vo,
original half orange cloth over black cloth, printed paper
label on upper cover. Endsheets browned, else fine.
First edition. Cowan, p. 193. Hill, pp. 93-4. Rocq
5675. Portolá, first Spanish governor of the Californias,
in 1769 commanded one of the overland parties of the Sacred
Expedition to found settlements in Alta California. $75.00
99. ESPINOSA, I. F. de. Chronica apostólica... Mexico:
Viuda de Hogal, 1746. [100] 590 [24] pp., title in red &
black, text in double column framed by rule border. Small
folio, recent limp vellum (from an antiphonal leaf).
Occasional minor spotting, title backed, portions of a few
letters and one corner of ornamental border supplied in ink
facsimile, first few leaves extended, but overall a very
good copy of a rare book. The Doheny copy, with her gilt
morocco label.
First edition. Bancroft, N. Mexico & Texas I, p. 686:
"Very rare as well as valuable." Basic Texas Books 60:
"This work and its 1792 supplement [see entry 5 herein]
comprise the most important contemporary account of the
activities of the Franciscans in Texas...Beristain de Souza
called Espinosa `the Julius Caesar of the Faith in New
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Spain because he fought battles in the day and wrote all
night.'" Clark, Old South I:79. Cowan, p. 19-20n. Howes
E182: "Covers establishment of Texas missions and
expeditions of Alonso de León and of the Marquis de
Aguayo." Jones 805. Medina 3769. Palau 82707. Raines,
pp. 77-78. Streeter 1067n. Wagner, Spanish Southwest 117:
"Standard history of the colleges of the Propaganda Fide of
the Franciscans in New Spain [with] a history of the
missions on the Rio Grande and in Texas largely written
from the personal experiences of Espinosa himself." See
Handbook of Texas I, pp. 572-3. $4,000.00
100. ESPINOSA, I. F. de. Crónica de los Colegios de
Propaganda Fide de la Nueva España. Washington: Academy
of American Franciscan History, 1964. cii, 972 [1] pp., 29
plates and illustrations. Thick 4to, original full tree
calf. Mint.
Second edition of preceding. Basic Texas Books 60B.
Contains a new introduction, notes, bibliography, index.
Scarce. $250.00
101. ESPINOSA, I. F. de. El peregrino septentrional
atlante...vida del Venerable Padre Fr. Antonio Margil de
Jesús... Valencia: Lucas, 1742. [10] 411 [5] pp.,
engraved portrait of Margil preaching to Indians, title in
red and black. 8vo, modern vellum. Fine.
First Spanish edition (original edition, Mexico, 1737-see Fifty Texas Rarities 5). Basic Texas Books 59B.
Eberstadt, Texas 162:288: "A scarcer book even than the
earlier [Mexican] edition." Howes E84. Wagner, Spanish
Southwest 102. A cornerstone work on Texas and the
Southwest, containing the most authoritative biography of
Margil, whose labors resulted in the establishment of the
first permanent civil settlement of Texas. See 198 in this
catalogue. $3,500.00
102. ESPINOSA Y TELLO, José. Relación del viage hecho por
las goletas Sutil y Mexicana en el año de 1792 para
reconocer el estrecho de Fuca... Madrid: Porrúa Turanzas,
1958. clxviii, 202 pp. + atlas containing 8 plates and 10
folding maps (facsimiles of the originals published in
1802). 2 vols., 8vo, original beige printed wrappers.
Occasional light browning, else fine, unopened.
Limited edition (#152 of 200 copies), second edition
(a copy of the original edition printed in Madrid in 1802
brought $11,000 at the Doheny sale). Barrett 3460. Cowan,
p. 198n. Graff 1262n: "Most important account of the
exploration of the Far Northwest coast by the Spanish."
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Hill, p. 98n: "An account of the voyage...detailed to make
a complete reconnaissance and survey of the continental
shore at the east end of the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Neah
Bay, Esquimalt Bay (where Captain George Vancouver's
expedition was met), and Nootka Sound were all visited."
Howes G18 (rating the 1802 edition as "dd"--"superlatively
rare"). Libros Californianos, pp. 16n & 24n (on both the
Bliss and Wagner lists of the 20 rarest California books).
Lada-Mocarski 56n: "Unsurpassed in importance." The
original atlas included the "first printed Spanish map of
the San Diego region" (Hill, pp. 530-1). $450.00
103. EVERARD, Gilles. De herba panacea, quam alii
tabacum, alii petum, aut nicotianam vocant, brevis
commentarious... Antwerp: Bellère, 1587. 98 [4] 234 pp.
12mo, contemporary vellum. Title remargined on outer edge
not affecting text. Very good.
Second edition of the first book devoted entirely to
tobacco (the first edition, issued same year by same
printer, varies only slightly in pagination and is
extremely rare--it is on the JCB list of most important
works lacking). Adams E1150. Alden 587/15. Arents 32.
Books not in JCB 21. Assembled by an Antwerp physician,
the book describes most of what was then known of this New
World plant which had such an impact on Europe. Everard
describes the beneficial effects of tobacco, where it comes
from, native methods of curing and cultivation, and other
lore. The book became quite popular and went through
numerous later editions. $3,500.00
104. FALCONER, Thomas. Letters and Notes on the Texan
Santa Fe Expedition 1841-1842. New York: Dauber & Pine,
1930. 159 pp., frontispiece portrait. Tall 8vo, original
half grey cloth over boards, printed paper labels on spine
and upper cover. Some outer wear and staining, text
lightly browned.
Limited edition (300 copies), first printing of this
version edited by Hodge, with extensive revisions and
additions. Basic Texas Books 116n. Dobie, p. 56. Howes
F14. Plains & Rockies IV:90n. Rader 1325. Rittenhouse
198: "Falconer was with the Texan-Santa Fe Expedition. An
Englishman, he was soon released when his government
exerted influence...Most useful edition." Saunders 2886.
Streeter 1412 & 1496 (only one copy located of the latter,
which gives an account of his journey from Galveston to San
Antonio and Austin). $100.00
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105. FLETCHER, Alice C. Indian Education and
Civilization. A Report Prepared in Answer to Senate
Resolution of February 23, 1885. Washington: SED95, 1888.
693 pp. 8vo, early 20th century three-quarter brown cloth
over marbled boards. Binding repaired, internally very
good.
First edition. Larned 637: "Origin and development
of the Indian policy of the U.S. government [containing]
much information about the establishing of the Indian
agencies and many statistics concerning the reservations."
Prucha 5997. Yager 3825. After living among the Omaha,
the author became active in Indian rights, successfully
lobbying in their behalf (see Notable American Woman, pp.
630-33 and Schimmel, Women in the American Wilderness 10).
$125.00
106. FOLSOM, G. F. Mexico in 1842...to which is Added an
Account of Texas and Yucatan, and of the Santa Fe
Expedition. New York: Wiley & Putnam, et al., 1842. 256
pp., folding colored map showing Texas as an independent
Republic. 16mo, original brown embossed cloth. Spinal
extremities neatly restored, occasional light foxing to
text, map lightly browned, but overall a fine copy.
First edition. Eberstadt, Texas 162:301: "The last
100 pages relate to Texas from 1832 to 1842, and include
the correspondence of Bee and Hamilton with Santa Anna in
1841 and 1842." Graff 1372. Plains & Rockies IV:86 & 91.
Rader 1423. Raines, p. 83. Rittenhouse 694. Streeter
1413. Contains a previously unpublished narrative of the
Santa Fe expedition by a 17 year-old Kentuckian, Franklin
Combs, a member of the small group that included Kendall
and Falconer, who had gone on the expedition as guests.
$1,500.00
107. FORNEY, John W. What I Saw in Texas. Philadelphia:
Ringwalt & Brown, 1872. 92 pp., map, engraved
illustrations and vignettes, including a town view of Fort
Worth. 8vo, original pictorial upper wrapper. Fragile
upper wrap spotted and chipped, else very good. No copies
located in Texas by NUC.
First edition. Adams, Herd 822: "Rare." Clark,
Travels in the New South I:77: "Forney, a well-known
journalist, left Philadelphia on June 12, 1872, and made
his way to Texas through Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Louisiana, stopping at New Orleans and Shreveport...His
tour of Texas included Marshall, Jefferson, Dallas, Fort
Worth, Corsicana, Austin, Houston, Galveston, and San
Antonio. He was a keen observer and noted the progress
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being made in various parts of the South, but pointed out
the need of schools, churches, free press, skilled labor,
and capital. His chief interest, however, was railroads...
An excellent work." Howes F264. Raines, p. 85. $1,250.00
108. FRÉMONT, John C. Geographical Memoir upon Upper
California, in Illustration of his Map of Oregon and
California. Washington: SM148, 1848. 67 pp., large
folding map measuring 33 x 26-1/8 inches. 8vo, recent
black cloth, printed paper spine label. One small tear to
map repaired, else fine.
First printing. Cowan, p. 223. Graff 1429. Howes
F366. Plains & Rockies IV:150. Schwartz & Ehrenberg, The
Mapping of America, plate 171, p. 278: "Frémont's epochal
map of Oregon and Upper California...drawn by Charles
Preuss was prepared at the request of Congress through the
efforts of Senator Benton, after Frémont had been courtmartialed and had voluntarily resigned from the Army for
his dubious role in the conquest of California in
1846...Frémont's map added many new placenames to the
geographical nomenclature of the West, including the
Humboldt River, Lake, and Range in present-day Nevada...San
Francisco's `Chrysopylae or Golden Gate'...and the phrase
`El Dorado or Gold Regions,' one of the earliest graphic
announcements of the discovery of gold in California."
Wheat, Books of the California Gold Rush 78; Mapping the
Transmississipi West III:559: "The only detailed reports
ever made by Frémont on his expedition of 1845-1846; his
journals subsequently were burned." $575.00
109. [FRÉMONT, JOHN C.]. The Mariposa Company... New
York: Bryant, 1863. 81 pp., large folding fully colored
map measuring approximately 25 x 20 inches. 8vo, original
plum cloth. Spine tips neatly restored, spine and upper
margin of upper cover light, but overall a fine, tight
copy.
First edition. Cowan, p. 414. Rocq 5117. The
Mariposa Estate, or Frémont Grant, was made to Juan B.
Alvarado while California was under Mexican rule. In 1847
Frémont purchased the Estate, and his claim was confirmed
by the U.S. in 1856. The purchaser had the right to locate
anywhere in the basin of the Mariposa River, and Frémont
chose land already in the possession of miners, who defied
the claim. The mines were converted into fortifications,
fighting took place, and several men were killed; but in
1859 Frémont prevailed, thus confirming the land grant that
brought him great wealth. See Hart, Companion to
California, p. 260. $500.00
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110. FRÉZIER, A. F. A Voyage to the South-Sea, and Along
the Coasts of Chili and Peru...1712-1714... London:
Bowyer, 1717. [14] 335 [9] pp., title printed in red and
black, 37 engraved maps, plans, plates (some folding),
printed music. 4to, full contemporary panelled calf
(neatly rebacked, original spine preserved, corners
renewed). Some offsetting on title and frontispiece map,
otherwise fine.
First English edition. Borba de Moraes, p. 329:
"This English edition is much sought after." Hill, p. 115:
"Frézier, a French royal military engineer, was under
contract to sail to the Spanish possessions in South
America to construct forts for defense against English and
Dutch attacks [and] to chart the western coast of South
America...Account of the voyage from France around Cape
Horn...along the coasts of Chile and Peru, describing the
chief towns and cities...Frézier introduced to France, from
Chile, the ancestor of the modern strawberry...This first
English translation contains the same engravings as the
French original, but is preferable to the latter because it
contains Halley's (of comet fame) postscript, which
corrects certain geographical errors made by Frézier. The
frontispiece map, showing the route, was created for the
English edition." See illustration. $1,250.00
111. [FRÍAS, Heriberto]. Tomochic! Episodios de la
campaña de Chihuahua, 1892... Rio Grande City, Texas:
Recio, 1894. 187 pp. 12mo, contemporary half brown calf
over marbled boards. Light outer wear, joints cracked,
text browned. Lengthy dedication note by the author to
Antonio Quintanar.
Second edition, corrected and enlarged with more
historical details. Palau 94991 lists a later edition.
This unusual Texas imprint is an historical novel about a
young military man on a campaign in the mountains of
Chihuahua against a revolt by the town of Tomochic. See
Dicc. Porrúa, p. 1115. $150.00
112. GAGERN, Carlos de. Apelación de los mexicanos a la
Europa bien informada de la Europa mal informada. Mexico:
Cumplido, 1862. xii, 86 pp., lithograph of Juarez, Ocampo,
& Degollado by Decaen. 8vo, original elaborately
blindstamped full black calf (neatly rebacked). Light
outer wear to corners and a few light marginal stains to
litho, else fine.
First edition. Palau 96491. Sabin 26324. The
attractive lithograph by Decaen is not recorded in Mathes,
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Mexico on Stone. Attempt to correct what the author sees
as a misinformation campaign (primarily by the Spanish)
against Mexico. Discusses chronic problem of reactionary
forces working against Mexico and progress made in the
arts, sciences, and jurisprudence since independence.
$250.00
113. GAILHABAUD, Jules. Monuments anciens et modernes.
Collection formants une histoire de l'architecture des
differents peuples á toutes les epoques. Paris: Firmin
Didot, n.d. 228 + 136 + 152 + 180 pp., 400 full-page
engraved plates, mostly by J. Bury. 4 vols., complete,
large 4to, contemporary half crimson morocco, gilt. A
magnificent set, beautifully bound and printed on handmade
paper. This copy is from the publisher's own library and
was purchased at the Didot Sale in Paris about 10 years
ago.
This outstanding work on architecture and archaeology,
which apparently issued in parts from about 1845 to 1870,
was distributed in Spain, France, Germany, Italy, and
Mexico with text in corresponding language; each plate has
title in all four languages. The fine architectural plates
depict ruins at Stonehenge; ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome;
Celtic, Persian, Indian and Etruscan ruins; Gothic and
Byzantine churches, Islamic mosques; civil, religious, and
military structures of Europe from Medieval times; and a
fascinating chapter on Mexican ruins, including Uxmal and
Papantla with engravings after Catherwood. Avery, p. 366.
RIBA, p. 377. Palau 96534n. $1,500.00
114. [GALVESTON]. Charter and By-Laws of the Galveston
Wharf Company... Galveston: Shaw & Blaylock, 1879. 25
pp. 8vo, original blue printed wrappers. Center crease,
else fine, with contemporary ms. notes indicating this copy
was used as an exhibit in a lawsuit.
First edition. Winkler 2556 (locating only the UT
copy). "On February 4, 1854, a charter was issued by the
Texas legislature authorizing Michael B. Menard and
associates to incorporate under the name of Galveston Wharf
and Cotton Press Company and to assume `complete control'
over all waterfront facilities then existing in Galveston.
In 1860 the charter of the company was amended to give it
the title of the Galveston Wharf Company. Nine years later
the city obtained one-third of the company's stock"
(Handbook of Texas III, pp. 324-5). The present document
contains both the 1854 and 1860 documents along with the
by-laws adopted January 6, 1879, and various grants for
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railroad construction. This appears to be the only
printing of the 1854 and 1860 documents. $325.00
115. [GALVESTON]. [SEALY, George, et al.]. A Brief
History of the Galveston Wharf Company Established 1854...
N.p. [1927]. [38] pp., portrait of Menard, numerous
illustrations. Square 8vo, original printed wrappers.
Very fine, with one leaf supplement laid in.
First edition. CBC 1794. "The `Galveston Wharves'
was really the Port of Galveston Authority, which operated
the docks, warehouses, and railroad facilities for the
port. It is the only major port terminal in the U.S. not
supported by public funds" (Handbook of Texas III, p. 325).
$125.00
116. [GALVESTON, LOUISIANA]. TREUDEAU, Carlos.
Contemporary manuscript copy of a land grant with heading:
Luisiana, 1794. Distrito de Galveston and map at top
measuring 5 x 6-1/2 inches. Province of Louisiana, March
9, 1794. 2 pp., folio. Very fine.
This grant of property located near Pass Manchac on
Lake Ponchartrain is made to John M. McKeoug. $400.00
117. GARCÍA CUBAS, Antonio. Memoria para servir a la
carta general de la República Mexicana... Mexico: Andrade
y Escalante, 1861. 166 [1, errata] pp., long folding
lithographed map showing road from Mexico to San Blas (with
an inset of the road from Guadalajara to Manzanillo),
foldout chart. 8vo, contemporary red calf over marbled
boards. Some binding wear, but overall a very good copy.
First edition. Palau 98725 (lists a later edition).
Sabin 26556. Detailed treatise on the roads of Mexico,
including charts and tables showing towns and mileage
between major cities, such as Chihuahua to Paso del Norte,
Paso del Norte to Mesilla, Tucson to Nogales, confluence of
the Gila and Colorado to Tucson, Guerrero to Nuevo Laredo,
etc. The tables include information on each site along the
way, such as "rancho," "hacienda," "antig. presidio," etc.
Geographical dictionary identifying about 1,500 cities and
towns in Mexico and along the border, with location,
population, and other details. $450.00
118. GARCÍA CUBAS, Antonio. The Republic of Mexico in
1876: A Political and Ethnographical Division of the
Population, Character, Habits, Costumes and Vocations of
Its Inhabitants. Mexico: La Ensananza, 1876. 130 [3] [8,
printed music] pp., 24 attractive chromolithographs (3 per
page) of costumed groups by Debray, double-page
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ethnographic map. 8vo, original yellow printed wrappers.
Fragile wraps chipped and stained, spine reinforced with
glassine tape. A scruffy copy but the plates clean and
bright, the whole untrimmed and unopened.
First edition in English. Palau 98732. Publication
prepared for distribution abroad to stimulate foreign
investment in Mexico, with over half the work devoted to
the Indians of Mexico, including tribes in Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, and California. The author is considered
the father of scientific geography in Mexico. $200.00
119. GARCÍA ICAZBALCENTA, J. (editor). Documentos para la
historia antigua de México. Mexico: García Torres, 1856.
932, 88, 43, 27 pp. Small folio, contemporary half Mexican
calf over marbled boards. A fine, complete copy.
First edition (third in this series of unpublished
documents printed in Mexico 1853-7). Bancroft, Arizona &
New Mexico, pp. 20-21. Larned 3958: "Valuable
contribution to the understanding of the first century of
Spanish-American history." Glass, pp. 608-9: "Major
collection of letters and other documents from the 16th
century." Palau 74802. Raines, p. 181: "The chief events
of New Mexico from 1538 to 1616, by one of the Franciscan
Padres, including the expeditions through western Texas on
the Rio Grande and Pecos." Wagner, Spanish Southwest I, p.
508: "The single volume of the third series is extremely
rare, and is usually found imperfect...It is supposed to be
complete in 932 pp. [our copy contains an additional 158
pp.]." One of the most valuable research tools on the
Spanish Southwest, containing previously unpublished
documents of Coronado, Escalante, Portolá, Kino, Ugarte,
Sedelmayer, Peñalosa, and Morfi ("Viage de indios y diario
del Nuevo-Mexico"). Includes much of interest for preCortesian and conquest periods. $750.00
120. GERSTÄCKER, F. Reisen...Californien. Stuttgart &
Tübingen, 1853. [4] 504 pp. 12mo, original grey printed
wrappers. Occasional light to moderate foxing, else very
fine, preserved in a folding grey cloth box.
First edition. The present book is vol. 2 from the
author's 5-vol. work on his travels in America. The other
4 vols. (which were separately issued over a 2-year period)
are on South America, South Seas, Australia, and Java.
This is the first printing of Gerstäcker's California
sojourn, later reprinted many times in several languages.
Cowan, p. 234. Hill, p. 431. Howes G135 (listing only
later editions). Sabin 27186. Wheat, Books of the
California Gold Rush 81n: "Specially significant from the
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standpoint of affording an adequate overall picture of the
Gold Rush." $275.00
121. GONZÁLEZ BARCÍA, A. Ensayo cronológico, para la
historia general de la Florida... Madrid, 1723. [40] 366
[56] pp., title printed in red and black, genealogical
table. Small folio, original vellum. The University of
Alabama duplicate (no markings except for small,
unobtrusive inkstamps on fore-edge). Occasional light
staining and small wormholes, but overall very good,
preserved in a red cloth slipcase.
First edition. Field 80: "Valuable material relating
to the Indians." Graff 181. Hill, pp. 12-13. Howes B130:
"Principle authority on Florida during two centuries of
undisputed Spanish supremacy." Medina 7885. Raines, p.
22. Wagner, Spanish Southwest 84: "To [the author]
Florida meant everything north of New Spain...not only the
Spanish colonies but the French and English. A large
portion of the work is devoted to the history of Florida
proper, and especially to the exploits of Pedro Menéndez de
Avíles...Cabeza de Vaca, Coronado, De Soto, Oñate, and La
Salle." $950.00
122. GONZÁLEZ DE MENDOZA, J. Itinerario y compendio de
los cosas notables que ay desde España, hasta el reyno de
la China... Lisbon, 1586. 136 numbered leaves (lacking
one text leaf). Small 8vo, modern full blue morocco, spine
with raised bands. Title and first few leaves moderately
soiled. Pages trimmed with occasional loss of letters in
the sidenotes. Very rare, only 2 copies located (JCB and
Biblioteca Nacional in Lisbon).
First Portuguese edition (also published in Madrid the
same year--only one copy of the Madrid edition survives,
that in the British Museum). Alden 586/42. Anselmo 784.
JCB I(1), p. 307. Palau 105498. Wagner, Spanish Southwest
8c (Plate XXXIV). González de Mendoza's book is important
for the Spanish Southwest because it contains Antonio de
Espejo's account of his 1582-3 expedition to New Mexico and
Texas. Espejo crossed the Rio Grande, which he named the
Rio del Norte, near Presidio, reached the Pecos River about
30 miles southeast of Santa Fe and followed the river to
the present site of Pecos, Texas. The Jumano Indians then
guided Espejo through Balmorhea and on up Limpia Canyon by
present Fort Davis and Marfa and down Alamito Creek to the
Rio Grande. "His discoveries probably did more to
stimulate the settlement of New Mexico and the exploitation
of its mineral resources than did those of any other of the
early explorers" (Handbook of Texas I, p. 572). The
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Spanish author came to Mexico in 1571 as an officer of the
Inquisition and became a cattleman with ranches in
Querétaro and Celayo. This work, which contains 4 chapters
on the Espejo expedition, should not be confused with the
author's history of China which contains only a short
account of the Espejo expedition (see Wagner 7). The
present work also contains accounts of China, Japan, Cuba,
Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and especially Mexico, by various
missionaries who had visited those places. $11,000.00
123. GOROSTIZA, M. E. Gorostiza Pamphlet...A Copy and
Translation... Washington: HED190, 1838. 120 pp.,
printed in English and Spanish on facing pages, map showing
the boundary between Texas and Louisiana. 8vo, protective
wrappers. Very fine.
First edition in English. Howes G6 (noting only the
Spanish and French editions). Streeter 1220C. This
bilingual edition contains correspondence relative to
General Gaines' military occupation of northeast Texas from
the Sabine to Nacogdoches for the official purpose of
checking Indian depredations. Gorostiza, acting as special
Mexican envoy to Washington, attacks the good faith of the
U.S. in sending Gaines to circumvent the anticipated
Mexican "invasion." This affair led to the breaking off of
diplomatic relations between Mexico and the U.S. The map,
which appeared in the Spanish edition printed at
Philadelphia in 1836 and is also found in the present
addition, is said by Howes to be the earliest of the
Republic of Texas. $375.00
124. GOTTSCHALK, P. The Earliest Diplomatic Documents on
America. The Papal Bulls of 1493 and the Treaty of
Tordesillas... Berlin: Gottschalk, 1927. 91 pp. Folio,
original vellum over tan cloth. Light outer wear,
internally fine.
First edition, trade edition, issued without the
facsimile plates and maps. Palau 106402. Transcription,
commentary, and bibliography on the earliest documents
relating to the colonization of the New World by Europeans,
including the Papal Bull of 1493 conveying the lands
discovered by Columbus to Spain, the Treaty of Tordesillas
of 1494 dividing New World territories between Spain and
Portugal, a list of maps before 1550 containing the Line of
Demarcation, and related documents. $300.00
125. GREEN, Ben K. Horse Conformation. Cumby: Green,
1969. 72 pp., numerous illustrations. 12mo, original
printed wrappers with illustration by Tom Lea. Very fine,
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signed by the author and with his manuscript corrections to
illustration captions on p. 5.
First collected edition of Green's articles on the
structure and function of the horse, which he published
serially in the issues of The Tally Book from 1960-2.
Wilson 9. $100.00
126. [GREEN, Frances Harriet (later Mrs. McDougall)].
Elleanor's Second Book. Providence: Albro, 1839. 128
pp., woodcut frontispiece portrait. 16mo, original half
rose cloth over marbled boards, printed paper spine label.
Fine.
First edition. Sabin 22102. Work, p. 311. A sequel
to the author's Memoirs of Elleanor Eldrige, which had
appeared the year before. The subject is a black woman
born in Warwick, R.I., in 1785, grandaughter of native
African chief and a Naragansett Indian. The author was an
active feminist and abolitionist. $300.00
127. GREEN, T. M. The Spanish Conspiracy. A Review of
Early Spanish Movements in the South-West. Containing
Proofs of the Intrigues of James Wilkinson and John Brown;
of the Complicity Therewith of Judges Sebastian, Wallace,
and Innes; the Early Struggles of Kentucky for Autonomy;
the Intrigues of Sebastian in 1795-7, and the Legislative
Investigation of his Corruption. Cincinnati: Clark, 1891.
407 pp. 8vo, original green cloth. Light ex-library
(bookplate on front pastedown). Light outer wear and a few
stains to back cover, front hinge loose, internally fine.
Very scarce.
First edition. Graff 1645. Howes G374. Larned 1784.
Rader 1672. Raines, p. 99: "The Spanish policy was to
separate the Western States from the Union." $250.00
128. GRISWOLD, B. J. (editor). Fort Wayne, Gateway of the
West 1802-1813. Garrison Orderly Books. Indian Agency
Account Book. Indianapolis: Historical Bureau of the
Indiana Library, 1927. [2] xii, 690 pp., frontispiece,
portraits, maps, facsimiles. 8vo, original blue cloth.
Very fine. Bookplate.
First edition. Prucha 4376. The 83-page introduction
gives interesting background history followed by
transcriptions of the garrison orderly books from the
administrations of Pasteur, Pike, Whipple, and others and
the account book of John Johnston with information on the
fur trade of the old Northwest. $125.00
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129. [GUATEMALA]. Correspondencia oficial con motivo de
invasiones de Guatemala en territorio mexicano... Mexico,
1895. [4] 246 pp., 3 large folding maps. 8vo,
contemporary full calf elaborately embossed, gilt, printed
leather spine label. Hinges cracked, else fine.
First edition. Palau 62785. Collection of documents
concerning a territorial dispute between Guatemala and
Mexico which led to Guatemala's occupation of Mexican
territory. In the end the parties agreed on the essentials
of where the boundary lay and left some specifics to an
arbitrator. $300.00
130. [GUATEMALA]. PASTRANA, Manuel E. Informe que el
jefe de la Comisión Mexicana de Limites con Guatemala...
Mexico, 1897. 103 pp. 8vo, recent terracotta cloth. Very
fine.
First edition. Palau lists several works by the
author, but not the present one. Not in Sabin. Technical
rebuttal by an engineer who carried out surveys on the
Guatemalan boundary against criticisms made by another
engineer. $125.00
131. HAGUE, Arnold. Atlas...Geology of the Yellowstone
National Park. Washington: Dept. of the Interior, 1904.
[6] pp. (text), 27 maps in color (some double-page).
Double folio, original brown cloth. A very good copy with
some outer wear.
First edition. Phillips, Atlases 1283. Schwartz &
Ehrenberg, plate 195 & pp. 314-5: "Brief descriptive text
and maps depicting the area's topography, geological
formations, deposits of economic value, and the underground
structure of the rocks. More than 50 design patterns were
used on the geological maps to identify the various classes
of sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks within the
U. S." This atlas employed recent advances in geological
mapping--combination of colors with patterns to depict a
greater number of geological formations than previous
printing techniques had allowed and use of a standardized
system of geologic nomenclature adopted by geologists in
1889. $850.00
132. HALEY, J. Evetts. Charles Goodnight, Cowman &
Plainsman. Boston & New York: Houghton, Mifflin, 1936.
xvi, 485 pp., illustrated by Bugbee. 8vo, original tan
cloth. No d.j., but a fine copy with only light outer wear
and previous owner's bookplate; author's signed
presentation inscription referring to Goodnight as "the
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greatest of all trail drivers and cowmen--a joy and
adventure to know."
First edition. Adams, Guns 890; Herd 960. Basic
Texas Books 81. Greene, The 50 Best Books on Texas 35:
"The best Texas biography I've read." Howes H36. Merrill,
Aristocrats of the Cow Country, p. 18. Reese, Six-Score
53: "Best biography of a cowman ever written... Haley's
beautifully written biography, perhaps his best book, is an
ample vehicle for a mighty figure, and is a classic of
American biography." Robinson 62. $275.00.
133. [HAVEN], Alice. All's not Gold that Glitters, or the
Young Californian by Cousin Alice. New York: Appleton,
1856. 214 [2, ads] pp., colored lithographic title with
gilt background, engraved frontispiece, plates. 12mo,
original brown cloth. Very good.
Early edition of a Gold Rush juvenile (the first
edition came out in 1853). With a very unusual
lithographed title. Cowan, p. 145. Wheat, Books of the
Gold Rush 182 (footnote). $75.00
134. HELM, Mary S. Scraps of Early Texas History, by Mrs.
Mary S. Helm, who, with her First Husband, Elias R.
Wightman, Founded the City of Matagorda, in 1828-9.
Austin: Warmer, 1884. [2] iv, 198 [1] pp. 8vo, original
brown cloth (neatly rebacked, new marbled endsheets).
Covers lightly stained and moderate marginal browning to
text, but overall a very good copy of a scarce book.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 90: "This valuable
book contains not only the personal recollections of Mrs.
Helm in Texas, but also a lengthy description of Texas
written in the 1820's by her first husband, Elias R.
Wightman. One of Stephen F. Austin's Old Three Hundred,
Wightman came to Texas in 1824 as a surveyor for the new
colony. According to Mrs. Helm, he wrote the first
description of the colony and `compiled the first map of
Texas in 1828, from which all subsequent maps obtain their
basis.' The volume begins with an extraordinary account of
the Texas Revolution from a woman's viewpoint, including
one of the best descriptions extant of the Runaway
Scrape...Mrs. Helm relates her adventures in Texas between
1828 and 1835, including the initial colonization of the
Matagorda Bay area." Graff 1847. Howes H399. $550.00
135. HERNÁNDEZ, Francisco. Cuatro libros de la naturaleza
y virtudes medicinales de las plantas y animales de la
Nueva España...bajo la dirección del Dr. Nicolás León...
Morelia, 1888. lii [6] 300 [1] pp., plates. Small 4to,
later dark green cloth, original upper printed wrapper
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bound in at back. BAE duplicate with ink stamps on title
and wrappers. Very good condition.
Second Mexican edition, with additions; the first
edition, printed in Mexico in 1615, was the first book on
plants published in America. Hunt 247n. Nissen 861n.
Palau 113532. Price, Medical Americana M207n:
"Hernández's great work on the medicinal plants of New
Spain...Hernández, physician and naturalist, became Médico
de cámara to Philip II in 1567 and was sent by him in 1570
to New Spain as Protomédico to study local products of
medicinal value." $450.00
136. HERRERA, Antonio de. Descripción de las Indias
Occidentales... [with]: Historia general... Madrid,
1726-30. 4 vols., complete, 8 engraved titles, 14 folding
maps. Folio, full 19th century calf. Occasional small
wormholes, some staining, overall a very good set.
Second and best edition, edited by González Barcía,
extensive index added, but with the same handsome title
pages and maps used in the first edition (Madrid 1601-15).
Borba de Moraes, p. 401. JCB III, 376. Cowan, p. 276.
Field 689. Glass, p. 625. Hill, pp. 143-5: "Barcía's
edition is considered the best." Lowery 105n. Martin &
Martin 7n (illustrating one of the maps): "The volumes
contain 14 engraved maps [which document] the claims and
attitudes of one of the great New World powers." Wagner,
Spanish Southwest 12K & L. Herrera, official historian to
Philip II, III, and IV, had access to many documents since
lost. A cornerstone work for the history of the conquest,
colonization, and progress of America, constituting the
most complete single source for the period. The engraved
titles, each different, depict pictorial codices, portraits
of explorers, events of the discovery and conquest,
American Indians, etc. See illustration. $3,000.00
137. [HOLLEY, MARY AUSTIN]. LEE, Rebecca S. Mary Austin
Holley. A Biography. Austin: UT Press [1962]. xii, 447
[2] pp., illustrations, maps, genealogical charts. 8vo,
original orange cloth. Very fine in d.j., signed by
author.
First edition. Winegarten, p. 191. Detailed
biography of the "`first lady ambassador at large' for the
Austin colony and the Republic of Texas" (Handbook of Texas
I, p. 827). $35.00
138. HOLLISTER, U. S. The Navajo and His Blanket.
Denver, 1903. 144 pp., numerous illustrations including 10
color plates of Navajo blankets. Small 4to, original red
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gilt-lettered cloth with photo tipped on, bevelled edges.
Moderate outer wear and front hinge cracked, internally
very fine.
First edition. Saunders 1014. Yager 1663. $350.00
139. HOUSTON, Sam. Autograph clipped signature. 2-3/4 x
6-1/2 inches, from a note dated at Houston, February 7,
1839. Overall very good condition, minor tape remnants at
margins and small chip in blank margin at top.
A large, flourishing "I Am Houston" signature. The
note was addressed to Maj. T. G. Western who came to Texas
in 1831, settling at Goliad, and later served as Commissary
to the Texas Army and Commissioner to the Karankawa Indians
(see Handbook of Texas II, pp. 884-5). $375.00
140. [HOUSTON, SAM]. TEXAS VETERANS ASSN. "Remember the
Alamo"... San Antonio, 1900. 4 pp. printed folder with
tipped on photograph of Sam Houston. Very fine.
Rare Texas ephemera, ornately printed in gold, red,
and blue, vignette of Alamo printed in gold. Commemorates
the 27th annual reunion of the Texas Veterans Association
(headed by Guy M. Bryan and Ex-Gov. F. R. Lubbock) and the
9th reunion of the Daughters of the Republic of Texas (led
by Mrs. Anson Jones, Mrs. Mary J. Briscoe, and Mrs. Rebecca
J. Fisher). $125.00
141. HUGHES, Edith W. Motoring in White from Dakota to
Cape Cod. New York: Knickerbocker, 1917. [2] 97 pp.,
frontispiece portrait, photoplates. 12mo, original black
cloth. White lettering on upper cover flaked, overall very
good, with author's lengthy presentation inscription.
First edition. The author and her husband owned the
first automobile in North Dakota. $100.00
142. HUGHES, Elizabeth. The California of the Padres; or,
Footprints of Ancient Communism. San Francisco: Choynski,
1876. [4] 41 pp. 12mo, original printed wrappers, sewn.
Light wear to fragile wrappers and some marginal browning,
else fine.
First edition. Cowan, p. 295. Weber, The California
Missions, p. 54. Not in Rocq. $125.00
143. HUGHS, Fannie May Barbee. Legends of Texas Rivers
and Sagas of the Lone Star State. An Historical
Interpretation of the Folklore Together with the Part
Played by the Old Landmarks in Modern Industrial
Development. Dallas: Mathis, Van Nort [1937]. xvi, 252
pp., plates, illustrations, maps. 8vo, original green
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cloth. Some marginal browning and light soiling to d.j.,
else fine.
First edition. Cruz & Irby, Texas 4806. Chapters on
Enchanted Rock, Germans at Bastrop, intracoastal canal,
etc. $50.00
144. HUMBOLDT, Alexander von. Essai politique sur le
royaume de la Nouvelle-Espagne... Paris: Stone, 1811.
Text: [6] xcii, iv, 350 [6] + [2] [351]-904 [1] pp. +
Atlas: [2] 4 pp., 20 maps and plates (many double page,
some with several maps per sheet, most of the plates in
sepia tone). 3 vols., 4to and folio, contemporary threequarter black morocco over olive cloth. Moderate outer
wear, joints neatly mended, occasional light to moderate
foxing.
First French edition, second issue, identical to the
first issue (also published in 1811) with the exception of
printer's name being added to title (a German edition was
published Tübigen, 1809-14). Graff 2009-10. Howes H786:
"Of superlative California importance." Martin & Martin
23n (citing the greatly reduced version of the map of New
Spain which appeared in the first English edition). Plains
& Rockies IV:7a:3 & 7a:3a:1: "Humboldt--traveler,
observer, geographer, astronomer, and geologist--was one of
Europe's leading men of science of the 19th century... His
discussions of [California, New Mexico, Texas, and Northern
Mexico are] detailed and thorough, containing much data
that had never before appeared in print." Printing & the
Mind of Man 320n. Schwartz & Ehrenberg, plate 139 & p.
127: "Humboldt's map remained the standard map of the
Great Basin region until Frémont's expeditions 35 years
later." Raines, p. 121. Streeter Sale 195. Streeter
1042n. Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, 272-75,
302-305 & pp. 132-38: "[A] truly magnificent cartographic
achievement." $6,500.00
145. HUMPHREY, Mary A. The Squatter Sovereign, or Kansas
in the 50's. A Life Picture of the Early Settlement of the
Debatable Ground... Chicago: Coburn & Newman, 1883. 354
[6] pp., plates. 8vo, original green glazed wrappers
printed in red. Wrappers lightly soiled and worn,
internally fine.
First edition. Wright 1865. Historical fiction
dealing with issues of squatter's rights, slavery, Civil
War, and entrance into the Union by Kansas. $75.00
146. [HUTCHINS, Thomas]. Manuscript entitled: Five
Documents Relating to a Land Claim of Thomas Hutchins to
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Lands near Natchez 1800-1813. 13 folio pages. Slight
paper loss on one document, else very good.
Thomas Hutchins was the primary land surveyor for the
British in West Florida from 1763 to 1769 and remained
active in the area under Spanish rule. In 1771 he was the
first to chart the Ohio Valley and in 1784 he published An
Historical Account of Louisiana and West Florida. He was
active in the Old Southwest for the rest of his life.
These documents chart the attempts of his son, also Thomas
Hutchins, to retrieve 1,000 acres of land granted to
Hutchins the elder by Spanish authorities in 1788, a grant
evidently contested by the children of his uncle Anthony
Hutchins. The archive consists of: memorandum noting the
intention of the Spanish to make the grant in 1787;
deposition made in 1800 by Andrew López Armento, Secretary
of the Governor, giving an account of land titles made to
all members of the Hutchins family from 1788 to 1790;
deposition by Armento made in 1804 stating that the grant
of 1788 was made to Thomas Hutchins and his family alone;
deposition signed by James Smith recounting a conversation
he had with Thomas Jr. about the grant; document dated
Mississippi Territory, 1813, claiming that the heirs of
Anthony Hutchins are entitled to the lands since he became
a Spanish subject and Thomas did not. A fascinating group
of material relating to one of the most famous early
explorers and surveyors of Louisiana and Mississippi,
illustrating the often tangled nature of Spanish land
grants. $2,500.00
147. ITURBIDE, Augustín de. Breve manifiesto del que
subcribe. Mexico: Valdes, 1821. 4 pp. folio folder.
Very fine.
First edition. Iturbide here claims that his
negotiations at Cordova, based on his Plan of Iguala, were
meant to procure the best form of government possible, a
constitutional monarchy. He defends himself against
charges that he only offered the Imperial Crown to the
Spanish because he knew they would reject the offer, thus
leaving him in a position to take the crown. $375.00
148. [ITURBIDE, AUGUSTÍN DE]. Manifiesto a la nación
mejicana de la junta extraordinaria celebrada en Puebla el
siete del corriente. Puebla, March 11, 1823. Folio
broadside. Very fine.
First printing. Declaration by an anti-Iturbide
council that Congress be allowed to meet at a place beyond
Iturbide's control. This document represents one of the
final steps in the dissolution of the Mexican empire. By
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March 22, Iturbide had abdicated and shortly thereafter was
removed from power completely. $325.00
149. JACKSON, Jack. Philip Nolan and Texas. Expeditions
to the Unknown Land 1791-1801. [Waco: Texian Press,
1988]. xvi, 189 pp., illustrations by Jack Jackson,
portraits, facsimile, 13 maps. 8vo, original brown cloth.
New as issued in d.j., signed by Jackson.
First edition. One of the most thorough studies to
date on Philip Nolan, enigmatic figure of the early
Southwestern borderlands. See Streeter 1799 & Handbook of
Texas II, 282-3. $20.00
150. JACKSON, Mary E. The Life of Nellie C. Bailey; or, A
Romance of the West. Topeka: Martin, 1885. [2] 399 pp.,
original albumen photograph frontispiece portrait, 7 wood
engraved plates. 12mo, original blue cloth. Light wear
and staining, hinges neatly reinforced, overall very good.
First edition. Adams, Guns 1123: "Very
scarce...Primarily about a strange murder case which
created a sensation in the early West, the book also gives
an account of the hanging of Ben Wheeler and Henry Brown
for the robbery of the Medicine Lodge bank." A sympathetic
account of Nellie Bailey, the Kansas girl arrested on her
way to Texas for supposedly murdering an Englishman. The
jury returned a verdict of "Not Guilty," and this book was
written by Jackson to "remunerate her in some measure for
her great loss and suffering." Not in McDade. $400.00
151. [JAMAICA]. The Laws of Jamaica, Passed by the
Assembly, and Confirmed by his Majesty in Council, April
17, 1684. To Which is Added, The State of Jamaica, as it
is now under the Government of Sir Thomas Lynch. London,
1684. [2] xxii, 151 [1] pp., folding map. 8vo,
contemporary full mottled calf, leather label. Front hinge
cracked, tears at folds of map neatly repaired, overall
very good. Sir Thomas Phillipps' copy, with his pressmark.
First edition of the first collected laws of Jamaica.
Cundall 626. Sabin 25622. The description of Jamaica in
1683 precedes the laws, which include all of the acts
passed by the Council up to that time. The map shows the
portion of the island containing the English sugar
plantations. $2,000.00
152. [JAMAICA]. Votes of the Honourable House of Assembly
of Jamaica, in a Session Begun October 20, and Ended
December 12, 1801 [with]:...Begun October 29, and Ended
December 11, 1811 [with]: ...Begun October 27 and Ended
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December 11, 1812 [and]: ...Begun October 26, and Ended
December 4, 1813. Jamaica: Alexander Aikman, 1802-12-1314. 4 vols. (containing over 1,000 pp.), complete. Folio,
original half calf over boards, edges untrimmed. Light
outer wear, overall very good.
A massive compilation of the ordinances, bills,
proposals, memorials and other items brought before the
House for these years. The first such publications
appeared in 1784-5, and evidently this format terminated in
1866. Cundall 637. Sabin 35672. $3,000.00
153. JAMES, Edwin. Account of an Expedition from
Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains...Under the Command of
Major Stephen H. Long. Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1823.
Text (2 vols., 8vo, original full calf): iv, 503 + vii,
422, xcviii pp. Atlas (4to, uniformly bound in half calf):
2 maps, 9 plates (one colored) by Samuel Seymour.
Scattered foxing to some plates, overall very good.
First edition. Bradford 2637. Graff 2188. Howes
J41: "Notable government expedition...supplementing
earlier discoveries of Pike and of Lewis and Clark, and
pronouncing the plains region as nothing but a desert,
incapable of cultivation!" Plains & Rockies IV:25:1.
Rader 2046. Streeter Sale 1783: "Perhaps the first
published account of a journey up the Platte and then
across the watershed to the Arkansas...First account of a
trip down the Canadian River and...perhaps the first
acccount of a journey down the Arkansas from above Fort
Smith." The plates in this work were done by Samuel
Seymour, "the first artist to penetrate America's western
interior and make sketches on the Upper Missouri and the
plains and Rockies, as well as on the Red River of the
North" (Trenton & Hassrick, The Rocky Mountains. A Vision
for Artists in the 19th Century p. 22). Goetzmann &
Goetzmann (The West of the Imagination, p. 10) refer to
Seymour's plate in this work, entitled View of the Rocky
Mountains on the Platte 50 Miles from their Base, as "the
first eyewitness pictorial representation of the West to be
placed before the American public." See entry 291 herein
for an original painting by Samuel Seymour. $4,000.00
154. [JEMISON, MARY]. WASHBURN, George. Original
manuscript sheet music entitled: Deh-g-wä-nus. The White
Woman of the Genesee. N.p., ca. 1914. [4] pp. Folio,
original calligraphic title, with an original albumen
photograph of bronze statue of Mary Jemison by H. K. BushBrown tipped on. Fine.
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Original sheet music printed in Castile, New York in
1914. Mary Jemison, known as "the White Woman of Genesee,"
was captured by a party of French and Shawnee during the
French and Indian War near Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. Later
adopted by a Seneca family, she chose to maintain her
Indian ways rather than return to white culture. See
Notable American Women, pp. 271-3. $750.00
155. JOHNSTON, Eliza Griffin. Texas Wild Flowers...
Austin: Shoal Creek [1976]. xl, 205 [2] pp., 97 full
color lithographs after the original water color paintings
by Eliza Johnston with facsimiles of her manuscript
notations on facing pages, portraits, endpaper maps.
Folio, original brown cloth. Very fine.
First edition, second printing. Fine facsimile of the
original manuscript and paintings done by Eliza Griffin
Johnston for her husband, Albert Sidney Johnston, in the
1840's and 1850's. $100.00
156. [JOPLIN, JANIS]. DALTON, David. Janis. New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1971. xii, 212 pp., illustrated. 4to,
original pictorial wrappers. Light cover wear, else fine,
with red vinyl plexidisc which is usually not present.
First edition. Profusely illustrated documentary on
the Texas singer who has been called the greatest white
blues singer of all time. The inserted record is of great
interest, containing 3 songs performed at Threadgill's Bar
in Austin in 1962 and a 1970 interview which captures her
irrepressible personality. Legendary Ladies of Texas, pp.
184-193. $75.00
157. JOUTEL, Henri. Journal historique du dernier voyage
que feu M. de la Sale fit dans le golfe de Mexique...
Paris: Robinet, 1713. xxiv, 386 pp., folding engraved
map. 12mo, contemporary calf, spine gilt with raised
bands. Spine lightly chafed, else a very fine, crisp copy,
the map excellent.
First edition of the most reliable work on La Salle's
expedition down the Mississippi River to Louisiana and
Texas, with the important map "based on La Salle's
Mississippi explorations, the first accurate delineation of
that river" (Howes J266)--the first published map to bear
the name Louisiana. Basic Texas Books 114. Bell J127.
Church 855. Clark I:14. Field 808n. Graff 2251.
Harrisse, Nouvelle-France 750. Jones 249. Lande 477.
Martin & Martin, pp. 21-2. Raines, p. 230. Streeter
1125n. Streeter Sale 112. Wagner, Spanish Southwest 79.
Joutel, second in command on La Salle's expedition,
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describes the establishment of the French fort at Matagorda
Bay, Texas, in 1684. When the French colony failed due to
sickness, hostile Indians, and internal conflict, La Salle
attempted to lead the survivors to the Illinois
settlements, but was assassinated by his own men, possibly
near Navasota, Texas. Joutel, who guided the survivors out
of the wilderness, left us a valuable eyewitness account of
the expedition with much previously unpublished information
on the flora, fauna, and Indians of Texas. His fine map
with buffalo, sailing ships, view of Niagara Falls, and
decorative cartouche, was the first attempt to
systematically map the river system of Texas from firsthand
knowledge. $4,000.00
158. JOUTEL, Henri. Diario histórico del último viaje que
hizo M. de la Sale para descubrir el desembocadero y curso
del Missicipi... New York: Desnoues, 1831. 156 pp.
12mo, early 20th century morocco over marbled boards.
Foxed and stained, a few small tears to blank upper margins
of first few leaves.
First edition in Spanish and first U.S. edition of
preceding. Basic Texas Books 114D: "Translated by José
María Tornel, Mexican Minister to the U.S.; includes a
preface by Tornel." $750.00
159. JUDD, Silas. A Sketch of the Life and Voyages of
Captain Alvah Dewey... Chittenango: Lyon, 1838. [2] 113
[1] pp. 12mo, original boards. Fragile binding worn and
corners restored, text foxed, lower right blank margin torn
away from a few leaves (not affecting text), but overall a
good sound copy preserved in a folding cloth box.
First edition (never reprinted, Streeter locates 4
copies; NUC locates an additional 4 copies--none in Texas).
Eberstadt 131:657: "Dewey led an adventurous life, most of
it at sea. He joined the Mina Expedition of 1816 and gives
a brief account of this harrowing experience." Howes J172.
Streeter 1316: "Account of Dewey's joining General Mina's
expedition of 1816 at Port au Prince, and sailing with it
to Galveston. This gives information on the expedition and
of affairs at Galveston not in William D. Robinson's
Memoirs of the Mexican Revolution, Philadelphia, 1820.
After arriving at Galveston, Dewey went on 2 privateering
expeditions. While on the second expedition he was
captured by the Spaniards and had a thrilling escape from
Morro Castle." $750.00
160. KEARNY, Gen. S. W. Proclamation to the People of
California. Proclama al Pueblo de California...Done at
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Monterey...the first day of March, A.D. 1847. [San
Francisco, 1847]. Folio broadside printed in English and
Spanish in parallel columns. Fine, the Howell copy,
preserved in red slipcase.
First printing. One of 5 known copies of Kearny's
inaugural proclamation given after the U.S. takeover of
California from Mexico. Kearny absolves California from
allegiance to Mexico, promises protection of religious and
property rights, communicates the wish of the U.S. to set
up California in a free territorial government, and states
that "the Star Spangled Banner floats over California, and
as long as the sun continues to shine upon her, so long
will it float there." His address was reprinted in the
Californian March 6, and in The California Star March 27,
1847. Fahey 78. Greenwood 88. Wagner, California
Imprints 6. See illustration. $6,500.00
161. [KHLIEBNIKOV, K. T.]. Materialy dlia istorii
russkikh zaselenii po beregam vostochnogo
okeana...[Materials for the History of Russian Settlements
on the Shores of the Pacific Ocean]. St. Petersburg, 1861.
[2] [1]-2, 174 pp. 8vo, original printed wrappers.
Library ink stamp with deaccession markings on title.
Fragile wrappers with light marginal chipping and lower
blank corner supplied, but overall fine. Rare, especially
in wrappers.
First edition. Arctic Bibliography 18238. Bancroft,
Alaska, p. 516; California II, pp. 640-1. Dolgopolov
Collection 1207 (indicating that the Alaska State Archives
has only a photocopy). Hill, pp. 465-6n (citing only the
1976 reprint published by the Oregon Historical Society).
Howes T263. Lada-Mocarski 149:3: "Khliebnikov's notes
about America...Description of Sitka [and] Fort Ross...Most
valuable...This work was originally published in light
brown printed wrappers. It is, of course, a great rarity
to find it in this state; but it is very rare even if
rebound without wrappers in hard covers." Majors 242:
"[One of] the most important published sources of
information concerning the Russian American Company."
Mezhov 6915. Smith 7090. Wickersham 5954. Khliebnikov's
account was one of 4 supplements to the Russian periodical
Morskoi sbornik published in 1861. Each supplement is
complete within itself, and the present work is the only
one to include an account of Fort Ross. In 1816 the author
went to the Russian colonies in America as commissioner for
the Russian American Company. See illustration. $1,750.00
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162. KING, Charles. Campaigning with Crook and Stories of
Army Life. New York: Harper [1890]. x, 295 [1] [8, ads]
pp., frontispiece portrait, 9 engraved plates. 12mo,
original gilt-decorated navy cloth. Small paper label on
spine and contemporary ownership inscription, else fine.
First edition. Graff 2326. Howes K147: "Narrative
of service in the Big Horn and Yellowstone campaigns."
Jennewein 63: "In June, 1876, King was a lieutenant with
the Fifth Cavalry in Kansas, units of which were ordered to
join Crook in the campaign against the Northern
Indians...Includes the story of Cody's encounter with
Yellow Hand." Malone, Wyomingana, p. 6. Nichols 515.
Saunders 3000. Smith 5487. $75.00
163. KINO, E. F. Cartas y relaciones...sobre California
[with]: Cartas y relaciones...[and]: Venida del Padre
Salvatierra a las misiones del Huaqui [and]: Adelantamiento
de la California. Mexico: Vargas Rea, 1953. 46 + 54 + 53
+ 36 pp. 4 vols., original grey cloth. Bindings spotted,
text browned (as usual).
First editions, limited editions (75 numbered copies)
of previously unpublished letters on California and
Arizona, by the Father of the Southwest. Barrett 3839.
$250.00
164. KINO, E. F. Kino Reports to Headquarters.
Correspondence...from New Spain with Rome... [with]:
Supplement... Rome: Institutum Historium Societatis Jesu,
1954. 135 pp. + 12 plates, 2 folding maps. 2 vols., 8vo,
original grey printed wrappers. Very good condition,
signed by editor Ernest J. Burrus.
First edition of 14 previously unpublished letters and
reports with English translations and notes. Barrett 405.
$75.00
165. KINO, E. F. Kino's Historical Memoir of Pimería
Alta...Translated...Edited, and Annotated by Herbert Eugene
Bolton. Berkeley & Los Angeles: Univ. Calif. Press, 1948.
379; 329 pp., view, facsimile, 5 maps (one folding). 2
vols. in one, 8vo, original terracotta cloth. Very fine.
Bookplate.
Reprint (originally published Cleveland, 1919). Howes
K169: "The original Jesuit manuscript; of grave value on
the early southwest." $75.00
166. KINO, E. F. Kino's Plan for the Development of
Pimería Alta, Arizona & Upper California. A Report to the
Mexican Viceroy Translated and Annotated by Ernest J.
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Burrus, S.J. [Tucson: Lawton Kennedy for] Arizona
Pioneers' Historical Society, 1961. [4] 70 [1] pp.,
frontispiece, text decorations. 8vo, original red cloth.
Very fine, unopened.
First edition in English, limited edition (500
copies). Barrett 3152. $75.00
167. KINO, E. F. Kino escribe a la Duquesa,
correspondencia... Madrid: Porrúa Turanzas, 1964. xxxii,
536 [9] pp., portraits, plates, maps. 4to, original white
printed wrappers. Fine.
First edition of previously unpublished documents,
edited by Burrus. Includes translations from Italian to
Spanish. Kino's correspondence with his patron, the
Duchess of Aveiro. $125.00
168. KINO, E. F. Kino Writes to the Duchess, Letters...to
the Duchess of Aveiro... Rome & St. Louis, 1965. xii, 290
pp., frontispiece portrait, plates. 4to, original black
cloth. Very fine, signed by editor Burrus.
First edition in English of preceding. Hill, p. 467:
"The wealthy Portuguese Duchess of Aveiro (1630-1715)
resided in Madrid and was one of the most generous
benefactresses in colonial times to the Jesuit missions of
the New World." $85.00
169. [KINO, E. F.]. BURRUS, Ernest J. Kino and the
Cartography of Northwestern New Spain. [Tucson: Alfred &
Lawton Kennedy for] Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society,
1965. [10] 104 [1] pp., frontispiece portrait, 5 plates,
17 maps, title in red and black, chapter headings in red
and blue. Folio, original red cloth. Fine.
First edition, limited edition. Hill, p. 41:
"[Kino's 1705 map of California] is the earliest extant
showing the Gila River, the Colorado River, and southern
Arizona, on the basis of exploration. His letters,
diaries, and map are indispensable sources for knowledge of
the dcevelopment of geographical ideas concerning
California and for the early history of the region south of
the Gila on both sides of the Gulf of California." $300.00
170. [KINO, E. F.]. IBARRA DE ANDA, F. El Padre Kino
misionero y gobernante. Mexico: Ediciones Xochitl, 1945.
188 [4] pp., maps, portraits, plates. 12mo, original
printed wrappers. Text lightly browned, else fine.
First edition. Barrett 1992. Biography of Kino.
$45.00
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171. [KIRKPATRICK, J. M.]. The Heroes of Battle Rock, or
the Miners' Reward...A Desperate Encounter of Nine White
Men with Three Hundred Indians...Savages Subdued and Rich
Gold Mines Discovered. Edited by Orvil Dodge [wrapper
title]. N.p., Jan., 1904. 21 pp. 8vo, original green
printed wrappers. Light marginal browning, else fine.
First edition. Smith 5551. A first person account,
the title of which should be sufficient to give more than a
hint of the thrills contained therein. Kirkpatrick, a
companion of Kit Carson, Joe Meek, and other noted
plainsmen, here tells the story of his expedition to Port
Orford in 1851. The party was ambushed by the Siwash and
Rogue River Indians near Elk River. $125.00
172. KOTZEBUE, Otto von. Neue Reise um die Welt, in den
Jahren 1823 - 1826. Weimar & St. Petersburg, 1830. [2]
xxii [2] 191 [1]; [2] 177 [1] 34 pp., 2 engraved
frontispieces, 3 folding maps. 2 vols. in one, 8vo,
contemporary vellum over boards, gilt-lettered red and
green leather spine labels. Endpapers renewed and a few
minor stains, but overall a fine copy.
First German edition (enlarged by the addition of
Eschscholtz' supplementary report on zoology which did not
appear in the first edition in Russian, published in St.
Petersburg, 1828). Borba de Moraes I, p. 373. Cowan, p.
335. Hill, p. 166: "The expedition sailed to Brazil, then
went by way of Cape Horn to Chile, Tahiti, Pitcairn Island,
Tonga, Navigator's Islands, and Radack, and thence to
Kamchatka. Also visited were California, with its new
Russian settlement, the Marianas, and the Philippines.
With the completion of Kotzebue's explorations the main
features of the northwest coastline of America were fairly
well established." Howes K259: "Describes a lengthy stay
at the Russian California settlement at Ft. Ross."
Kroepelien 674. Lada-Mocarski 93n. Majors 281. O'ReillyReitman 843. Wickersham 6210. $1,500.00
173. LADRÓN DE GUEVARA, Antonio. Noticias de los poblados
y tratos de que se componen el Nuevo Reyno de León,
provincia de Coaguila, Nueva Estremadura, y Provincia de
las Texas... [Mexico] 1739. 32 pp. Folio, recent full
brown calf. Very fine. Very rare; the only recorded copy
is the Wagner-Jones copy, now at JCB.
First edition. Howes L12: "Mercilessly critical of
missionaries and governing authorities, military and civil,
in the northern frontier region." Jones 446. Medina 3545.
Wagner, Spanish Southwest 109: "Obviously not printed for
general circulation...Gives an account of...Texas. The
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author had a scheme...for colonizing the frontiers with
some kind of armed militia. He was especially interested
in the country between the Rio Grande and the Guadalupe and
the northern part of what is now the state of
Tamaulipas...We can gather...what the presidio system was
at this time." This work documents the system of kickbacks
and bribes that characterized the presidial system, which
resulted in "only boys and useless men enlisting. With
such an inefficient force they never managed to get into a
fight with the hostile Indians, who only laughed at them,
so it was the custom to attack the friendly Indians and
steal the girls and boys, who were then sold as slaves in
the settled country, although this was absolutely
prohibited by law...The entire country that was inhabited
by Spaniards was surrounded on all sides by Indians who
were bitterly hostile, making the country extremely unsafe"
(Wagner). See illustration. $22,500.00
174. [LADRÓN DE GUEVARA, BALTASAR]. GURIDE Y ALCOZER,
José Miguel. Sermon que en las honras del Señor Don
Baltasar Ladron de Guevara... Mexico: Maria Fernández
Jauregui, 1804. [4] 11 pp., copperplate frontispiece
portrait. Small folio, stitched. Light creasing to
corners, overall very fine.
First edition. Palau 111210. Funeral sermon for
Baltasar Ladrón de Guevara, who was born in Guatemala City
to parents who were on their way from Lima to Mexico City.
He was first appointed to an Audencia post in 1777 and
aided in the founding the College of Lawyers, a benevolent
organization for the welfare of infirm lawyers and the
destitute families of deceased lawyers. See Dicc. Porrúa,
p. 1619. $125.00
175. LANDAETA, Martín de. Noticias acerca del puerto de
San Francisco (Alta California). Mexico: Robredo, 1949.
78 [2] [2, ads] pp. 8vo, original printed wrappers. Light
marginal browning, else fine.
First edition, limited edition (#390 of 500 copies).
Rocq 10135: "26 letters written in 1800-1807."
Interesting notices of San Francisco at the end of the
Spanish era by a missionary (see Bancroft, California
Pioneer Register, p. 212). $75.00
176. LANE, J. C. (editor). Hawaiian Directory and Hand
Book of the Kingdom of Hawaii Giving Name, Occupation,
Place of Business, and Residence of the Adult Population of
the Entire Hawaiian Kingdom, together with Statistical
Descriptions of Prominent Enterprises and Industries, Notes
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of Travel and Description of the Principal Points of
Interest in the Hawaiian Islands. San Francisco:
McKenney, 1888. 505 pp., numerous ads (most on colored
paper, some on heavy papers which are not included in
pagination, one folding). 8vo, later half maroon calf over
original orange printed boards. Very fine copy of an
extremely rare book, no copies located in either NUC or
OCLC.
First edition. An interesting and useful directory
with excellent statistical information that captures the
spirit of the times and documents the close ties which
existed between Hawaii and California. Folding
advertisement for the Hotel Del Monte in Monterey,
California, "America's Famous Summer and Winter Resort,"
and an ad for California Wine with an original albumen
photograph pasted on. $1,500.00
177. LANGE, Henry. Atlas von Nord-Amerika. Nach den
neuesten Materialien... Braunschweig: Westermann, 1854.
[3] 28 pp., 18 lithographic maps with color details, each
measuring approximately 8-3/4 x 10-3/4 inches. Large 4to,
20th century cloth over decorated boards. Fine, with
prospectus for another atlas from the same publisher bound
in.
First edition. Phillips 1230. Wheat, Gold Regions
264. Important general atlas of North America with text
providing general and statistical information keyed to
individual plates. Includes a good map of Texas, with the
lands granted to the Adelsverein outlined in sepia and the
post road from Indianola to New Braunfels marked in red.
The map of California and the western region features a
small inset map of San Francisco Bay, but plate 18 is a
full page map of San Francisco Bay and the surrounding
region with an inset view of the city from the ocean.
Probably produced because of German emigration to North
America, with the last map a response to the Gold Rush.
$1,750.00
178. LANGSDORFF, G. H. Bemerkungen auf einer Reise um die
Welt in den Jahren 1805 bis 1807... Frankfurt: Wilmans,
1812. [28] 304 [30] + 336 [20] pp., 2 engraved portraits,
44 plates of natives, views, artifacts, music, etc. 2
vols., 4to, contemporary three-quarter mottled calf over
marbled boards, tan morocco spine labels. A few spots and
traces of light waterstaining, but overall a fine set.
First edition. Arctic Bibliography 9664. Cowan, p.
868. Hill, p. 170. Howes L81. Howell, California 50:139:
"First Russian circumnavigation of the globe, with the
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earliest view of San Francisco. Langsdorff served as
naturalist...under Krusenstern. Nearly 100 pages of the
work are devoted to an account of Krusenstern's stay in
Japan while attempts were made to open diplomatic relations
between that country and Russia. After his stay in Japan,
Langsdorff left the expedition in Kamchatka to explore the
Aleutian Islands and the northwest coast of America with
Rezanov, before returning home via Siberia. This work
contains a fuller account of Sitka and the settlement of
San Francisco than any other contemporary account. Among
the plates are 3 relating to Alaska, 3 of California, 8 of
the Marquesas and 5 of Japan. Vol. II contains the first
view of the Presidio of San Francisco, believed to be the
earliest visual record of the present site of San
Francisco." Lada-Mocarski 69. Majors 322. Wickersham
6243. See illustration. $3,750.00
179. LANGSDORFF, G. H. Langsdorff's Narrative of the
Rezanov Voyage to Nueva California in 1806...An English
Translation, Revised, with the Teutonisms of the Original
Hispaniolized, Russianized, or Anglicized. San Francisco:
Thomas C. Russell, 1927. [6] xiv, 158 [1] pp., folding
map, portraits, plates. 8vo, original beige linen over
blue boards, printed paper label. Very fine in d.j.
Limited edition (#83 of 260 copies, signed by
Russell). Fine press edition of preceding, containing the
portions relating to Sitka, Alaska and California. $200.00
180. LAPÉROUSE, J. F. de G. A Voyage Round the World
1785-1788... London: Hamilton for Robinson, 1799. Text:
[8] lvi, 539 + viii, 531 [1] [14] [1, errata] pp.,
portrait. 2 vols., 4to, contemporary three-quarter calf
over marbled boards. Atlas: Charts and Plates. [London]
Robinson, 1798. Portrait, engraved title, 69 engravings
(maps, plans, views, natives, natural history, etc.).
Folio, original drab blue boards (sympathetically
rebacked). An exceptionally fine, tall set.
First complete edition in English (original edition,
Paris, 1797; two English editions in 1798--Stockdale's with
52 plates, Johnson's with 42; present edition contains all
the text and plates of the original edition). Anker 276.
Borba de Moraes, p. 449. Cowan, p. 135. Grinnell,
California Ornithology, p. 7 (first item). Hill, p. 174:
"This edition is usually considered to be the best one in
English...now extremely rare." Howes L93. Lada-Mocarski
52n. Majors pp. 772-7. Wagner, CNW 837-848n. Zamorano 80
49. In response to Cook's Pacific voyages, Louis XVI
commissioned Lapérouse to make this voyage, the chief
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French exploring effort of the 18th century. It was the
first French expedition to Alaska and Lapérouse's visit to
San Francisco and Monterey in 1786 was the first made by a
non-Spanish visitor. The expedition disappeared near New
Guinea, causing a worldwide sensation. "The 5 charts of
California include Monterey and San Diego and the first
printed [chart] of San Francisco. The atlas contains the
first picture of the crested quail, as well as 2 charts and
a view of Hawaii" (Howell, California 50:141). $6,500.00
181. [LAUGHING HORSE PRESS]. [CHAPMAN] Kate and D[orothy]
N. S[teward]. Adobe Notes or How to Keep the Weather Out
with Just Plain Mud. Set Down in Prose & Linoleum...
Taos: Laughing Horse Press, 1930. 20 leaves, printed on
colored papers, illustrations. 8vo, original beige
wrappers printed in red. Some marginal wear to fragile
wraps and text lightly browned, overall very good.
First edition. Weigle & Fiore, Santa Fe & Taos, the
Writer's Era, pp. 200 & 213. A step-by-step guide to
making adobe. An attractive example of Southwestern
printing illustrated with simple strong linoleum block
prints. $150.00
182. LEE, Mother [Martha A]. Mother Lee's Experience in
Fifteen Years' Rescue Work with Thrilling Incidents of Her
Life... Omaha, 1906. 263 [1, ad for Tinley Rescue
Christian Home for Fallen Girls and Women, Incorporated]
pp., frontispiece portrait, numerous portraits, plates.
12mo, original red cloth. Very good.
First edition. After a short recital of her childhood
in pioneer Indiana, the Kentucky-born author relates her
experiences in the Midwest rescuing fallen women. Includes
material on rescue work in Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, etc.
and chapters on "Relation of the Dance to the Brothel,"
"Beulah Saved from Cocaine Habit," etc. $125.00
183. LERDO DE TEJADA, Sebastián. Memorias de... Laredo &
Mexico: Tipografía del Mundo & Imprenta Popular, n.d. (ca.
1905). 152 pp. 8vo, original blue printed wrapper (lacks
back wrap), bound in blue cloth. Wrapper and first few
leaves lightly worn and stained, overall very good.
This edition unrecorded in NUC (originally issued
Brownsville, Texas, 1893). Griffin 4241 (citing the 1959
edition): "A significant antiporfirista diatribe
consisting of the apocryphal memoirs of a former president
supposedly written in 1889 while he was in exile in New
York. In addition to its role as a political document of
its day, the book also serves to represent a biographical
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study of Lerdo by a contemporary and has helped to fix
Lerdo's character in Mexican history." $150.00
184. LOAYSA, Jerónimo de. Original manuscript, signed and
dated at Lima, October 31, 1549. 8 pp., folio. Wormhole
mainly affecting blank margin, else very fine.
Loaysa, first archbishop of Lima, orders the
establishment of a chaplaincy in the church of Santa María
in the city of Trujillo in Extremadura, where his parents
and grandparents are buried. He sends 1,000 pesos to be
invested to produce perpetual income to support the
chaplaincy, repair the church of Santa María, say masses
for his deceased parents and descendants in perpetuity,
etc. Loaysa came to America as a missionary in Santa Marta
(Colombia) in 1529; he was bishop of Cartagena in 1538 and
archbishop of Lima in 1540. This document is particularly
interesting for showing the ties between Peru and Trujillo,
home of the Pizarros. $4,500.00
185. [LÓPEZ DE SANTA ANNA, ANTONIO]. VIDAL Y RIVAS, L. G.
de. Biografía del Jeneral Antonio López de Santa Anna.
Cartagena, 1862. 45 pp. 12mo, original pink wrappers
bound into later half black calf over boards. Text browned
and occasional foxing, overall a very good copy of an
extremely rare work (no copies located in NUC).
Unrecorded edition (NUC records an edition printed at
Caracas the same year and a French translation published in
Paris a few years later). Political biography of the
exiled Mexican general and statesman by a fellow Mexican
exile in Cuba. Lengthy account of the Texas Revolution and
the battle of San Jacinto. $750.00
186. LOWMAN, Al. Printing Arts in Texas. [Austin:
Holman, 1975]. 107 [2] pp., photographs, colored
decorations by Barbara Holman. Folio, original black cloth
over marbled boards. Mint, in publisher's slipcase.
First edition, limited edition (#15 of 50 deluxe
copies in special binding, signed by Lowman, and Barbara,
David, and William Holman. Basic Texas Books 129B: "The
best history of printing in Texas. Itself a winner of
numerous design awards, it is in the words of Jo Alys Downs
`a visual and textual joy...a masterpiece.'" $350.00
187. LOWMAN, Al. Printing Arts in Texas. [Austin, 1981].
[2] 107 [2] pp., illustrated. Folio, original brown cloth.
Very fine in d.j.
Reprint of preceding. $25.00
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188. LOWMAN, Al. This Bitterly Beautiful Land. A Texas
Commonplace Book...With an Introduction by Carl Hertzog.
[Austin: Holman, 1972]. 54 [2] pp., colored illustrations
by Barbara Whitehead. Folio, original tan morocco over
marbled boards. Mint.
First edition, limited edition (275 copies, this being
one of only 5 copies bound with French moulded paper,
signed by Holman, Lowman, and Whitehead). Lowman, Printing
Arts in Texas 44: "Another [Holman] masterpiece...a
collection of quotations about the state and its people,
drawn from nonfiction sources, with one quotation and
illustration per page. Essentially it is a book of
typographical broadsides with each page individually
designed and with type selected to match the particular
passage." Quotations from diverse sources, including
Cabeza de Vaca, Davy Crockett, Stephen F. Austin, John
Graves, and Sam Houston. See illustration. $1,500.00
189. LYNCH, James D. Siege of the Alamo. N.p., n.d. (ca.
1880). Folio broadside printed on blue paper in double
column within ornamental borders. Fine. Author's
presentation copy with manuscript alterations and note:
"The governor is having this engraved and framed to be hung
on the walls of the old Fort..."
First printing. Uncommon Texas ephemera--poetic
account of the siege of the Alamo. Not in Schoelwer's
bibliography of the Alamo at the conclusion of Alamo
Images. See DAB for information on the author, born in
Virginia in 1836, Confederate soldier, and author of
numerous works on the history of Mississippi and Texas.
$375.00
190. LYON, James. Urania, a Choice Collection of
Psalmtunes, Anthems...Adapted to the Use of Churches, and
Private Families. To Which are Prefix'd the Plainest, &
Most Necessary Rules of Psalmody. [Philadelphia? 1773?].
[2] 4 [12] 198 pp. Oblong 12mo, contemporary three-quarter
calf over marbled boards. Binding lightly rubbed and
occasional light foxing, but nevertheless a very fine copy
of this extremely scarce work, in a period American binding
with illustrated binder's ticket of John Dean.
First edition, third issue "of the first music book by
a native American"--Carruth II, p. 72 (we feel that it is
only fair to point out that several musical works by native
Americans were published earlier in Mexico). Crawford,
after extensive examination of 18 copies (6 of which were
defective), groups the first edition into 6 issues, of
which the present falls into the third group, believed to
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have been issued in 1773, although the title page is dated
1761. Chase, pp. 125-128. Claghorn, p. 283. Ellinwood &
Porter, p. 238. Evans 12839 (see also 8908). Hart, p.
442. Hildeburn 1743. Hixon, p. 124. Sabin 42856.
Sonneck, p. 515. "Musician and composer, clergyman and
author, explorer, patriot, and distiller of salt, James
Lyon possessed a rare combination of talent and
resourcefulness" (Crawford). This issue of Urania is the
rarest (NUC locates only 2 copies). Since the 1940's the
Music Department of the Library of Congress has maintained
a file of clippings on significant music books offered by
dealers throughout the world; their file shows no
appearance of this book since the file was begun. $7,500.00
191. [MAP]. BANCROFT, A. L. Bancroft's Official Guide
Map of City and County of San Francisco... San Francisco:
Bancroft, 1877. Engraved pocket map with original
coloring, measuring 23-3/4 x 28-1/2 inches folded into
original 12mo brown blind-stamped cloth covers. A few
minor tears at folds neatly repaired, else a fine copy on
crisp onionskin paper.
Very detailed city map of San Francisco with an inset
map of the Bay area entitled Skeleton Map Showing the
Relative Position of San Francisco to the Surrounding
Country. An extensive key at the bottom of the map locates
public buildings, churches, parks, hospitals, railroad
depots, schools, colleges, wharves, ferries, etc. Shown on
the outskirts of the city are Rancho Laguna de la Merced,
San Miguel Rancho, and Rancho Cañada de Guadalupe Rodeo
Viejo y Vistación. $450.00
192. [MAP]. CHANLER & HALL. Map of the City of Los
Angeles and Western Suburbs. [Los Angeles] Chanler & Hall,
1893. Large pocket map measuring 20 x 40 inches, folded
into original 12mo brown cloth covers. A few tears at
folds neatly mended, else fine.
First edition. Detailed street map of Los Angeles
with printed key, issued just prior to the period of
explosive growth which occurred at the turn of the century.
$300.00
193. [MAP]. HERBERT, Chas. E. Official Map of the State
of Sonora Mexico... N.p., 1885. Large pocket map with
original outline color and ornate border, measuring
approximately 25 x 30 inches, with title in English and
Spanish. Folded into original 12mo brown cloth covers.
Light wear to cover, map excellent.
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An attractive, detailed, large-scale map of Sonora,
including the borderline U.S. possessions from Yuma to New
Mexico. Also shows the Gulf of California, Eastern Baja
California, bird's-eye views of Guaymas and Alamos, and a
detailed map of the mouth of the Gulf of California.
Locates Indian tribes, mines, ranchos, wagon roads, trails,
towns, etc. A slightly different version with legends in
Spanish is illustrated in El Territorio Mexicano (II, p.
568). Phillips, p. 792.$450.00
194. [MAP]. HUMBOLDT, Alexander von. Carte réduite de la
toute d'Acapulco à Mexico... [Paris, 1811]. Engraved map,
image measures 15-1/4 x 7-1/2 inches. Very fine.
From Humboldt's Atlas geographique et physique du
royaume du la Nouvelle-Espagne (see entry 144 in this
catalogue). An excellent map showing the route from
Acapulco to Mexico. $375.00
195. [MAP]. The Rand-McNally Vest Pocket Map of Texas
Showing all Counties, Cities, Towns, Railways, Lakes,
Rivers, etc. Population is Given According to the Latest
Official Census. New York: Rand McNally, 1906. Large
engraved map in color measuring 25-3/4 x 36-1/4 inches,
folded into original 16mo brown printed wrappers. Scale 1
inch = 20 miles. Fragile wrappers worn and stained, tears
at folds of map neatly repaired.
Insets of the Panhandle and extreme south Texas, key
to railroads, and chart of major cities with populations.
Index to counties, creeks, islands, rivers, lakes, and
towns on verso. $75.00
196. [MAP]. [TRINITY RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT].
Collection of 35 original manuscript maps in black ink on
coated linen, each measuring approximately 26 x 60 inches.
[Galveston, 1894-1904]. Occasional chipping or small tears
to blank margins, else fine, with the exception of the
index map, which is lightly soiled, worn, and with two
repairs. Provenance documentation available.
Interesting unpublished series of manuscript maps
prepared by the U.S. Corps of Engineers relating to the
Trinity River Navigation Project, a proposed canal to run
from Dallas to Galveston. "Beginning about 1836, numerous
packet boats steamed up the Trinity River...Congress, in
1852, authorized a survey of the river. In the next year
an army engineer's report mentioned the Trinity as the
deepest and least obstructed river in Texas...and estimated
that navigation was practicable...Agitation was revived
[around 1882] by dissatisfaction with railroad freight
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rates...Congress...approved a third [survey] in 1899.
Beginning in 1902 with an appropriation of $400,000 the
federal government in the next 20 years spent more than
$2,000,000 in building locks and dams on the Trinity"
(Handbook of Texas II, p. 803). The project was abandoned
during World War II. The present maps are the original
maps prepared for the third survey. The index map shows
the entire course of the river. The 34 sectional maps,
which are keyed to the index map, are on an exceptionally
large scale (6-1/2 inches = 1 mile) and give incredibly
detailed information, locating towns (includes a city plan
of Dallas), bridges, houses, abandoned cabins, farms,
cotton fields, plantations, vegetation, creeks, bluffs,
landmarks, tree stumps, boulders, ravines, sandbars,
shoals, ferry crossings, landings, sloughs, snags,
sawmills, water pumping stations, railroad crossings,
landslides, islands, etc., as well as the proposed locks.
Each sheet also contains at least one profile and
elevation, as well as specifications of each bridge. See
illustration. $7,500.00
197. MARCHANT, Sylvie H. (editor). Pioneering on the
Cheyenne River... [Lusk, Wyoming: Lusk Herald, 1947]. 94
pp. 8vo, original grey printed pictorial wrappers. Very
fine.
First edition. Adams, Herd 1440. History of pioneer
ranching in Wyoming and South Dakota with a great deal of
information on women. $50.00
198. [MARGIL DE JESÚS, ANTONIO]. Original oil painting on
canvas of Margil. Mexico, ca. 1726. Measures 31 x 38
inches, in heavy wooden frame. Very good condition.
One of the few surviving colonial paintings that
relate to Texas, being a portrait of Father Margil (16571726), who established several missions in Texas. "Very
few missionaries in the history of the Catholic Church have
labored with such indefatigable zeal in winning souls for
God as did Fray Antonio Margil de Jesús, one of the
pioneers in New Spain. Although during his life his name
was held in reverence and benediction by the inhabitants of
practically every town from Panama to Louisiana, and
although at the time of his death his obsequies were
celebrated in many cities both in the Old and in the New
World, today, strange to say, only an occasional scholar
north of the Rio Grande is acquainted with the missionary
activities of this humble but valiant soldier of Christ"
(Forrestal, The Venerable Padre Fray Antonio Margil de
Jesús, p. 5). Margil arrived at Veracruz in 1683 and was
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stationed at Colegio de la Santa Cruz de Querétaro. He did
early missionary work in Yucatan, Costa Rica, and
Guatemala, where he become known as the Apostle of
Guatemala. In 1716 he made his first trip to Texas with
the Ramón expedition, establishing 3 missions in East
Texas. In 1720 he accompanied the Marquis de Aguayo to
Texas and established Mission San José at the outskirts of
San Antonio de Bexar. See item 101 herein. Details
available upon request.
199. MARIS, M. Souvenirs d'Amérique. Relations d'un
voyage au Texas et en Haiti. Brussels, 1863. 135 pp.
12mo, original printed upper wrapper, bound into modern
half blue morocco. Marginal chipping confined mainly to
lower blank corner of latter half of book and fragile upper
wrap (which is mounted on sympathetic paper and bears one
small ink stamp), overall a very good copy of a rare book
(NUC locates 4 copies, only one in Texas).
First edition. Howes M288. Rader 2350. Raines, p.
147. Sabin 44601. Not in Clark, Caribbean or Latin
American bibliographies. The author was Belgian Consul to
Santo Domingo and learned cartographer (see Eberstadt
121:332 for a description of his 1846 map of Texas). In
his very interesting, little-known Texas book, Maris gives
a detailed account of his journey from Europe to Galveston
via Antigua, Monserrat, Haiti, Cuba, and New Orleans. Most
of this work is devoted to Texas, which he refers to as a
second El Dorado. He visited Castro's colony, travelled
extensively throughout Texas, and describes Houston, San
Antonio, New Braunfels, Cibolo, Victoria, etc. He
discusses possibilities for river navigation in Texas,
devotes an entire chapter to Texas Indians, and
enthusiastically chronicles Texas flora and fauna.
Includes sociological and economic commentary on Indian and
black slavery. $1,500.00
200. MARTIN, R. S. & J. C. Contours of Discovery:
Printed Maps Delineating the Texas and Southwestern
Chapters in the Cartographic History of North America,
1513-1930. Austin: Texas State Historical Association,
1982. Text (4to, original wraps): 66 pp., illustrated.
Atlas: [4, title & table of contents] 22 maps, mostly
colored, laid in folio folding paper wrappers. Very fine.
First edition. Useful illustrated guide with
attractive facsimile reproductions of important Texas and
Southwestern maps, including Arrowsmith, Austin, Burr,
Ortelius, etc. Most of the maps measure 18 x 20 inches.
$40.00
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201. MARTYR, Peter. De rebus oceanicis & orbe novo
decades tres... Basel: J. Bebel, 1533. [12] 92 pp.,
printer's device on title and last page, decorated woodcut
initials. Folio, 18th century vellum over pasteboards.
Lower blank margin of title supplied and a trace of light
worming (affecting upper blank margin and one letter of
title), otherwise a very fine, tall copy.
These Decades, which were reprinted from the 1516
Alcala edition with the addition of an abstract of the
Fourth Decade, `De insulis nuper inventis,' are one of the
early collections of significant voyages to the New World.
They describe the Spanish voyages from Columbus through
Cortez and are interlaced with significant data and
exciting anecdotes. Martyr was the first historian of
America; his membership on the Council of the Indies,
influential position at the court of Castile, and
friendship with Columbus, Cortez, Magellan, Cabot,
Vespucci, and other explorers, gave him access to firsthand
information unavailable to later chroniclers. Alden 533/1.
Borba de Moraes, p. 531. Brinley 40: "A volume of
remarkable interest to American collectors." JCB I:108.
Church 65: "His works...have always been placed in the
highest rank of authorities on the history of the first
association of the Indians with the Europeans, and are
indispensable as a primary source for the history of early
American discoveries." Harrisse 176. Medina 92. Palau
12593. Rodrigues 185. Sabin 1557. Windsor I, p. xxii.
See illustration. $3,500.00
202. MAUDSLAY, Anne C. & Alfred P. A Glimpse at
Guatemala, and Some Notes on the Ancient Monuments of
Central America. London: Murray, 1899. [2] xviii [3] 289
pp., maps, plates (some colored or folding, mostly sepia
tone photogravures). Large 4to, original tan buckram over
beige decorated boards. A bit of light outer wear to
fragile boards, but overall an exceptionally fine copy.
First edition. Griffin 1189: "Charming narrative of
the Maudslays' early travels in the Guatemala highlands and
the Maya lowlands." Larned 4011: "An elaborate and
beautiful book...Mrs. Maudslay...describes the country and
the people, and explains what has been accomplished by the
scientific investigations...This volume is easily worth all
the other books which have appeared or are likely to be
published for many years, as a guide to the things which
make Central America of general world interest." Palau
258504. The Maudslays' 1881-1894 explorations of Maya
sites paved the way for a program of systematic
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investigation. The high quality photogravures are among
the most beautiful ever done of Central America. $1,750.00
203. McINTOSH, John. The Origin of the North American
Indians... New York, etc.: Nafis & Cornish, et al.
[1843]. 345 pp., 8 colored lithographic plates. 12mo,
original olive gilt pictorial cloth, a.e.g. Moderate outer
wear and staining, overall very good, the plates bright.
Contemporary inscription on front free flyleaf.
"New edition, improved and enlarged" (the first
edition containing 311 pages came out the same year).
Pilling 2377: "A comparative view of the Indian and
Asiatic Languages." Sabin 43333. Not in Bennett's
American 19th Century Color Plate Books. Contains
linguistic material on many tribes, including Delaware,
Chippewa, Kickapoo, Algonquin, Cherokee, Shawnee, etc. The
brightly colored lithos include "Landing of Columbus,"
"Pocahontas," "Indian Hunter," and "Speech of Tecumsee."
They were lithographed by the firm of Sarony and Major,
leading printmakers of the 19th century who were associated
with Currier & Ives and created many early lithos of
California (see Peters, America on Stone, pp. 350-357).
$500.00
204. McMURTRY, Larry. Horseman, Pass By. New York:
Harper [1961]. vi, 179 [4] pp. 8vo, original cloth.
Edges a trifle rubbed, else very fine in d.j. Author's
signed presentation copy: "To Grover Lewis - I wrote this
the best I could, and give it to you who, of all, was
closest to the whole effort. You aren't on the dedication
page, not because the folks really had a better claim, but
because I have one in mind for you that I think will be
more fitting. I am singularly rich in my friendships, but
none has given me more than yours. Much love, Larry."
Probably the most desirable copy of this book that can be
obtained.
First edition of author's first book. Greene, The 50
Best Books on Texas, p. 25. Northouse, p. 64. Reese, SixScore 77: "No novel deals more frankly with modern ranch
life and the conflict between traditional and contemporary
mores. The novel is the basis for the motion picture Hud."
$4,500.00
205. McMURTRY, Larry. Somebody's Darling. New York:
Simon & Schuster [1978]. 347 pp. 8vo, original blue
cloth. Very fine in d.j.
First printing. Northouse, p. 66. $50.00
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206. McMURTRY, Larry. Printed poster with quotation from
author's In a Narrow Grave. Austin: Wittliff at Encino
Press, n.d. Measures 25 x 19 inches. Very fine, signed by
Wittliff and McMurtry.
First edition. Lowman, Printing Arts in Texas, p. 41:
"Wittliff designed a masterful broadside for the Texas
Library Association utilizing a Larry McMurtry quotation
reproduced above and below a contemporary photograph of
Mexican vaqueros plying their ancient skill...A lean,
spare, exciting broadside that conveys its message with
economy, clarity, and telling effect." $125.00
207. MEARES, John. Voyages Made in the Years 1788 and
1789, from China to the North West Coast of America...
London: Logographic Press, 1790. viii [12] xcvi, 372 [44,
tables] [64] pp., frontispiece portrait, 26 copper engraved
maps, plates, views, plans, portraits, and sketches (some
folding or double-page). 4to, contemporary calf
(skillfully rebacked). Fine.
First edition. Graff 2734. Hill, p. 195-6: "This
important narrative gives a very full account of the Indian
nations of Northwest America, describing their villages,
languages, manners, and customs. It also contains a
separate account of the voyage of the Iphegenia, commanded
by Captain William Douglas, which visited the Sandwich
Islands and Nootka Sound." Howes M469: "Pioneer English
voyage to this coast, supplying the chief basis to British
claims to Oregon. Spanish pretensions to territory beyond
California were relinquished in the treaty following
England's remonstrance over the seizure of Meare's ships,
anchored off Nootka." Lada-Mocarski 46: "One of the early
and fundamental books on the Northwest coast of America in
general and on Alaska in particular." Majors, p. 200.
Wagner, Northwest Coast 758-766. Wickersham 6595. Most of
the plates depict the scenery and inhabitants of the
Northwest coast. See illustration. $3,250.00
208. MEARES, John. Voyages de la Chine a la Côte NordOuest d'Amérique... Paris: Buisson, An 3 [1794]. Text (3
vols., 8vo, contemporary calf, spines gilt): [24] 391 + [4]
386 + [2] 372 pp. [With]: Atlas (4to, quarter green calf):
Engraved portrait of Meares, 27 engraved maps and plates
(many folding). Cover of one text vol. a little wormed,
overall very fine.
First French edition of preceding. Graff 2735-6.
Hill, p. 195. Howes M469. Lada-Mocarski 46. Smith 6688.
Wagner, pp. 210-11. $3,000.00
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209. MENESES, Pablo de. Original manuscript signed, dated
Lima, October 5, 1535. One page, folio. One tear neatly
mended and moderately stained.
Power of attorney granted to Fernando Hurtado, signed
and rubricated by Meneses, and attested to by Fernando
Pinto. Meneses was corregidor of Charcas and a supporter
of Blasco Núñez Vela against Gonzalo Pizarro. Verso
contains an incomplete power of attorney granted by Juan de
Valero dated and signed at Lima in 1536. $1,500.00
210. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. [BALLENTINE, George].
Autobiography of an English Soldier in the United States
Army. Comprising Observations and Adventures in the States
and Mexico. New York: Stringer & Townsend, 1853. xii
[9]-288 pp., wood engraved frontispiece and half title (on
tinted grounds). 12mo, original brown cloth. Other than a
bit of mild browning, a very fine, tight copy.
First American edition. Clark, Old South III:125: "A
plain-spoken account...Before being ordered to Mexico, his
company was stationed in Florida--at Pensacola Bay during
October, 1845, and from then until the end of the following
year, at Tampa." Conner & Faulk 447. Haferkorn, p. 41.
Howes B77. Tutorow 3692 & 3625n: "Narrative of Scott's
campaign from the standpoint of an intelligent private
soldier." Includes an account of Walker's Texas Rangers.
$450.00
211. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. Esposición dirigida al
supremo gobierno por los comisionados que firmaron el
Tratado de Paz con los Estados-Unidos. Mexico: Lara,
1848. 27 pp. 8vo, protective wrappers. Corners of last
two leaves torn away with loss of a few letters, otherwise
a fine copy of a rare and important addition to the
literature of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
First edition. It seemed to many Mexicans that the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo gave away a large portion of
their country. The Mexican commissioners who signed the
Treaty here attempt to justify their actions. They stress
that while the U.S. had a stable and prosperous government,
Mexico was poor, internally divided, and unprepared for the
struggle. There are some interesting observations on
Texas, especially regarding the Nueces Strip. The
commissioners state that in fleeing to Matamoros after the
battle of San Jacinto, the Mexican Army gave the Texans
grounds for their claims to the area. $400.00
212. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. LÓPEZ DE SANTA ANNA,
Antonio. Detall de las operaciones ocurridas en la defensa
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de la capital de la república, atacada por el ejército de
los Estados-Unidos del Norte... Mexico: Cumplido, 1848.
48 pp. 8vo, original printed wrappers. 2 small wormholes
and occasional staining, overall very good.
Second edition (the first edition printed at Orizava
the same year is very rare). Haferkorn 51. Howes S97.
Palau 71298. One of the most important Mexican-American
War publications, in which Santa Anna masterfully defends
his conduct in the war and explains why Mexico City was
lost to invading U.S. forces. Contains many important
documents printed in full that are not found elsewhere.
$400.00
213. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. PAREDES Y ARRILLAGA,
Mariano. Últimas comunicaciones...sobre la cuestión de
Tejas. Mexico: Cumplido, 1846. 22 pp. Large 8vo,
original printed wrappers. Very fine.
First edition. Eberstadt, Texas 162:541: "A basic
document as it contains the correspondence between the U.S.
and its commissioner Slidell with the Mexican Government
over the annexation of Texas and the question of war
between the two countries. This was the final effort in
the negotiation to preserve peace, after which war became
inevitable." Palau 212780. Tutorow 3281. Not in
Haferkorn. $250.00
214. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. [STRUBBERG, F. A.]. Mes
Aventures en Amérique et chez les Peaux-Rouges...Épisodes
de la guerre du Mexique, 1846-1848...[by] Armand. Paris:
Firmin-Didot, 1881. [4] 357 [2] pp. 12mo, original red
cloth, a.e.g. Binding worn (lower cover reattached),
interior fine except for occasional mild foxing.
Second French edition (no copies located in NUC, which
lists the first French edition of the prior year, only 2
copies of which are located--none in Texas). Borba, p.
139. Fifty Texas Rarities 40n: "As director of the
Deutschen Fürstenverein he established several colonies in
Texas." Graff 4015n: "Strubberg's first work. The scene
is laid on the Leona, a tributary of the Rio Grande. The
author describes in great minuteness several years of his
life there. In no other work in German literature and
perhaps in no other literature, has the prairie been
portrayed with more skill than in this work." Howes
S1086n. Plains & Rockies IV:311a:3n: "Includes a visit to
the Rockies in 1843." Not in Tutorow, Haferkorn, etc.
$275.00
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215. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. TREATY OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO.
Tratado de Paz, Amistad y Límites entre la República
Mexicana y los Estados-Unidos de Norte America...
Querétaro: Lara, 1848. 28; 27 pp., text of treaty in
parallel columns of English and Spanish. 8vo, original tan
wrappers, sewn. Top margin of upper wrapper supplied in
matching paper (no loss of text), occasional light
browning, else a fine, unopened copy, preserved in a red
half morocco slipcase.
First edition. Cowan, p. 252. Graff 2775. Howes
M565. Libros Californianos, p. 29. Palau 330388. This
treaty ended the Mexican-American War and ceded to the U.S.
the huge expanse of Northern Mexican territory that
included present-day California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New
Mexico, and parts of Wyoming, Texas, and Colorado.
$1,000.00
216. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. TYLER, Ron C. The Mexican
War. A Lithographic Record. Austin: Texas State
Historical Association, 1973. [14] 90 pp., numerous
illustrations (many colored) + portfolio of additional
colored plates. 8vo, original green pictorial boards,
black cloth backstrip, printed paper spine label. Very
fine in publisher's slipcase, signed by author, editor, and
designer.
First edition, limited edition (210 copies).
Scholarly study, handsomely designed by William Holman.
$125.00
217. [MEXICO]. Acta constitutiva y constitución federal
de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos. [Bound with]: Reglamento
para el gobierno interior del congreso general. Mexico,
1828. 101, iii pp., engraved frontispiece; 47 pp. 2 vols.
in one, 16mo, contemporary green calf, elaborately gilt,
with inlaid maroon cover labels, green silk doublures with
maroon morocco inlays, gilt. Light outer wear, internally
fine.
The first volume reprints the enlarged Federal
constitution and the first Federal Mexican constitution;
the second consists of the first printing of laws regarding
the structure of the independent Mexican States'
governmental bodies. $1,000.00
218. [MEXICO]. Original manuscript register with title on
upper cover: Libro de Matrimonios de Españoles de la Santa
Iglesias Cathedral de Mexico desde dos de Febrero de 1569
hasta 23 de Diziembre de 1573. Mexico, 1569-1573. [302]
pp. Small folio, contemporary parchment with flap. Very
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good condition except pp. 71-113 which show damage to upper
outside corner, with some loss of text. Each entry in the
register is signed by one of the priests. From the
collection of Dr. George Wythe, Latin American economist
active in the 1920's & 30's.
A very early and exceptionally important New World
manuscript, containing the register of marriages at Santa
Iglesia Cathedral in Mexico City from February 1569 to
December 23, 1573. Recorded are marriages of Europeans
(including children of the conquistadors) and even some
Indians and Africans. Aside from its obvious value as a
genealogical tool, this register is an important social
document, showing social and familial ties, since each
entry records not only the married couple, but also their
parents, godparents, and friends who witnessed the
ceremony. This unique register is the only such 16th
century American manuscript ever to be offered on the
market. $35,000.00
219. [MEXICO]. Paralelo militar entre España y Francia,
con varias reflexiones sobre el exito felíz de nuestra
independencia, contra las usurpaciones de Bonaparte.
Escrito por un individuo de la guarnición de la Havana.
Mexico: Arizpe, 1808. 10 pp. + 19 other similar pamphlets
from the same period. 8vo, contemporary black calf. Front
hinge broken and first few pamphlets loose in binding.
Very good to very fine condition.
First editions. Collection of anti-Napoleonic tracts
portraying the range of emotions demonstrated by the
Spanish from the time of the French invasion until their
defeat in 1814, from the heavy sarcasm of the Carta de
bienvenida, which admires the way Napoleon could give
Joseph the Crown of Spain and the Indies, to the exuberant
poetry of the Himno de la victoria exhorting the nation to
lift its head for the triumphal arrival of the "sons of the
Cid." $500.00
220. [MEXICO CITY]. Brief Description of the Works
Executed in the Drainage and Sanitation of the City of
Mexico for the American Society of Civil Engineers in its
XXXIX Annual Convention. Mexico, 1907. 10 pp., 2 folding
lithographic maps (one measuring 31 x 42 inches). 8vo,
original olive printed wrapper (lacks lower wrap) bound
into later blue cloth. Wrapper spotted and chipped,
overall very good.
First edition. Not in Palau or Sabin. The large map
of Mexico City is one of the most detailed of the period;
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the smaller map shows the valley of Mexico and surrounding
area. The technical text elucidates the maps. $150.00
221. [MEXICO CITY]. Brief Sketch of the Drainage Works of
the Valley of Mexico... Mexico: Díaz de León, 1901. 17
pp., 4 large folding maps. 8vo, original maize printed
wrappers bound in red cloth. Light dust soiling, one small
wormhole, a few tears to maps neatly mended.
First edition. Not in Palau or Sabin. Brief history
of the drainage system of the Valley of Mexico and
technical details on the new canal system implemented in
1900. Excellent maps. $200.00
222. M'ILVAINE, William. Sketches of Scenery and Notes of
Personal Adventure in California and Mexico. Philadelphia,
1850. 44 pp., frontispiece (lithographic title), 16
lithographic plates. 4to, original blind-stamped plum
cloth. Some light spotting to binding, else very fine, the
plates excellent. Preserved in a blue cloth clamshell
case.
First edition, limited edition (400 copies). Cowan,
p. 408. Graff 2615. Howes M112: "The lithographic views
of San Francisco and Sacramento are among the earliest
drawn `on the spot.'" Jones 1244. Peters, California on
Stone, pp. 162-3: "These plates are of unusually fine
workmanship." Rader 2297. Sabin 43328. Wheat, Books of
the California Gold Rush 134. M'Ilvaine visited California
from June to November 1849 and in this work gives an
account of his overland journey from Acapulco to Mexico
City. The lithos include San Francisco, Sacramento City,
Fort Sutter, Sutter's Mill, Stockton, scenes in the Gold
Rush country, Acapulco, Chapultepec, Mexico City, etc. See
illustration. $4,500.00
223. M'ILVAINE, William. Sketches of Scenery and Notes of
Personal Adventure in California & Mexico. [San Francisco]
Book Club of California, 1951. ix [3] 78 pp., 16 plates.
Folio, original half linen over marbled boards. Fine.
Limited edition (400 copies) of preceding. Grabhorn
517. $250.00
224. MORETON, C. O. Old Carnations and Pinks...with an
Introduction by Sacheverell Sitwell and Eight Colour Plates
by Rory McEwen. [London] Rainbird, 1955. xii, 51 pp., 8
chromolithographic plates. Folio, original half green
cloth over pictorial boards. Very fine in lightly worn
d.j. The Doheny copy, with her morocco label.
First edition. $150.00
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225. [MUDGE, Z. A. (attrib.)]. Sketches of Mission Life
Among the Indians of Oregon. New York: Carlton & Porter
[1854]. 1-52, 55-229 [1] [4, ads] pp., 4 plates (of 5, pp.
53-4 being the missing plate; most copies of this book
issued without the plates--see Eberstadt 104:244). Small
8vo, original brown embossed cloth. Some outer wear and
discoloration, text lightly browned and stained, overall a
very good copy of a scarce book.
First edition, second issue. Eberstadt 104:243: "A
practically unknown relation of the experiences and
happenings in Oregon from 1839 to 1848. Describes the
life; the 1843 and later migrations; native customs of the
Nez Perces and Cayuses; eruption of Mt. St. Helens; travels
through the country; Frémont's arrival; biographies of
prominent Indians; the murder of Elijah; and conditions in
the country generally." Graff 2926. Howes P230:
"Ascribed also to Zachariah A. Mudge, q.v.; whoever the
editor, the narrative was obviously that of Jason Lee."
O'Brien 209: "Exceedingly scarce." Plains & Rockies
IV:240d. Smith 7132. $250.00
226. MULHALL, Mrs. [M. G.]. Between the Amazon and Andes,
or Ten Years of a Lady's Travels in the Pampas, Gran Chaco,
Paraguay, and Matto Grosso. London: Stanford, 1881. xii,
340 [2] pp., maps, illustrations. 8vo, original blue
cloth. Spine a bit dark, overall a very good copy.
First edition. Jones, South America Called Them, p.
252: "The Argentine and Uruguay in the 70's." Palau
184421. An English lady's account of travels with her
explorer husband, with a long chapter at the end on the
rise and fall of the Jesuit missions among the Guarani
tribes of Paraguay. $150.00
227. MUNGUIA, Clemente. Sermón que en la solemnísima y
religiosa función gracias consagrada el Todopoderoso...por
el regreso de...Pio IX. Mexico, 1830. 87 pp.,
frontispiece lithograph (by Salazar) of Pope Pious IX,
title printed in red, blue, green, and gilt within
ornamental border, ornate dedication leaf in gold and
silver, some preliminary leaves with color printing within
ornate borders. Royal 8vo, original full crimson morocco
elaborately stamped in gilt and blind with religious
iconography, a.e.g. Very good.
First edition. Mathes, Mexico on Stone, p. 57, plate
15. Palau 184643: "Edición lujosa con las páginas
encuadradas y a dos tintas." An outstanding 19th century
Mexican imprint with typography and lithography of the
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highest quality. Sermon delivered at the services for Pope
IX, held at the cathedral at Morelia. $750.00
228. MYERS, Sarah A. (compiler). Self-Sacrifice, or the
Pioneers of Fuegia. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of
Publication [1861]. 300 pp., frontispiece portrait of
Allen F. Gardiner. 12mo, original brown cloth decorated in
black. Offsetting from portrait on title, else very good.
First edition. Sabin 51639. Account of missionary
experiences from 1830 to 1850 in South America, including
Patagonia, Chile, and Bolivia, chiefly from the memoirs of
early Presbyterian missionaries Allen F. Gardiner, Rev. J.
W. Marsh, and Surgeon Richard Williams.$225.00
229. NEVILLE, A. W. The Red River Valley Then and Now...
Paris, Texas [Carl Hertzog for the North Texas Publishing
Co.] 1948. xiv, 278 [2] pp., illustrations and endpaper
maps by Cisneros. 8vo, original red cloth. Some abrasion
to half title, else very fine, signed by author.
First edition. Adams, Guns 1604. CBC 5004. Lowman,
Hertzog 56, noting the cover was meant to match the color
of Red River mud and the texture of homespun. Stories of
early settlers, Indian fights, and border troubles in the
Red River Valley during the 19th century. $125.00
230. [NUEVO LEÓN]. Nuevo León, reseña geográfica y
estadística. Paris & Mexico: Bouret, 1910. [6] 64 pp.,
large folding colored map, numerous documentary
photographs. Folio, original green decorated wrappers
(spine neatly reinforced with matching paper). Tear to
blank margins of 2 leaves repaired, else very good.
First edition. Good survey, with much on the
burgeoning development of Monterrey and some material of
interest for Texas and the borderlands. $125.00
231. O'DONOJÚ, Juan. Oficio... Mexico: Valdes, 1821. 4
pp. folio folder. Very fine.
Reprints a letter from Juan O'Donojú to the Governor
of the Veracruz garrison, informing him of O'Donojú's
signing of the Treaty of Córdova and giving his reasons for
signing. He asks that there be no resistance and that the
force being sent from Cuba to reinforce the garrison not be
allowed to land, as it would undermine faith in his
actions. $300.00
232. O'KEEFFE, Georgia. Some Memories of Drawings. New
York: Atlantis, 1974. 21 lithographs of artist's drawings
on Arches paper, each in folder with printed descriptive
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text by O'Keeffe. In original 8vo portfolio and marbled
slipcase. A few light spots on slipcase, else very fine,
signed by O'Keeffe and designer Leonard Baskin.
First edition, limited edition (100 copies). "The
modern master, Georgia O'Keeffe...envisioned a West of the
imagination apparently different from any who came before
her...Art critics have not yet been able to dream up a
label for her unique style. But in one of its many
contexts, that of the West of the imagination, it does have
profound meaning. Georgia O'Keeffe's Western work
underscores the enduring, timeless quality of the Western
experience" (Goetzmann & Goetzmann, The West of the
Imagination, p. 428). $3,500.00
233. O'KEEFFE, Georgia. Georgia O'Keeffe. New York:
Viking [1976]. [214] pp., portrait, 108 color plates of
O'Keeffe's paintings. Tall folio, original white linen.
Very fine in d.j.
First edition. $400.00
234. O'KEEFFE. One Hundred Flowers. New York: Knopf,
1987. 160 pp., 100 color illustrations (some double-page),
portraits. Folio, original grey cloth. New, as issued, in
d.j. and publisher's case.
First edition. $150.00
235. [O'KEEFFE, GEORGIA]. GOODRICH, Lloyd & Doris Bry.
Georgia O'Keeffe. New York: Praeger for Whitney Museum of
American Art [1970]. 196 pp., numerous illustrations (some
in color). 4to, original white cloth. Very fine in d.j.,
with signed presentation inscription by O'Keeffe.
First edition. $850.00
236. [ORTEGA, José]. Apostólicos afanes de la Compañia de
Jesús... Barcelona: Pablo Nadal, 1754. [12] 452 [10,
table and errata] pp. Small 4to, contemporary vellum. The
exceptionally fine Doheny copy, with her morocco label.
First edition. Barrett 1918. Cowan, p. 17. Graff
3132. Howes O127. Medina 3651. Palau 204880: "Obra
importante." Wagner, Spanish Southwest 128. A basic
source on Jesuit activities in the Southwest: Kino's
missionary work in Arizona, journey to California,
conclusion that California was not an island; Consag's 1751
journey to California in search of a site for Mission Santa
Gertrudis, early exposition on the hostile Apache; other
early missionaries in the Southwest. $3,000.00
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237. ORTELIUS, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm...The
Theatre of the Whole World... London: Norton, 1606. [1]
336 leaves, including 166 hand-colored maps. Folio, full
modern calf in Renaissance style. Very fine condition.
NUC locates 8 copies, the only copy west of the Mississippi
being the Huntington copy.
First English edition of one of the most celebrated
cartographic works, the original edition of which was
published in Antwerp in 1570 with 53 maps. Alden 608/123.
JCB(3)II:41. Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici III (Ort.) 37.
Martin & Martin 5n. Penrose, Travel and Discovery in the
Renaissance, p. 261n: "It was the Atlas of the Renaissance
par excellence, embodying and expressing as it did the
spirit of free inquiry that characterized the age."
Phillips, Atlases 3410. Printing & the Mind of Man 91n:
"A landmark in cartographic publication...the first large
modern atlas." Sabin 57708: "The maps are from the
Antwerp edition of 1595." Shirley 122n. STC 18855.
Tooley, Maps and Mapmakers, p. 29n: "The publication of
this atlas marked an epoch in the history of cartography.
It was the first uniformly sized, systematic collection of
maps of the countries of the world based only on
contemporary knowledge...and in that sense may be called
the first modern atlas." Wheat, Mapping the
Transmississippi West 14n. This very rare edition of
Ortelius, the earliest world atlas to be published in
England, contains 6 maps of American interest, including
the important world map. $135,000.00
238. [ORTIZ DE ARRI, PEDRO]. Original illuminated
manuscript Carta Ejecutoria and legalized verifications of
Pedro Ortiz de Arri and his descendants, in Spanish, on
vellum in at least 3 different handsome calligraphic hands,
extensively illuminated, signed by numerous witnesses.
Spain & Mexico, 1548-1640. 156 pp., with 28 illuminated
miniatures in gold and rich colors (2 full page, 7 medium,
and 19 small), several illuminated borders and initials; 7
pp.; 41 pp., full page coat-of-arms in gilt and colors,
numerous initials and division headings in gold, red and
blue. Small folio, later full vellum. Trimmed at top, no
loss of text, else very fine.
An early illuminated manuscript dated from Spain and
Mexico. The handsome full-page illuminations include an
equestrian portrait of Carlos V (see illustration). The
medium and smaller miniatures are mostly religious, with
Virgin and Child and saints, but also judges of the
Audiencia. The first document, issued at Granada in 1550
and registered in Seville in 1552, contains the Royal
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provision and confirmation by numerous witnesses regarding
Ortiz de Arri, resident of Sevilla, originally of the House
and Land (Casa Solar) of Arri in Durango, Vizcaya. The
second document, dated at Mexico in 1564, contains the
presentation of the Carta Ejecutoria to the city council of
the City of Mexico; the final document, dated at Mexico in
1638 and 1640, requests the city council of Mexico to
legitimize succession to the Carta Ejecutoria. Details
upon request.
239. OVIEDO Y VALDÉS, G. L'histoire naturelle et
generalle des Indes, isles, et terre ferme de la grande mer
Oceane. Paris, 1556. [6] 134 leaves, woodcuts. 4to, old
vellum. Occasional light staining at bottom edge of some
leaves, but overall a fine copy.
First French edition, second issue (with the 1556
titlepage; copies were issued from the same sheets with
either a 1555 or a 1556 titlepage). This is the third
edition of the work overall, the first issued Seville, 1535
(a copy of which brought $52,800 at the Doheny Sale).
Alden 556/34. Arents 7. JCB I:190-1. Sabin 57993.
Streit II:668. The woodcuts, which were recut from the
original edition, are the earliest significant collection
of New World views and depict Indians, artifacts, flora,
and fauna of America. The author was an enlightened
observer and learned scholar who served as royal historian
to Charles V. He wrote this famous history while in Santo
Domingo, after 22 years' residence and research in the
Indies. "Oviedo [was] an eyewitness of the events on the
Isthmus which led directly to the discovery of Peru. He
went out with the governor Pedráis in 1513, and was at
Panama with Pizarro and Almagro when they were fitting out
their first expedition. He afterwards resided for many
years in Hispaniola...He gives a vivid picture of
conditions as they then existed, and his work, which
possesses considerable literary merit, is a vast storehouse
of facts relating to the times. This is the source from
which most literary writers have drawn their accounts of
the early occurrences in the New World" (Church). $6,500.00
240. OWENS-ADAIR, Dr. [Bethenia Angelina]. Dr. OwensAdair, Some of Her Life Experiences. [Portland, 1906].
[4] 537 pp., portraits. 8vo, original olive green cloth.
Fine.
First edition. Eberstadt, Modern Narratives of the
Plains and the Rockies 370. Smith 20. Soliday I:1405:
"Important work. Lists of early settlers with their
memoirs, and historic records not found elsewhere." Women
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in Medicine 1561: "Owens was born in 1840 and migrated to
Oregon with her family in 1843... In 1880 she received her
M.D. degree from Michigan." "A woman of stern resolve and
great stamina, she was, as her memoirs amply reveal,
combative, egocentric, and sentimental. Yet by a sustained
and relentless program of self-improvement she had placed
herself among the handful of women doctors practicing on
the Pacific Slope in the last quarter of the 19th century"
(Notable American Women). $150.00
241. PÁEZ, José de. Original oil painting on copper,
signed and dated 1767 at lower left. Untitled painting of
Mary enthroned in Heaven. Measures 16-1/4 x 12-1/4 inches.
Very fine in antique gilt frame.
This handsome Mexican colonial painting is rich in
symbolism and visual pun (see illustration). There has
been some conjecture that it was part of the original
mission furnishings at Carmel. The artist had a large
workshop in Mexico and "inundated the second half of the
18th century with his paintings" (Toussaint, Colonial Art
in Mexico). See also Dicc. Porrúa, p. 2174 and Carrillo y
Gariel, Autógrafos de pintores coloniales, p. 84-85.
$5,000.00
242. PAGÈS, P. M. F. Voyages autour du monde, et vers les
deux poles, par terre et par mer...1767-76. Paris, 1782.
432 + 272 pp., 10 plates and maps. 2 vols., 8vo,
contemporary half brown calf with arms of La Rochefoucauld,
noted exiled French nobleman and scholar who wrote an
important book on America. Fine.
First edition. Clark, Old South I:285: "The 5-year
trip related in the present work began in Santo Domingo
where Pagès had been stationed in the French Navy. He went
to New Orleans, then up the Mississippi and Red Rivers to
Natchitoches; thence to Nacogdoches and southwestward to
San Antonio and on into Mexico. He describes briefly the
physical character of the country and his contacts with
Indians and with the Spaniards in Texas. His account is
objective and quite impersonal, and he has been commended
by students of the region for his accuracy. From Mexico he
crossed the Pacific to the Philippines, proceeded to India
and the Near East and ended his trip at Marseilles...In
1773-4 he made a voyage toward the South Pole; in 1776 he
went on a whaling expedition in the Arctic Ocean off
Norway...He fought in the American Revolutionary War and
later retired to Santo Domingo [and] was massacred in the
slave insurrection...in 1792." Eberstadt, Texas 162:586:
"Describes a journey through Texas on horseback in 1767."
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Graff 3161. Hill, p. 526n: "Of great importance for its
information on the Spanish colonial empire in North America
and in the Orient." Howes P13. Streeter 1027n (citing
only the first American edition; this is the earliest entry
in the section on U.S. and European imprints). Wagner,
Spanish Southwest 165. See also entry 370. $2,250.00
243. PALOÚ, Francisco. Historical Memoirs of New
California... Berkeley: Univ. Calif. Press, 1926. 4
vols., complete, frontispieces, 25 plates, 3 folding maps.
8vo, original blue cloth. Very fine.
First edition in English. Barrett 1944. Cowan, p.
471. Howes P55. Palau 210794. Wagner, Spanish Southwest
168n: "Compiled by Father Paloú while in California, and
largely while at the Dolores mission at San Francisco from
information derived from individuals connected with the
various expeditions to and in California, and from original
narratives." Considered the first general history of Alta
California. $275.00
244. PARKMAN, Francis. The Discovery of the Great West.
Boston: Little, Brown, 1869. xxiv, 425 pp., map. 8vo,
original plum cloth. Spine lightly sunned, overall fine.
Author's signed presentation copy with 1921 ownership
inscription of Belle & Kermit Roosevelt.
First edition. Howes P98. Raines, p. 162: "One of
the series of the author's historical narratives, `France
and England in North America,' and fully equal to any of
its predecessors in style and interest. The latter part of
the book has La Salle's scheme of planting a colony on the
Mississippi, and of his actual work in Texas...There is
nothing more to be said on French colonization in Texas.
The most scholarly and ornate historical composition yet to
appear on any part of Texas history." $225.00
245. PEÑA, José Enrique de la. With Santa Anna in
Texas...Translated and Edited by Carmen Perry. College
Station: Texas A & M [1975]. xxx, 202 pp., facsimiles.
8vo, original goldenrod cloth. Very fine in d.j.
First edition in English (first published Mexico,
1955). Basic Texas Books 39B: "Written by an intelligent
and perceptive Mexican staff officer, this is one of the
most important eyewitness records of the Texas Revolution."
$25.00
246. PERRY NURSERY COMPANY. The Perry Handbook of Choice
New Fruits, Ornamentals, Roses, Shrubs, Hardy Perennials,
Bulbs, Etc. Rochester: Rochester Lithographing Co.
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[1898]. [2] 96 [4] pp., consisting almost entirely of
full-page brightly colored chromolithographs. Small 4to,
contemporary green cloth. Very fine, with 4-page
advertisement brochure for the nursery laid in.
First edition. Illustrates over 300 plants available
from one of the leading nurseries of the day. Catalogues
of this type are an important resource for garden
restoration, showing the plants which were popular at the
turn of the century. This catalogue is also interesting
for the truly American quality of its color printing.
$200.00
247. [PERUVIAN CONQUISTADORES]. Original manuscript file
containing 7 legal documents signed and rubricated by
Francisco de Carvajal, Alonso de Mendoza, and others.
Lima, 1545. 6 folio leaves. A bit of occasional agetoning, but overall very fine.
This file consists of promissory notes and powers of
attorney, all signed and rubricated by conquistadores who
were with the Pizarro forces. Among the signers are
Francisco de Carvajal (1464-1548), whom Cortez sent to aid
Pizarro in Peru in 1536; Carvajal was promoted to general
in 1542 and murdered, drawn, and quartered in 1548 after
the fall of the Pizarro faction. Also represented is
Alonso de Mendoza who was with Cortez in the conquest of
Mexico and founder of La Paz in 1548. Peruvian documents
of the period prior to 1550 are very scarce, mainly due to
constant destructive civil wars attendant to the
establishment of royal control in Peru. See also entries
184 and 209 in this catalogue. Detailed description
available upon request. See illustration. $6,500.00
248. [PHOTOGRAPHY]. BARKER, George, George Fiske, William
Henry Jackson, L. W. Taber, et al. (photographers).
Original album containing 113 photographs measuring from 10
x 13 inches to 3-3/4 x 3-3/4 (only a few are small in
size), some with printed captions, some with manuscript
titles. With manuscript notation on first leaf: "Herbert
C. Leeds, from Mother--In remembrance of a delightful trip
together in 1887." Oblong folio, contemporary red and
white parchment ornately stamped in gilt and blind.
Excellent condition.
An exceptionally beautiful album. Subjects include
Niagara Falls (by Barker, the most famous Niagara
photographer and winner of 11 international awards); Las
Vegas, New Mexico; Yuma Indians; Jicarilla Indians;
Pasadena, California; Mission San Gabriel; Mission Carmel;
Los Angeles; San Francisco (the Presidio, Seal Rock, Point
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Lobos Lighthouse, large aerial view of Chinatown, etc.,
including several 8 x 9-1/2 Tabers); Inglenook Vineyard in
Napa Valley; Santa Cruz; Monterey; Hotel Del Monte; Geyser
Canyon; many large and medium views in Yosemite; Big Trees;
Salt Lake City (one view measuring 10 x 13 inches);
Colorado Springs; Manitou Colorado; Mount of the Holy Cross
(measuring 10 x 13 inches), interior and exterior views of
the White House; 8 views in St. Augustine Florida (each
measuring about 6-1/2 x 8-3/4 inches). $4,000.00
249. PICCOLO, F. M. Informe del Estado de la Nueva
Cristiandad de California, 1702... Madrid: Porrúa
Turanzas, 1962. xxiv, 481 [3] [2, ads] pp., facsimiles, 4
folding maps. 4to, original printed wrappers. Wrappers
lightly browned, else a very fine, unopened copy.
Limited edition (#114 of 200 copies). Barrett 4303n.
Graff 3279n. Howell, California 50:191n: "One of the
first printed accounts of California as well as one of the
first to receive any circulation." Wagner, Spanish
Southwest 74n. The writings and letters of the Jesuit
Father Piccolo, a contemporary of Salvatierra and Kino who
worked as a missionary in California, preaching to the
Indians in their native languages. $150.00
250. PICKRELL, Annie D. Pioneer Women in Texas. Austin:
Steck [1929]. 474 pp. 8vo, original dark green cloth with
gilt flag of Texas. Small stain on upper cover, else very
fine.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 161: "The best
book on women in early Texas, this is a useful and
fascinating compilation of biographies of 77 notable Texas
women, compiled from recollections and memories of women
who came to Texas prior to statehood. Including both
prominent ladies and pioneer settlers, the volume is one of
the best sources of authentic grass roots history of social
life in frontier Texas, containing valuable material
relating to the Texas Revolution, Republic of Texas, Civil
War, Reconstruction, and the cattle industry." Winegarten,
p. 115. $150.00
251. PINO, P. B., A. Barreiro, & J. A. de Escudero.
Noticias históricas y estadísticas de la antigua provincia
del Nuevo-México... Mexico, 1849. [2] iv, 98 [4] pp.,
folding map. 8vo, recent full red morocco. Fine.
Collectively these 3 reports present the most accurate
picture of the province of New Mexico in the 19th century
up to the U.S. takeover in 1846-7. The Pino, first
published in 1812, appears in the present work in its
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second printing. The Barreiro is an enlarged edition of
the original printed in 1832. The Escudero appears here in
its first printing. Graff 3297. Howes B169 & P383:
"Chief source on New Mexico's last years as a Spanish
province and of her beginnings as a Mexican State." Palau
331942. Plains & Rockies IV:10a, 45a, & 167c (new entry).
Rittenhouse 21 & 104. Sabin 62980. $1,250.00
252. PLUNKETT, Anna Clyde. Corridors by Candlelight...
San Antonio: Naylor [1949]. xii, 189 pp., frontispiece,
photographic plates. 12mo, original green cloth. Fine in
d.j.
First edition. Memoir of a pioneer Louisiana family
directly involved in the celebrated Myra Clark Gaines
adoption case. $45.00
253. POGUE, Alan (photographer). Agricultural Workers of
the Rio Grande and Rio Bravo Valleys: A Portfolio.
Austin: University of Texas--Center for Mexican-American
Studies, 1984. 16 pp. (text) + 20 original selenium
photographic prints, each measuring 11 x 14 inches and
signed and numbered by the photographer. Laid into cloth
clamshell case. Very fine.
First edition, limited edition (#3 of 70 copies, only
60 of which were for sale). A photographic documentation
of the lives and struggles of farm workers in the
Southwest, 1978-1983, with accompanying text by Rolando
Hinojosa Smith and Roberto García. $600.00
254. POOLE, Caroline. A Modern Prairie Schooner on the
Transcontinental Trail. The Story of a Motor Trip. San
Francisco: [John Henry Nash] 1919. 53 [2], 11 halftone
photographic plates (most with 3 scenes per page) tipped
in, one small photo tipped on beneath colophon, folding
map. 4to, original half beige cloth over boards, printed
paper spine label. Marginal browning to boards, else very
fine. The Doheny copy, with her morocco label.
Publisher's presentation copy.
First edition, limited edition (#154 of 250 copies).
Autos Across America 33: "This group left Pasadena October
6, 1918 in a 1913 Packard Six. They camped the first night
on the desert near Daggett, drove the next day to Needles,
[thence to] Kingman, Grand Canyon, Flagstaff, Hopi
villages, Winslow, Albuquerque, and Colorado Springs,
arriving October 20 after travelling some 1,900 miles."
Cowan, p. 496. From Train to Plane 84. Not in Edwards.
$325.00
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255. PORTER, Bruce, et al. Art in California. A Survey
of American Art with Special Reference to California
Painting Sculpture and Architecture...Represented at the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition... San Francisco:
Bernier, 1916. 183 [2] pp., 332 plates, text figures.
Small, thick folio, linen over tan boards. Light wear to
binding, upper hinge expertly strengthened with Japanese
tissue, overall fine, the text and illustrations excellent.
First edition. Cowan, p. 20. Rocq 16656. A finely
printed survey of the art of the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition with an emphasis on California
art. Includes the only appearance in print of George
Sterling's poem, California to the Artist (BAL 187:168) and
essays such as Bruce Porter's "The Beginning of Art in
California," Porter Garnett's "California's Place in Art,"
M. U. Seares' "William Keith and his Times," H. M. Wright's
"Mural Decorations at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition," B. R. Maybeck's "The Architecture of the
Palace of Fine Arts at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition," etc. The high-quality plates reproduce works
by Maynard Dixon, William Keith, Charles Rollo Peters,
George Bellows, John Marin, James McNeill Whistler, John
Singer Sargent, Childe Hassam, William M. Chase, Frank
Duveneck, John H. Twachtman, Cecelia Beaux, Arthur Putnam,
Joesph Pennell, and many others. $1,250.00
256. [PORTOLÁ, Gaspar de]. Estracto de noticias del
Puerto de Monterrey... Madrid: Porrúa Turanzas, 1959. 13
[5] pp. 8vo, original green printed wrappers with blue and
red string ties. Fine.
Limited edition (#24 of 200 copies). Finely printed
facsimile of the extremely elusive first edition (Mexico,
1770). Cowan, p. 199n. Graff 1264n: "Account of the
Spanish occupation of Northern California, and of Portolá's
expedition to Monterey and San Francisco." Jones 538n.
Libros Californianos, p. 16n. Wagner, Spanish Southwest
150n. Zamorano 80 35n. Portolá's expedition led to the
establishment of the first permanent settlement in Alta
California. $125.00
257. PRATT, F. M. California Gold Regions, With a Full
Account of Their Mineral Resources; How to get There, and
What to Take... New York: Pratt [1849]. 48 pp. 8vo,
modern three-quarter brown calf (original wrappers not
present). Fine.
First edition. Cowan, p. 96. Howes C39. Norris
3009: "An extremely rare early guide to the California
gold mines." Plath 900: "Exceedingly rare." The guide
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gives an account of the gold discovery, the American
conquest, a description of California, agriculture and
livestock, advises steamship passage via Panama, etc. Not
in Graff, Howell or Eberstadt. $2,500.00
258. QUINTANAR, L. En la ciudad de Guadalajara á 5 Junio
de 1823... [Guadalajara, 1823]. 3 pp., folio folder.
Very fine.
First printing. Decree regarding special session of
the provincial deputation called to answer unfounded
charges that the state of Jalisco was working against the
good of the country. The meeting recognized Mexico City as
the national capital and addressed issues of states' rights
in regard to Jalisco. $200.00
259. QUIRÓS, José María. Instrucciones...á los señores
Don Francisco de Arrillaga y Don Ramon de Garay sus
comisionados para la junta que ha de formarse en Puebla...
Veracruz, March 18, 1823. 3pp., folio folder. Very fine.
Instructions given by the Provincial Deputation of
Veracruz to Arrillaga and de Garay, its commissioners to
the Junta to meet in Puebla. The instructions call for a
meeting of the Congress disbanded by Iturbide to set
election of a new Congress, to name a provisional executive
power, and to oversee urgent matters until the legitimate
government is in place. $200.00
260. RHODES, Eugene Manlove. The Little World Waddies.
Pass of the Rio Bravo: Carl Hertzog for William Hutchinson
[1946]. xxviii, 234 [2] pp., illustrations by Bugbee.
8vo, original tan pictorial cloth. Very fine in d.j. with
a few small chips. Bookplate of Christine Leftwich Lenox
(Rhodes is buried on Mrs. Lenox's old ranch).
First edition, limited edition. Dobie & Dykes, 44 &
44 87. Dykes, Bugbee 169. Lowman 43. McVicker B63.
Reese, Six Score 89: "An excellent collection of stories
by the beloved range country writer. Besides the design by
Hertzog and the Bugbee illustrations, the book contains `My
Salute to Gene Rhodes,' by J. Frank Dobie." $350.00
261. RIDINGS, Sam P. The Chisholm Trail... Guthrie: CoOperative Pub. Co. [1936]. xii, 591 pp., portraits,
illustrations. Thick 8vo, original blue cloth. Very fine
in d.j.
First edition. Adams, Guns 1856; Herd 1897. Dobie,
p. 116, Dykes, Kid 233. Howes R281. Reese, Six Score 91:
"Best book on the Chisholm Trail. The scope of the book
actually extends beyond the Trail to encompass much cattle
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lore from Texas and elsewhere. Dobie calls this `a noble
book, rich in anecdote and character.'" $125.00
262. RÍO, Antonio del. Description of the Ruins of an
Ancient City, Discovered near Palenque, in the Kingdom of
Guatemala... London: Berthoud, 1822. xiii, 128 pp., 17
fine lithographed plates of Mayan deities and artifacts, by
Waldeck. 4to, contemporary russia (neatly rebacked), spine
gilt. Light outer wear, frontispiece slightly cropped, a
few leaves somewhat spotted, overall very good.
First edition of the first book on Maya archaeology.
Glass, p. 686. Palau 268187. Sabin 71446: "Captain Del
Río discovered and examined the now famous ruins of
Palenque in 1787, but his manuscript report remained in the
provincial archives of Guatemala until a short time prior
to their translation and publication in the present form."
Saville, Palenque, pp. 125-6. Río, a Spanish artillery
captain sent by the Crown to Chiapas to find treasures,
discovered Palenque, abandoned and unknown since the 7th
century. Río made up for his lack of antiquarian training
with his zeal, hiring 79 Maya Indians to assault treeengulfed Palenque with crowbars and axes. His discovery of
tangible evidence of an amazingly rich Maya past was the
beginning of the study of this truly lost civilization. At
the end is a treatise by Guatemalan scholar Dr. Paul Felix
Cabrer which includes commentary on the Probanza de Votan.
$3,500.00
263. RITZ, Philip. Letter upon the Agricultural and
Mineral Resources of the North-Western Territories, on the
Route of the Northern Pacific Rail Road. Washington:
Chronicle Print, 1868. 8 pp., printed in double column.
8vo, original green printed wrappers. Very fine, laid in
green half morocco slipcase.
First edition. Adams, Herd 1912. Eberstadt 135:881:
"Travels in Washington Territory, Idaho, and Montana from
the first days of the gold discoveries...A resident of the
Northwest `for 17 years, and having passed over the
different overland routes several times, I have from
personal observation obtained much information respecting
the resources, wealth, and climate of the country, and many
items which have never been embodied in any report.' There
follows a considerable account of the pioneer's discoveries
on the northern routes, adding to the data passed down by
Lewis and Clark, Stevens, and Mullan, particularly the
routes from Walla Walla to Fort Benton where Ritz often
went on business. He also includes information he had
received from Victor, the Flathead Chief who still recalled
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the visit of Lewis and Clark."
Smith. $750.00

Not in Graff, Howes, or

264. RIVA PALACIO, V. Memoria presentada al Congreso de
la Union por el Secretario de Estado y del Despacho de
Fomento, Colonización, Industria y Comercio de la República
Mexicana. Mexico: F. Díaz de León, 1877. 558 [3] pp., 17
original albumen photographs (sites in Mexico City,
railroad, canal, and other civil engineering works in
progress), 20 lithographs (mostly technical) and maps (many
folding). Small folio, original black cloth over marbled
boards. Ink stamp removed from title, a few small worm
holes at blank right margin of first few leaves, else fine.
First edition. Palau 269849. Not in Sabin. This
collection of documents received by the Secretaría de
Fomento from December 1876 to November 1877 records an
important period of rapid development in Mexico, with
information on telegraphs, roads and highways, railroads,
canals and other water works, observatories, industry,
archives, photography, etc. This report is especially
noteworthy for its early use of photographs. $1,500.00
265. ROBERTS, Lou Conway [Mrs. D. W.]. A Woman's
Reminiscences of Six Years in Camp with the Texas Rangers.
Austin: Boeckmann-Jones [1928]. 64 pp., illustrated.
8vo, original printed wrappers. Light marginal browning,
else very fine.
First printing. Basic Texas Books 178n: "An
essential companion work to [D. W. Roberts'] Rangers and
Sovereignty." Campbell, p, 79. Dobie, p. 60: "Mrs.
Roberts was a sensible and charming woman with a seeing
eye." Myres, Following the Drum, p. 11. Account of a
Texas Ranger's wife who spent 1876-1882 in camp with her
husband in Texas and New Mexico. $125.00
266. ROSKOLENKO, Harry. Paris Poems. Paris: Éditions
Euros, 1950. [4] 18 pp., 6 original lithographs (some in
color) by Zao Wou-Ki. Large 4to, untrimmed signatures laid
in original printed wrappers, portfolio, and slipcase.
Very fine. [With]: Black is a Man. New York: Padell,
1954. 191 pp. 8vo, original black cloth. Fine in lightly
chipped d.j. Both books author's signed presentation
copies.
First editions. $750.00
267. [RUSSIA]. LENIN, N. Proletarskaia revoliutsiia i
renegat Kautskii. Izdanie Tsentrispolkoma. N.p.:
R.F.K.P.A. [Russian Faction of the Communist Party of the
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U.S.A.] 1920. 144 pp. 8vo, original publisher's binding.
Fine.
First American edition of the first book published by
the Russian Faction of the Communist Party of the U.S. (a
small group of American Communists of Russian origin).
This work is a response to Kautskii's polemical work The
Dictatorship of the Proletariat (published Vienna, 1918),
which Lenin took as an almost personal insult. Kautskii's
work was banned and the present work was issued and
distributed free of charge to all of Russia's libraries and
reprinted in every conceivable language beginning in 1920.
The present edition was printed in an edition of about
1,000 copies and distributed by Max Maisel; most of the
copies were warehoused due to slow sales. In the mid-50's
N. Martianoff bought Maisel's stock and sent most of the
Marxist publications to a paper mill. The present edition
is mentioned in a Soviet publication about Lenin's rarest
editions--the author states that 3 copies are known in the
U.S.S.R., including the copy in Lenin's personal library in
the Kremlin.$450.00
268. [RUSSIA]. Lotsiia Sieverno-Zapadnoi Chasti
Vostochnago Okeana... St. Petersburg, 1901-5. 356, 22 [1]
+ 22, 478, 42 + [6] 15, 329, 39, 7, 7 pp., plates,
illustrations, folding maps. 3 vols., 4to, original cloth
with tooling on spines and upper covers. Mint, the Finnish
Geographical Society-Jochelson copy, with their bookplates.
First edition. A masterpiece of cartography, with
attractive halftone maps and over 1,000 illustrations,
including shore views. This important navigational guide
to the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk gives
comparative descriptions of British and Russian published
information on numerous islands, bays, capes, etc. The
most accurate navigational guide for the area ever
published, compiled by prominent cartographer Lt. S. R. deLivro, who consulted documentation on expeditions by
Golovnin, Rickord, Kruzenstern, Sarychev, Kotzebue,
Makarov, and many others. $750.00
269. [RUSSIA]. MENSHIKOV, Aleksandr Danilovich. Steigen
und Fall eines frossen Ministers in der vollständigen
Lebensbeschreibung des nunmehro verunglückten Fürsten von
Menzikoff gezeigt. N.p., 1728. 104 pp., engraved
frontispiece. Small 8vo. Mint.
First edition. Not in Pekarsii, Pavlenko, Petrov,
NUC, or BMC. Unknown biography of prominent Russian
statesman, generalissimo, and member of Royal Society.
Menshikov, who rose from humble origins (it is rumored that
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in his youth he sold pies on the streets of Moscow), became
one of Peter the Great's retainers and was among the 10
close associates who accompanied Peter the Great on his
anonymous journey to Holland and England in 1696-7.
Following the death of Francois Lefort in 1699 he became
one of Peter's closest personal friends, from which point
his career flourished. At the death of the Tsar in 1725,
Menshikov played an instrumental role in the accession of
Peter's wife Catherine (who had once been Menshikov's
servant) to the throne, and was for a time the second most
important person in Russia. He schemed to marry his
daughter to Peter II, heir to the throne, but became
seriously ill for 5 weeks, during which time political
alliances changed. Within a short period of time he was
deprived of his titles, forced to leave St. Petersburg, and
was eventually exiled to Siberia, where he died 7 months
later. $1,250.00
270. [RUSSIA]. PAVLOV, I. P. Lektsii o rabote bol'shikh
polusharii golovnogo mazga. Izdanie vtoroe [Lectures on
the Function of the Cerebral Hemispheres]. Moscow &
Leningrad, 1927. 327 pp. 8vo, original publisher's
covers. Very fine, with Pavlov's inscription in old style
orthography.
Second edition, revised (the first edition, printed
the same year, sold out almost immediately; by May 1927
Pavlov had prepared the present edition, with corrections
and an extended bibliography). "Pavlov localized
conditioned-reflex activity in the cerebral hemispheres of
the brain, demonstrating that the center for such activity
is to be found in the cortex" (Dic. Sci. Biog. X, pp. 4314). According to numerous statements made by Russian
emigrés during the last 5 decades, Pavlov was "enfant
terrible" among prominent Russian scholars. He openly
visited church, criticized Lenin's shortcomings, challenged
KGB officers during the interrogations in the mid-1930's,
etc., but the Soviet press represented him as a supporter
of the Stalin regime. Pavlov's inscription in old
orthography (which was outlawed in 1918) indirectly
verifies that Pavlov was a nonconformist. For more
information on Pavlov and his Nobel prizewinning work, see
Garrison-Morton 1022 & 1445 and Printing & the Mind of Man
385. $1,250.00
271. [RUSSIA]. SECHENOV, I. Fiziologicheskie ocherki
[Physiological Essays]. St. Petersburg, 1898. [196] +
[294] pp., illustrated. 2 vols., 8vo, original wrappers.
Very fine condition, with private library inkstamp on front
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covers and signature on titles of E. K. Leshenkov,
prominent Russian collector of books on the history of
science.
First edition. Sechenov, the father of Russian
physiology, was one of the first Russians to work with
European researchers in Austria and Germany and was the
first Russian translator of Darwin's The Origins of Man.
Sechenov was a favorite of the liberal Russian
intelligentsia and his works were immensely popular in
their time. For this reason they are seldom found in good
condition. The present copy was preserved in a special
case for almost 70 years by its previous owner and is in
essentially mint condition. See Dic. Sci. Biog. XII, pp.
270-71. $450.00
272. [RUSSIA]. SMIRNOV, S. N. (compiler). Khrampamiatnik. Stroen v 1910-1911 g.g. Izdanie Vysochaishe
Uchrezhdennago Komiteta po soozuzheniiu khrama. Petrograd,
1915. 26; 82 pp., 78 plates in halftone and color. 4to,
original linen binding with multicolored embroidery in an
architectural design. Fine.
First edition. One of the rarest 20th century books
on Russian architecture, covering the construction of the
Cathedral-Memorial in honor of the Russian sailors who
perished in the Russo-Japanese War, with an account of the
history of the construction of the last great cathedral
built in Russia before World War I. During the Revolution
the warehouse of the printing shop which issued this book
was confiscated and all surviving copies of the book were
sent to the paper mill--only a few copies of the important
monograph survived. $750.00
273. SAHAGÚN, B. de. Historia general de las cosas de
Nueva España... Mexico, 1829. 3 vols., complete. 8vo,
half Mexican calf over boards. Fine. The Sir Thomas
Phillipps copy, with his pressmark.
First edition, edited by Carlos Bustamante. Field, p.
344: "This wonderful work, to which the entire life of
Father Sahagún was devoted, is beyond question the most
important, as it is the most authentic history of events
transpiring in the New World, before its discovery by
Columbus. All that relates to the religion, customs,
government, and wars of the Aztecs, was examined in a
manner so critical, so patient and thorough that no history
was ever conceived, or brought forth with more labor.
Sahagún...commenced his labors as a missionary to the
Indians of Mexico, in 1529...After 30 years of almost
incredible labor, he submitted his work to the brethren of
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his order but [due to] bigotry [his] superior...seized his
manuscripts, separated them, and sent the fragments to
several convents in Mexico...[After Sahagún] procured an
order for their restoration...the manuscript...was sent to
Madrid, where it slept unheard of for more than 200 years."
Glass, p. 681. Griffin 1414n. Pilling 3453. Sabin 74949.
$1,500.00
274. SALAZAR, C. Carlos. Manifiesto del C. Carlos
Salazar, hijo de Centro-America. Capital de Chiapas:
Imprenta de la Sociedad, 1828. [2] 12 pp. 12mo, flexible
black cloth. Fine.
First edition. Not in Palau, Sabin, or Sutro. A very
personal account of the circumstances of Salazar, who was
living in Chiapas after being exiled from Guatemala during
the civil war that led to the breakup of the Central
American Republic. Salazar contends that one of the
sources of unrest was Guatemalan dissatisfaction with the
president, who they felt favored the Salvadorans. $250.00
275. SALES, L. Noticias de la Provincia de Californias
1794. Madrid: Porrúa Turanzas, 1960. 182 [1] [2, ads]
pp. 8vo, original printed wrappers bound into half black
morocco over black cloth, spine with raised bands. Light
wear to joints, else very fine.
Facsimile of the original edition published Valencia,
1794. Barrett 4462. Bradford 4777. Cowan, p. 550n.
Howes S52n: "Contains interesting material on the Nootka
embroglio and Martinez's capture of Colnett, is said to
have been suppressed. It was the only work on California
written by a Dominican." Libros Californios, p. 16n.
Wagner, Spanish Southwest 177n: "Sales was located in
Lower California and founded San Miguel, the most northerly
and the last to be founded of the Lower California
missions...Largely devoted to occurrences after the
expulsion of the Jesuits, and contains accounts of the
country, the animals, the Indians, and the trials of the
missionaries...Remarks on the fur trade." $150.00
276. [SALES, L.]. El Viagero Universal...por D. P. E. P.
Tomo XXVI. Madrid: Villalpando, 1799. 384 pp. (without
the 5 plates, which are not found in all copies). 12mo,
original tree sheep, red morocco spine label. Some outer
wear, small blindstamp on title, internally fine.
Barrett 2542. Cowan, p. 467: "One of the most
complete descriptions of the period, relating almost
entirely to Alta California. Some copies have 5 colored
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plates of the inhabitants of California." Hill, p. 308.
Medina 5760. Wagner, Spanish Southwest 177n. $250.00
277. SÁNCHEZ, Ramón. Un Viaje de Maravatio a San Antonio
de Bejar. (Texas.) Zamora, 1898. 25 pp. 12mo, original
printed wrappers, restitched, bound into later maroon
cloth. Lower margin closely cropped, occasionally touching
on lower margin of last line of text, but only obscuring
text in one footnote on p. 23.
First edition. Not in Palau, Raines, Howes, or other
appropriate bibliographies. An odd private publication-account of a trip to San Antonio with an interesting
section on Mexican workers in Texas, describing the poor
treatment they receive and explaining that they remain
because they can earn higher wages and can thus live
comfortably, support their families, and maintain some
savings, which would not be possible on the lower pay they
would receive in Mexico. $150.00
278. [SAN FRANCISCO]. COHEN, H. (publisher). San
Francisco. [San Francisco: Cohen, ca. 1900]. 16 leaves,
each with several photolithographic scenes by Louis Glaser
in Liepzig. Oblong 12mo, original pictorial cloth gilt,
blue string tie. Fine, in an attractive binding.
First edition. Charming Victorian era album of San
Francisco, including bird's-eye view, Mission Dolores, new
City Hall, Union Square, scenes along California and Market
Streets, Golden Gate Park, Cliff House, across the Golden
Gate, Nob Hill, Chinatown, etc. Not in Rocq. $100.00
279. [SAN FRANCISCO]. CURRIER & IVES. California
Scenery. Seal Rocks-Point Lobos. New York, n.d. (1870's).
Original hand-colored lithograph. Image measures 8 x 121/2 inches. Two marginal tears repaired, else fine in an
acid free mat.
First issue. Conningham & Simkin 768. Peters,
California on Stone, p. 109. Attractive Victorian view of
the Cliff House and Seal Rocks by moonlight. $750.00
280. [SAN FRANCISCO]. HUMPHREYS, W. P. (compiler). Atlas
of the City and County of San Francisco from Actual Surveys
and Official Records. [Philadelphia] Humphreys, 1876. 215
pp. containing 64 engraved tinted plat maps (48 of which
are double-page). Large folio, original blind-stamped,
gilt-lettered brown cloth (neatly rebacked in black
morocco, corners restored). Library book label and one
small inkstamp on title. A bit of light marginal browning,
else fine. Very scarce.
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First edition. Cowan, p. 553: "For many years this
was the standard authority." Rocq 9897. Detailed plats
showing every block in the city, with public and government
lands in color. An essential reference for the history of
San Francisco's growth as a major metropolis. $1,750.00
281. [SAN FRANCISCO]. San Francisco Blue Book and Pacific
Coast Directory. Season 1892-3. The Fashionable Private
Address Directory and Ladies' Visiting and Shopping
Guide... San Francisco: Bancroft, 1893. [22] 232 [6]
[xxxvii, ads] pp., numerous pictorial ads throughout,
directory printed on blue paper, ads printed in colors
and/or gilt. 8vo, original blue cloth gilt, bevelled
edges. Very fine copy of an attractive book.
First edition. Rocq 11836. This Pacific Coast
directory which came out regularly between 1879 and 1931
includes sections on Oakland, Alameda, Berkeley; San Rafael
and Sausalito; San Jose; Santa Barbara; Los Angeles;
Stockton and Lodi; Portland; Tacoma; and Victoria, British
Columbia. Each section gives names, addresses, reception
days, and country residences. Also listed are clubs,
shops, hotels, and 11 theatres with floor plans. $200.00
282. [SAN FRANCISCO]. SOULÉ, F., J. Gihon, & J. Nisbet.
The Annals of San Francisco. New York: Appleton, 1855.
824 pp., frontispiece view of Montgomery Street, 6 engraved
plates, numerous text illustrations, large folding map of
California and the Southwest. 8vo, contemporary black
morocco gilt, raised bands on spine, a.e.g. Very fine in
red cloth slipcase. The Cowan-Doheny copy, with their
bookplates.
First edition. Cowan, p. 601. Graff 3901. Howell,
California 50:791: "Early, detailed account of the growth
of San Francisco...divided into 3 sections: a history of
California during the Spanish and American occupations; a
year-by-year account of San Francisco social history; and
descriptions of special local institutions." Howes S769.
Sabin 87268. Zamorano 80 70: "A necessary reference book
of San Francisco to the middle 50's, compiled mainly from
newspapers and information received from pioneer citizens."
$750.00
283. [SANTA CRUZ]. Vistas de Santa Cruz. Los Angeles:
Rieder, ca. 1907. 18 pp. of photographs on single
accordian leaf, folded into original 12mo brown printed
wrappers. Very fine.
First edition. Includes photos of the Frémont family
(standing before Frémont Tree), Natural Bridge, Giant Tree,
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Capitola Hotel, Arch Rock, County Court House, Santa Cruz
Mission, large panorama of Santa Cruz, other city and
street scenes. $75.00
284. SANTIBAÑEZ, E. Chiapas, reseña geográfica y
estadística. Paris & Mexico, 1911. [6] 29 pp., large
folding colored map. Folio, original green decorated
wrappers. Spine neatly reinforced with matching paper and
one tear repaired, else fine.
First edition. Good documentary survey including many
photographs of Indians. $100.00
285. SCHULTZ, Nell. Original photograph album entitled:
Summer of 1922 in Colorado. [31] pp., mostly with 2
original photographs per page and extensive manuscript
captions (often giving names and dates). Oblong folio. A
few photos are missing and some minor chipping to album
leaves, the photos very fine.
Album recording a trip to Colorado by 11 young ladies,
members of Professor Hubbard's nature class, with views of
Gregory Canyon, Blue Bell Canyon, Flagstaff, Boulder, Ward,
Left Hand Canyon, Estes Park, Loveland Dam, etc. Nell
Schultz, the compiler of this album, was from Eureka,
Kansas. $100.00
286. SCOTT, Florence J. Historical Heritage of the Lower
Rio Grande. A Historical Record of Spanish Exploration,
Subjugation and Colonization of the Lower Rio Grande Valley
and the Activities of José Escandon...Together with the
Development of Towns and Ranches under Spanish, Mexican,
and Texas Sovereignties 1747-1848. San Antonio: Naylor
[1937]. xx, 246 pp., frontispiece, 5 maps, endpaper maps.
8vo, original beige cloth. Light outer soiling, else very
fine in d.j. Author's presentation copy.
First edition. CBC 1451. Scarce book with extensive
discussion of the Cuervo Inspection of Texas in 1757, visit
of Royal Commission of 1767, and validation of Spanish land
grants. Appendix presents treaties between the U.S. and
Mexico that affected the lower Rio Grande. The book is
currently in demand because it is being used by claimants
in litigation over land ownership in the Rio Grande Valley.
$225.00
287. SCOTT, Katherine. With the Girls on the Mexican
Border. New York: YWCA, 1916. 8 pp. 12mo, original grey
and blue pictorial wrappers. Very fine, with related
letter laid in.
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First edition. "You are a National organization which
aims to do preventive work among girls and young women-what are you doing to help them keep their heads in the
exciting life along the Border?" (opening text). Unusual
social aside on the Punitive Expedition. $75.00
288. SELER, Eduard. Das Tonalamatl der Aubin'schen
Sammlung... Berlin: Unger, 1900. [6] 146 pp., 19 plates
printed in red and black, text illustrations. Oblong
folio, original grey wrappers bound into half tree sheep
over red cloth. Wrappers lightly soiled, two small chips
at lower blank margin of upper wrapper and first two
leaves, else fine.
First edition. Glass 1900: "Facsimile edition in
color of Tonalamatl Aubin with commentary. Includes
comparative observations on 260-day calendrical manuscripts
in the Borgia Group and from Central Mexico." Scholarly
study of this famous divinatory almanac, of possibly
preconquest Tlaxcalan provenience, by the foremost
Mesoamericanist of the day. $375.00
289. SERRANO, José María. En la ciudad de los libres de
Veracruz la noche del 15 de Marzo de 1823... [Veracruz,
1823]. 4 pp. folio folder. Very fine.
First printing. Decree regarding meeting in Veracruz
of Gen. Guadalupe Victoria, representatives of the
disbanded congress of Veracruz, and others to discuss the
declaration calling for the reinstallation of Congress,
resolving that Iturbide acted illegally, and that no
government placed in power by him should be recognized.
$200.00
290. [SERRANO, Rubio, et al.]. Instrucción formada para
ministrar la vacuna...impresa de órden del exmô. Señor Don
Felix María Calleja... Mexico: Ontiveros, 1814. 25 pp.
Small 4to, protective wrappers. Very good.
First edition. Medina 10910. Palau 120466. Price,
Medical Americana M125: "Prints 3 official documents. The
first, signed by Serrano...sets out the manner of
vaccination, the method of preserving and sending the
fluid, and the signs of true and false vaccination. The
second, issued by the Junta Municipal de
Sanidad...addressed to the public, seeks to allay fear of
vaccination... The third, issued by the Junta Superior de
Sanidad and signed by Serrano and Rafael Sagaz...recommends
inoculation where no vaccine is available and describes the
symptoms of smallpox and methods of treatment." $475.00
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291. SEYMOUR, Samuel (attrib.). Original watercolor
painting of an untitled Western scene, signed "S. S.
delin." Painted during the Long Expedition, 1819-20.
Measures approximately 5 x 8 inches. Fine.
English artist Samuel Seymour "was the first official
painter for a Western exploration, the Long expedition to
the Rocky Mountains in 1819...Though Seymour was the first
artist in the Rockies, his work is not widely known because
so few pieces have survived and the ones that have are
delicate drawings rather than bold portraits of Indians"
(Samuels, Encyclopedia of Artists of the American West, p.
434). Taft, Artists and Illustrators of the Old West, p.
243: "Western illustration [began] with the work of Samuel
Seymour;" p. 379: "Seymour...was the first artist...in the
Transmississippi West." Trenton & Hassrick, The Rocky
Mountains, a Vision for Artists in the 19th Century, p. 22:
"Seymour was the first artist to penetrate America's
western interior and make sketches on the Upper Missouri
and the plains and Rockies, as well as on the Red River of
the North." Until the discovery of the present Seymour
painting, only 17 of his original works were located (9 of
which are at Yale). According to Samuels, none of
Seymour's paintings have appeared at auction; the
Eberstadts offered 2 Seymour paintings in 1958.
Authentication papers and condition report by Patricia
Trenton. See illustration. Details upon request.
292. SHIPMAN, Mrs. O. L. [Alice Jack]. Letters Past and
Present to my Nephews and Nieces. N.p. [1930's]. [2] 137
pp., illustrated with photographs. 8vo, original tan
printed wrappers. Very fine.
First edition. Adams, Guns 2005; Herd 2062: "Scarce.
A series of letters...containing some material on the
cattle ranges of West Texas." Basic Texas Books 184n.
Winegarten, p. 43. Mrs. Shipman comments: "I remember we
were taking a herd of cattle to Uvalde one time. [Madge
Dolan] and I were in divided skirts and riding astride.
Before reaching the outskirts of town Grandfather Dolan
told us we had better return to the ranch because of our
attire. Oh! the irony of the primitive customs!" $125.00
293. [SIBLEY, John & William Dunbar]. Travels in the
Interior Parts of America: Communicating Discoveries Made
in Exploring the Missouri, Red River and Washita, by
Captains Lewis and Clark, Doctor Sibley, and Mr. Dunbar:
with a Statistical Account of the Countries Adjacent...
London: Barnard for Phillips, 1807. 24, 17-116 pp.,
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folding table. 12mo, modern three-quarter tan calf. Very
fine.
First English edition. Coues cx. Howes L319: "The
first book giving any of [Lewis & Clark's] activities...The
first formal and satisfactory picture of the southern
portion of the Louisiana Purchase." Paltsits, lxiv.
Plains & Rockies IV:5:6: "Abundant and valuable
information regarding the Trans-Mississippi, much of it the
first reliable and authentic information on this region."
Rader 3359. Streeter 1038n: "The first account of Texas
in book form. Sibley gives a careful account of the
language, characteristics, location, and population of the
various Indian tribes of Texas, and a good account of the
physical characteristics of the country." $650.00
294. SIGÜENZA Y GÓNGORA, Carlos de. The Mercurio
Volante...An Account of the First Expedition of Don Diego
de Vargas into New Mexico in 1692. Los Angeles: Quivira
Society, 1932. 136 pp., frontispiece portrait, 10 plates,
foldout map. 8vo, original white cloth over brown boards.
Very good.
First English translation, limited edition (#390 of
665 copies). Includes a 38-page facsimile of the first
edition, published Mexico, 1693. Howes S445: "Best
contemporary chronicle of the 1692 reconquest of New Mexico
by Diego de Vargas, based on that commander's report to the
Spanish viceroy." $125.00
295. SIMMONS, Marc. Border Comanches. Seven Spanish
Colonial Documents 1785-1819. Translated, Edited, and with
an Introduction by Marc Simmons. Santa Fe: Stagecoach
Press, 1967. 41 [2] pp. Tall 12mo, original red cloth.
Very fine in d.j.
First edition, limited edition (400 copies). First
publication of 7 interesting reports which reveal the
highly developed, quasi-military organization of the tribe,
as well as their bravery and dedication to keeping
commitments. $35.00
296. SITWELL, S. & J. Russell. Old Garden Roses. London:
Rainbird & Collins, 1955-7. 52 + 47 pp., 16 colored
lithographic plates from paintings by Charles Raymond. 2
vols., folio, original three-quarter vellum over marbled
boards. Very fine in slipcases with printed paper labels
on upper covers. The Doheny set, with her morocco labels.
First edition, limited edition (#76 of 160 copies
signed by the artist and authors, printed on special paper
and specially bound). $350.00
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297. SMET, P. J. de. Letters and Sketches with a
Narrative of a Year's Residence Among the Indian Tribes of
the Rocky Mountains. Philadelphia: Fithian, 1843. 252
pp., frontispiece, 11 lithographic plates, large folding
allegorical plate. 12mo, original brown blind-stamped
cloth. Occasional light to moderate foxing and staining, a
few tears to folding plate neatly repaired, overall a very
good copy, with the folding plate that is usually lacking,
from the library of Herbert McLean Evans, the discoverer of
vitamin E.
First edition. Field 1423. Graff 3823. Howes D283.
Jones 1081. Mintz, The Trail 124. Plains & Rockies
IV:102. Smith 9538. Streit III:2294. "This Belgian
[Jesuit missionary] of great physical strength and charm
founded the Pacific Northwest mission chain beginning in
1840. A publicist as much as a missionary, De Smet made 16
trips back to Europe to promote Indian missions. De Smet
became the idol of the Plains tribes (especially Teton and
Yankton Sioux and Blackfoot) and was a government peace
agent in the Indian wars of the Great Plains and Northwest"
(Lamar, p. 301). De Smet journeyed to Montana where he
stayed nearly a year, then crossed the mountains to Ft.
Colville, thence down the Columbia River to Fort Vancouver.
The next year he worked his way back east, crossed over to
Ft. Union, then down the River for his return to St. Louis.
The lithographs are mostly western views and Indians,
including Chimney Rock on the Oregon Trail, "A View of the
Rocky Mountains," "Devil's Gate," "Fording the River
Platte," "Sheyenne Warriors," and "Kanza Village."
$1,750.00
298. SMET, P. J. de. Oregon Missions and Travels over the
Rocky Mountains, in 1845-46. New York: Dunigan, 1847.
408 [4] pp., 14 lithographs on tinted grounds, folding map.
12mo, original pale blue cloth. Spinal extremities
expertly restored, foxed.
First edition. Cowan (1914), p. 217. Field 1424.
Graff 3829. Howes D286. Jones 1159. Pilling 1324.
Plains & Rockies IV:141:1: "This volume contains Father
Smet's description of his travels through and about the
central Columbia River plateau as well as a trip up that
river to its source, during which he continued on to the
Athabasca River, the country of the Assiniboines, and
arrived at Fort Augusta about January 1, 1846. He returned
to Fort Vancouver by way of Fort Colville. In July he
departed for the Upper Mission and in August stopped at St.
Mary's on his way down the Missouri River." Smith 9556.
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Streit III:2339. Includes linguistic material on Flathead,
Cree, Blackfoot, Potawotomie, etc. $850.00
299. SMET, P. J. de. Missions de l'Orégon et voyages aux
Montagnes Rocheuses aux sources de la Colombie, de
l'Athabasca, et du Sascatshawin, en 1845-46. Ghent:
Schelden [1848]. [2] ix [1] [9]-389 pp., 16 lithographic
plates, 3 folding maps. 12mo, original half red morocco
over red pebbled cloth, spine gilt with raised bands.
Front hinge weak, tears to folding maps neatly mended, else
very fine.
First Belgian edition of preceding (which apparently
preceded the Paris edition of the same year), with
important additions and translated by De Smet. Graff 3827.
Howes D286. Jones 1184. Plains & Rockies IV:141:2 Smith
9547. Strathern 511:ii. See illustration. $550.00
300. SMITH, Bertha H. Yosemite Legends. San Francisco:
[Tomoyé Press for] Paul Elder [1904]. [6] 64 [2] pp., text
borders with Indian motifs, 13 tinted plates after drawings
by Florence Lundborg. 8vo, original terracotta pictorial
buckram stamped in black, white and gilt, t.e.g. Fine,
with light edgewear.
First edition. Rocq 5271. Six Indian legends about
Yosemite. $85.00
301. SMITH, J. H. The Annexation of Texas. New York:
Barnes & Noble, 1941. x, 496 pp. 8vo, original maize
cloth. Light staining to fore-edges, else fine in lightly
soiled d.j.
Fourth and best edition, revised and corrected. Basic
Texas Books 188C. Griffin 4215: "Based on exhaustive
research in American and Texas sources. Conclusion
justifies annexation and fails to consider seriously the
basic Mexican point of view, emphasizing, rather, the
incompetence and irrationality of Mexican official action."
Howes S634. Rader 2945. Trask 5721. $75.00
302. SOLÍS Y RIBADENEYRA, Antonio de. History of the
Conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards... London: Woodward,
1724. xviii, 163, 252, 152 pp., frontispiece portrait of
Cortez, 8 plates and maps, decorative head- and tail-pieces
and initials. 8vo, original calf, spine with raised bands
(neatly rebacked). Light waterstains to front endpapers,
else a crisp, tight copy.
First English edition, first state (first published
Madrid, 1684). Bancroft, Mexico I, pp. 186-8. Brunet VI:
I, 432. Field 1465n. Griffin 2331. Hill, p. 278: "The
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most popular history of Mexico that had then been written.
The sources were the letters of Hernando Cortés, the works
of Francisco Lopez de Gómara, Bernal Díaz del
Castillo...There is a full account of the relations between
Cortés and Montezuma and an abundance of data concerning
the intimate lives of the Indians...The Historia, covering
the years between the appointment of Cortés to command the
invading force and the fall of the city of Mexico,
deservedly ranks as a Spanish prose classic." Palau
318693. Sabin 86487. Steele, English Interpreters of the
Iberian New World, pp. 135-8 & 187. $1,250.00
303. SOTOMAYER, Dámaso. La conquista de México efectuada
por Hernán Cortés, según el Códice Jeroglífico Troanoamericano... Mexico, 1897. iv, 41 pp., portrait, 9 plates
(one folding). Folio, later green cloth. Small library
inkstamp partially removed from title, occasional light
soiling to text, but overall very good.
First edition. Bernal 7975. Palau 320500 (incorrect
collation). Not in Glass. The plates include
illustrations of codices and handsome portraits of
Montezuma and Cortez. Some plates are lithographs, but not
in Mathes, Mexico on Stone. Contains an account of Cortez'
conquest of Mexico followed by a study and illustration of
Códice Jeroglífico Troano-americano. The folding plate
illustrating the codex measures about 31 x 11 inches and is
printed in red and black. $350.00
304. [SPAIN]. Feliz Vitoria; qve ha tenido Don Fadriqve
de Toledo, General de la Real Armada de su Magestad de
quarenta naos Olandesas, las seis que encontro en la altura
de la Islas de las Canarias, y las treinta y quatro, que
estauan en la isla de S. Lorenço, en las Indias, dando
carena, y aprestandose para salir a guardar la Flota...
Sevilla: Francisco de Lira, 1630. 4 pp., large woodcut
coat of arms on title. Fine.
First edition. Palau 87530. Narration of events
surrounding Toledo's capture of 6 Dutch ships sailing for
San Lorenzo, where they were to provision a force building
fortifications. Toledo sailed in among the Dutch by flying
their flag and burned several of the ships, besieged the
fort, and claimed to have killed 7,000 Dutch. $550.00
305. STAMBAUGH, J. L. & L. J. The Lower Rio Grande Valley
of Texas. San Antonio: Naylor [1954]. xiv, 344 pp.,
photoplates, folding map, endpaper maps. 8vo, original
green cloth. Very fine in d.j., signed by the authors.
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First edition. CBC 685, etc. History of the Lower
Rio Grande Valley from the earliest days of European
exploration, with chapters on the Texas Revolution,
Mexican-American War, Civil War, livestock, agriculture,
railroads, industrial development, sociology, and tourist
attractions. Chart of original Spanish and Mexican land
grants. $75.00
306. STEPHENS, John L. Incidents of Travel in Central
America, Chiapas, and Yucatan. New York: Harper, 1841.
[2] 424 + [4] 474 pp., 66 engraved plates by Catherwood
(some folding), 4 plans, folding map. 2 vols., 8vo,
original brown gilt pictorial cloth. Occasional light
staining and foxing, overall very good, the attractive
bindings fine and bright, much better condition than
usually found.
First edition. Field 1496: "It is difficult to
believe that [Stephens and Catherwood] were capable of such
an astonishing amount of labor...The wonderful structures
and the race of Indians which once inhabited the peninsula
of Central America are here described by pen and pencil,
with great clearness and minuteness." Glass XV(4)707
(citing the illustrations from codices). Griffin 1212:
"Probably the most widely read book on American
archaeology." Hill, p. 282. Pilling 3749. This classic
work awakened an interest in the antiquities of Central
America. $500.00
307. STEWART, Elinore P. Letters of a Woman Homesteader.
London, etc.: Constable, et al., 1914. x, 282 [2] pp.,
frontispiece and 5 plates by N. C. Wyeth. 12mo, original
navy cloth. A fine, bright copy.
First English edition. Dobie, p. 73. Jordan,
Cowgirls, p. 289: "[The author] was a great advocate of
homesteading as a method for women to gain independence."
King, p. 20: "Interesting letters of a widow, who with her
young daughter filed a claim in 1909 on land near Burnt
Fork, Wyoming." Stewart concludes: "I have tried every
kind of work this ranch affords, and can do any of it."
The recent film Heartland was based on this book. $150.00
308. [STRALEY, W. (editor)]. Pioneer Sketches. Nebraska
and Texas. Hico, Texas: Hico Ptg. Co., 1915. [6] 58 pp.,
frontispiece, 8 photoplates, illustrations. 8vo, original
grey printed wrappers. Small tear on spine neatly repaired
and a few light fox marks, overall fine.
First edition. Adams, Herd 2186. Howes S1059. Rader
2986. Includes sketches by several pioneers (3 by women)
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as well as Capt. J. A. Sowell's account of an Indian attack
on 2 young Texan schoolmarms in Hamilton County. $125.00
309. STRATTON, Lilyan. Reno. A Book of Short Stories and
Information. Newark: Colyer [1921]. [2] 268 pp.,
frontispiece portrait, 31 photoplates. 12mo, original red
cloth. Fine, with author's signed inscription on verso of
frontispiece.
First edition. Paher 1898: "Much to say about Reno,
its people, social life and divorce of the 1920's."
Chapters on industry, tragedies, romance, divorce laws, and
"Sons of the Sage." Dedicated to "all good husbands and to
my own in particular." $125.00
310. STRONG, J. C. Wah-Kee-Nah and Her People, The
Curious Customs, Traditions, and Legends of the North
American Indians. New York & London: Putnam, 1893. xiv,
275 pp., frontispiece portrait of Wah-Kee-Nah. 12mo,
original dark blue pictorial cloth. Light discoloration to
endsheets, else a fine, bright copy.
First edition. Not in Sabin, Eberstadt, Smith, etc.
A sympathetic account of North American Indians,
particularly those of the Pacific Northwest, with whom the
author spent a great deal of time. Includes an account of
how Wah-Kee-Nah, a young woman of the Yakima tribe, saved
his life at the outbreak of the Yakima War. $200.00
311. SUMNER, Charles. Speech of the Hon. Charles Sumner
of Massachusetts, on the Cession of Russian America to the
United States... Washington, 1867. 48 pp., large folding
map. 8vo, original printed wrappers. Very good.
First edition (second issue of the map; "Map not in
all copies"--Howes S1134). Lada-Mocarski 159: "First use
on a map of the name Alaska [for all Russian possessions in
North America ceded to the U. S.]...The map...was published
after the Treaty had been signed, but some months before
the actual transfer of Alaska to the U. S. took place."
Tourville 4391. Wickersham 4128. Probably the single most
influential speech leading to the Senate's ratification of
the treaty to purchase Alaska for seven million dollars.
Sumner proposes that the new territory be named Alaska and
discusses the advantages to be gained by the purchase.
$600.00
312. TAMARÓN Y ROMERAL, Pedro. Original manuscript, 189
leaves, entitled: Demonstración del vastísimo Obispado de
Durango. Durango, March 11, 1765. [Bound with]: LINCK,
Wenceslaus. Original manuscript signed, 14 leaves
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(numbered 189-202), entitled: Diario del viaje que se hizo
en la Provincia de California. Mexico, 1766. 2 works in
one vol., small folio, contemporary calf, gilt-lettered
spine label, edges tinted red. An extremely fine copy, in
a much better state of preservation than the other
surviving examples (see below), probably from Tamarón's own
library, with a rubric on leaf 188, possibly that of the
author.
Father Tamarón, a native of Spain, came to America as
chaplain to the Bishop of Caracas and in 1758 became Bishop
of Durango, a position he maintained until his death in
December of 1768. His Demonstración records his
observations made during a visita to Sonora and Sinaloa in
the years 1759-1763, and contains the earliest detailed
description of parts of the present states of Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona, as well as the Mexican states of
Chihuahua, Durango, Sonora, and Sinaloa. Two other
versions of this manuscript exist, one in the Archivo
General de Indias in Seville, and the other in the
Biblioteca Nacional in Mexico City. A third version was
used by Vito Alessio Robles for his Spanish edition of the
Demonstración published by Porrúa in Mexico City in 1938,
but is no longer to be found. Our copy conforms to that in
the Biblioteca Nacional in foliation, size, and other
details.
The second manuscript, by Jesuit Father Linck, priest
of the frontier mission of San Francisco de Borja, contains
a record of his visit to Baja California in search of
mission sites and to explore the Colorado River from
February 20 to April 18, 1766. He provides an extensive
description of Velicatá, later (1768) the site of the first
Franciscan mission in the Californias. There are 2 other
extant versions of this manuscript, one in the Biblioteca
Nacional in Madrid, and another in the Bancroft Library.
Our manuscript conforms in size and length to the Bancroft
copy, but there are several textual differences, and the
deterioration of the Bancroft version makes some words
impossible to read. Burrus used the Bancroft version for
his 1966 English translation. Our manuscript was signed by
Linck, as is the Bancroft; the Madrid is not signed. The
Linck manuscript has never been published in Spanish.
Together these manuscripts offer a valuable
description of the Southwest and Baja California, providing
important information not available elsewhere. A scholarly
critical bilingual edition of these sources would be a
significant contribution to Southwestern studies.
Beristain de Souza, III, pp. 169-70. Bancroft Library,
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Guide to the Manuscript Collections II, p. 112.
illustration. $50,000.00

See

313. [TAMAYO, RUFINO]. GOLDWATER, Robert. Rufino Tamayo.
New York: Quadrangle Press, 1947. [2] 131 [2] pp.,
frontispiece portrait, 89 plates (some in color), text
illustrations. 4to, original red cloth lettered in blue.
Very fine in d.j.
First edition, limited edition (75 copies, signed by
author and artist, and with an original aquatint by Tamayo
laid in). Bailey, Handbook of Latin American Art, p. 286.
$1,250.00
314. [TAMAYO, RUFINO]. INSTITUTO MUSEO DE BELLAS ARTES.
Tamayo. 20 años de su labor pictórica. [Mexico, 1948].
94 pp., numerous illustrations, 2 color plates. 4to,
original yellow pictorial wrappers. Slight foxing to inner
blank margin of first few leaves, else fine, with signed
presentation inscription by Tamayo.
First edition. Bailey, Handbook of Latin American
Art, p. 287. $150.00
315. TARDUCCI, F. John and Sebastian Cabot. Biographical
Notice, with Documents. Detroit: Brownson, 1893. viii,
ii, 409 [9] pp., frontispiece portrait. 8vo, original blue
cloth. Very good.
First edition in English (original edition, in
Italian, published in Venice, 1892). Howes T36. Larned
809: "The surviving legendary history of the Cabots."
$75.00
316. TAYLOR, T. U. The Chisholm Trail and Other Routes.
San Antonio: Naylor, 1936. xii, 222 pp., maps, portraits.
12mo, original beige cloth. Very fine.
First edition. Adams, Herd 2236: "Scarce."
Campbell, p. 194. Dykes, Collecting Range Life Literature,
p. 17. Includes an extremely useful index to the Nashville
editions of Hunter's Trail Drivers of Texas. A good
history of cattle-driving, especially in Texas. $125.00
317. [TEXAS]. MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK. The
Natural Resources and Economic Conditions of the State of
Texas... [New York] 1901. [8] 146 pp., 16 maps (7 foldout
and in color). 8vo, original grey printed wrappers. Very
fine.
First edition. Comprehensive report including
information on water supplies, minerals, agriculture,
cattle raising, forests and lumber industry, health and
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climate, manufacturing, labor, transportation, finances and
banks, public education, legislation, etc. $250.00
318. [TEXAS]. Original manuscript document containing the
first laws of the Republic of Texas. About 120 pp., with
signatures of early Texas attorneys Thomas Menefee
(Handbook of Texas II, p. 173), William L. Delap (Republic
of Texas Payments for Civil Service Index), and Patrick
Usher (Handbook of Texas II, p. 826). Square 8vo,
contemporary stamped rawhide (needs rebacking). Some water
damage, especially to first 21 pp., back endpapers and
blank leaves.
This manuscript consists of: List of Judicial Acts
passed in the Republic of Texas in December of 1836,
including establishment of Supreme, District, County and
other courts, election of sheriffs, definition of the
boundary of the Republic of Texas, etc.; legal forms
(oaths, bonds, power of attorney, act of conveyance with
wife's renunciation); Code of practice in courts of
probate; etc. A very interesting association copy--Menefee
and his family came to Texas in 1830 in Stephen F. Austin's
colony ("Their settlement was prominent for its
participation in the movement for Texas independence from
1832 to 1836, the `Menefee Meeting' of 1832 being important
in consolidating sentiment of the colonists"--Handbook of
Texas II, p. 173). Delap apparently practiced law in
Matagorda and in 1840 briefly served as district attorney.
Usher, who fought at the battle of San Jacinto, later
became chief Justice of Jackson County, and died of
starvation at Perote Castle during the Mier expedition.
$500.00
319. [TEXAS QUILT]. Handmade Texas quilt. Houston, late
19th century. Measures 80 x 64 inches. Very fine,
brightly colored. From the collection of Mr. and Mrs. J.
P. Bryan, Jr.
Sewn in the pattern known as Grandmother's Garden.
Texas quilts of this vintage are difficult to locate,
especially in fine condition. See illustration. $750.00
320. [TEXAS QUILT]. Handmade Texas quilt. Houston, late
19th century. Measures 78 x 65 inches. Excellent
condition. From the collection of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Bryan, Jr.
Sewn in the pattern known as Jacob's ladder. $450.00
321. [TEXTILES]. BRIGGS & CO. Patent Transferring
Papers. Protected by Her Most Gracious Majesty's Royal
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Letters Patent. A Warm Iron Passed over the Back of these
Papers Transfers the Pattern to any Fabric... Manchester,
ca. 1885. Colored lithographic frontispiece, [4] (text)
192 (patterns) pp. 8vo, original brown cloth. Some outer
wear, title lightly chipped (confined to blank margin),
front hinge reinforced, text and patterns fine.
First edition. Interesting trade catalogue containing
numerous designs (floral, letters, costume, abstract
patterns). Excellent resource for Victorian patterns and
decoration. $125.00
322. [TEXTILES]. HARCOURT, R. & M. Les Tissus Indiens du
Vieux Pérou. [Paris] Morancé [1924]. 32 pp., 40 silkscreen plates of Peruvian textiles (39 in color). Small
4to, original half brown morocco over marbled boards,
raised bands on spine. Light wear to corners and edges of
boards and occasional very light foxing, else fine.
First edition. Yager 1497n. A handsome production on
ancient Peruvian textiles. $200.00
323. [TEXTILES]. HUNTER, George Leland. The Practical
Book of Tapestries. Philadelphia & London: Lippincott,
1925. [2] xviii, 302 pp., numerous photoplates (some in
color). 8vo, original maize pictorial cloth. Fine.
First edition. History and practical guide to
tapestry from primitive to modern times, with a useful
bibliography. $125.00
324. [TEXTILES]. LESSING, J. Alt Orientalische
Teppichmuster nach Bildern und Originalen des XV-XVI.
Jahrhunderts. Berlin: Wasmuth, 1877. Ornate title, 20
[4] pp. + 30 colored lithographs of oriental rug patterns.
A few pages and plates with light foxing and short marginal
tears (not affecting text or images), else fine.
First edition. A classic study, beautifully
illustrated. $750.00
325. THORPE, T.B. The Hive of "the Bee Hunter," a
Repository of Sketches, Including Peculiar American
Character, Scenery, and Rural Sports. New York: Appleton,
1854. 312 pp., 9 wood engraved plates by noted illustrator
Darley. 12mo, original green blind-stamped cloth, gilt
pictorial spine (tips slightly frayed). Light to moderate
foxing to text, overall very good.
First edition. Graff 4146. Howes T233. Phillips,
Sporting Books, p. 376. Not in Clark. An American
sporting classic, including author's adventures in Texas,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Florida, and other locations in the
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South. He describes fishing with bow and arrow, hunting
for wild turkeys, grizzly bears, wildcats, alligators, etc.
Most interesting are chapters on buffalo hunting in Texas;
besides his own buffalo hunt with boisterous Texans, the
author describes buffalo hunting practices of the Comanche.
$400.00
326. TIMMONS, Wilbert H. Morelos, Priest, Soldier,
Statesman of Mexico. El Paso [Carl Hertzog for] Texas
Western College Press, 1963. xiv, 184 [2] pp., portraits,
illustrations, endpaper maps by Cisneros. 8vo, original
half red cloth over green cloth, with peso bearing the
portrait of Morelos laid in. Very fine in d.j.
First edition, limited edition (500 copies), the "Peso
Edition." Griffin 3586: "A solid, traditional-style
biography based largely on published sources." Lowman,
Printer at the Pass 170A. First full-length biography of
Morelos in English. $125.00
327. TOMPKINS, Desmaris Ide. Journal and Record of Events
Dec., 1874-April, 1877. University City, Missouri: Contre
Coup Press, 1984. [6] viii, 48 [2] pp., 7 tipped-in
photographic illustrations. 12mo, original three-quarter
blue cloth over marbled boards, printed paper spine label.
Very fine.
First edition, limited edition (100 copies). The
author, her husband, and four children moved from Michigan
to Wisconsin, and finally settled in Chippewa Falls in
January of 1875, where they encountered a great deal of
hardship because of economic setbacks in the region just
prior to their arrival. $35.00
328. TONTI, Henri de. An Account of Monsieur de la
Salle's Last Expedition and Discoveries in North America.
London: Tonson, 1698. [2] 212, 44 pp. 8vo, contemporary
calf. Fine copy, from the library of Henry DuPuy.
First English edition of one of the earliest books in
English relating to Texas. DAB XVIII, pp. 587-8. Greenly,
Michigan, pp. 12-23: "The most worthy and reliable reports
of La Salle's efforts to establish the French empire in
America are those of his faithful friend and lieutenant,
Henri de Tonti." Harrisse, Nouvelle France 174. Howes
T294: "Tonty disclaimed authorship of this narrative but
it was probably based on his letters or memoirs." Hubach,
p. 10. Lande 844. Sabin 96171. Wing T1890. Wagner,
Spanish Southwest 67a. Tonti's account of the Texas colony
from the survivors is a major source on La Salle's
exploration of the Mississippi Valley and French attempts
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to establish an empire in America. Tonti describes
establishment of the French military and trading posts on
the Great Lakes and in Illinois; his descent of the
Mississippi with La Salle in 1682; his second trip in 1685
down river to meet La Salle's sea expedition at the delta;
and a third descent in 1690 to hunt for survivors of La
Salle's Texas colony, when he got as far as present Houston
County. Tonti later helped achieve La Salle's plan for
colonization when with Iberville and Bienville he founded
Mobile. Tonti was La Salle's most trusted lieutenant,
founder of Illinois, and one of the most important figures
in the early history of the Mississippi Valley. $7,500.00
329. TORRE Y DEL CERRO, José de la. Beatriz Enríquez de
Harana y Cristóbal Colón... Madrid, 1933. 181 pp.,
numerous photoplates, including documents. 8vo, original
tree sheep, red morocco spine label. Light outer wear and
front hinge cracked, small inkstamp on title, else fine.
Bookplate.
First edition. Study of documents relating to
Columbus' common law wife, Beatriz Enríquez, and their son,
Fernando. $85.00
330. TOULOUSE, J. H. & J. R. Pioneer Posts of Texas
Compiled from the Records of the War Department. San
Antonio: Naylor, 1936. xii, 166 pp., plates. 8vo,
original green cloth. Very fine in d.j. Bookplate.
First edition. Cruz & Irby, Texas 3199. Description
and history of Forts Griffin, Concho, Bliss, McKavett,
Stockton, Davis, and the Alamo, as well as Fort Sill in
Indian Territory. $100.00
331. TOUSSAINT, Manuel. Colonial Art in
Mexico...Translated and Edited by Elizabeth Wilder
Weismann. Austin & London: UT Press [1967]. xxvi [2] 493
pp., profusely illustrated. Large 4to, original goldenrod
cloth. Former owner's name at front, else fine, in d.j.
First edition in English (first edition printed in
Mexico in 1948). Bailey, p. 45. Glass p. 712. Griffin
2453: "Monumental comprehensive survey of colonial Mexican
art." The recent reprint by UT is listed at $100.00.
$100.00
332. TOVAR, Juan de (attrib). Historia de los Yndios
Mexicanos. Typis Medio-Montanis [Middle Hill Press]: Sir
Thomas Phillipps, 1860. [2] 12 pp. Folio, original threequarter dark brown morocco over marbled boards. Very fine,
with bookplate of Mexican bibliographer Joaquín García
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Icazbalceta, and pencil note giving the provenance of this
copy which states: "Rarisimo...no se impremio mas."
First edition. Glass, p. 713: "Not examined.
Rare...incomplete publication of the Tovar Relación del
Origen...from the manuscript now in JCBL. Includes the
Tovar-Acosta correspondence." Palau 338290. Though the
author is listed as Tovar, modern scholars speculate that
the writer was Diego Durán, who was born about 1538 in
Texcoco of an Indian mother and a Spanish father. Tovar
was the person to whom Durán entrusted his manuscript at
his death about 1588. The present work, which exhibits a
sympathy and understanding of native Americans, gives the
earliest history of the Indians of Mexico before the
conquest and prints the correspondence between Tovar and
Acosta, who consulted Durán's manuscript while writing his
1588 work on America. A very rare Middle Hill imprint by
the renowned English bibliophile, Sir Thomas Phillipps, who
learned of the manuscript through Kingsborough. $750.00
333. [TREATY OF LIMITS]. Primera Secretaría de
Estado...The Limits of the United States of America, with
the Bordering Territories of Mexico... Mexico, December 1,
1832. 5 pp. in double column, printed in Spanish and
English. Folio, stitched. A little light staining, else
fine, with contemporary manuscript notations and official
signatures.
First printing of the final treaty, with ratifications
by both countries. Eberstadt, Texas 160:582: "The Treaty
of 1819 establishing the Sabine boundary became invalid
with the change of sovereignty when Mexico achieved
independence. In 1828 a new treaty of limits was concluded
but not ratified, necessitating the present one. This is
the original Mexican edition containing the additional
article and President Francisco Fagoaga's proclamation of
December 1, 1832 announcing ratification." Streeter 1103D
(locating only a single copy). The U.S. put off ratifying
the treaty for 4 years and delayed surveying the boundary
even longer, hoping to claim Texas. $750.00
334. VANDIANUS, Joachim von Watt. Epitome trivm terrae
partivm, Asiae, Africae et Evropae Compendiariam Locorum
descriptionem continens... Zurich: Froschauer, 1534.
[40] [273] pp., folding world map. 4to, old vellum.
Slight marginal repairs to map and one tear on fold neatly
mended, else a fine copy.
First edition. Alden 534/31. JCB I, p. 115.
Harrisse 1898. Sabin 98279 (in error on date). Shirley,
Mapping of the World 70: "Contains a general [world] map
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on an oval projection which is a simplfied reduction of the
Münster map...the wood engraving is clear and precise but
the map is geographically outmoded." Extremely important
early geographical work, with extensive remarks on America.
The map is of the utmost importance, being one of the first
to use the word "America." The way in which the New World
is depicted, with South America shown as a separate
continent, and the land to the north labeled as Cuba, is
similar to the Huttich map, although the 2 are in other
respects quite different. $7,500.00
335. VANCOUVER, George. Voyage de découvertes, à l'océan
Pacifique du Nord, et autour du monde, dans lequel la côte
Nord-Ouest de l'Amérique... Paris, An VIII [1798-1800].
4to text: xii, 491 + [6] 516 + [6] 562 pp., 18 engraved
plates & maps. Folio atlas: 4 pp., 16 engraved charts &
plates. 4 vols., uniformly bound in original salmon
colored boards, as issued. A superb set, uncut and
untrimmed.
First French edition (first edition, London, 1798).
Cowan, p. 654. Decker 37:353: "The French Atlas of the
Vancouver is the most beautiful of the Vancouvers
published." Field 2419. Hill, p. 304. Howes V23. LadaMocarski 55: "One of the most important voyages for the
history and the cartography of the northwest coast in
general and of Alaska in particular." Majors, p. 804:
"The culminating achievement in Northwest Coast
exploration, and indeed one of the greatest feats of
exploration of all time...This outstanding expedition
surveyed and charted the entire Northwest Coast from San
Diego to Kodiak Island in painstaking detail, and the
coastline as laid down in the Vancouver atlas has
essentially the same outline it does today. Vancouver's
survey was by far the finest and most important voyage ever
made to the Northwest Coast during the period 1542-1841...
It made the second visit by foreigners to California and
published the first pictures of that region... When
Vancouver returned to England in 1795 one of the last great
unknown coastlines of the world had been charted in its
entirety." Wagner, CNW, p. 853. Zamorano 80 77. $6,750.00
336. VENEGAS, Miguel. Noticia de la California...
Madrid: Fernández, 1757. [24] 240 + [8] 564 + [8] 436
pp., 4 engraved folding maps. 3 vols., small 4to, original
full vellum, manuscript titles on spines. A few tears at
folds of maps neatly mended and some margins reinforced.
Overall a fine set.
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First edition. Barrett 2539. Cowan, p. 659: "The
foundation of a library of Californiana." Graff 4470.
Hill, p. 307: "This famous book, one of the earliest and
most important contributions to the historical literature
of California, was compiled from the manuscript of Venegas
by Burriel. It covers the earliest discoveries, attempts
at settlement, and surveys carried out, and relates equally
to Baja California, Southern Arizona, and northern Sonora.
The fourth part brings the work up to date by a series of
appendices which contain: Gómora's description of the
outward coast of California; Vizcaíno's voyage of 1602 for
surveying the western coast; Konsag's voyage of 1746 for
surveying the eastern coast; Woodes Rogers' description of
California; extracts of the passages relating to California
from Anson's circumnavigation; the account of Ellis; and
that of Fuentes." Howes V69. Medina 3855. Wagner,
Spanish Southwest 132. Zamorano 80 78. The 4 excellent
maps include the large Mapa de la California su golfo, y
provincias fronteras described by Wheat (p. 85 & no. 138)
as "a well drawn map, showing the missions and Indian towns
of Pimería Alta." See item 377 for the first German
edition. See illustration. $3,500.00
337. VENEGAS, Miguel. Noticia de la California...
Mexico: Layac, 1943-4. [2] 169 [2] + 348 [1] + 255 [2]
pp., woodcut ornaments, 5 folding maps. 3 vols., small
4to, contemporary half tree calf over red cloth. Very
fine.
Reprint of preceding, with an additional map. $150.00
338. VENEGAS DE BUSTO, Alejo. Primera parte de las
diferencias de libros que hay en el universo. Toledo,
1540. 8, 240 leaves. 4to, later half calf over boards.
Repairs to bottom corner of first signature (not affecting
text), last leaf mounted, overall a very good copy of a
scarce work.
First edition. Alden 540/27: "References to America,
Columbus, etc." Harrisse Additions 130. Medina 107.
Sabin 98501. Sections on world geography (including
numerous early references to America) and cosmography and
its uses in navigation. $4,500.00
339. VINCENT, Lady Howard. From China to Peru over the
Andes... London: Sampson Low, Marston [1894]. x, 333 [3]
pp., photoplates. 12mo, original yellow pictorial cloth.
A fine, bright copy.
First edition. Palau 369654. Well illustrated travel
account by an English lady, with reports on British
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interests in Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru, Panama, and
Venezuela. $150.00
340. [VIRGIN OF GUADALUPE]. AVILA Y URIBE, M. G. de.
Poema cómico-historial el indio mas venturoso y milagro de
milagros. La aparición de la nuestra Señora de Guadalupe.
Mexico: Valdés, 1828. 112 pp., woodcut ornaments. 16mo,
protective wrappers. Blank right margins of a few leaves
chipped, else fine.
First edition. Not in Palau or Sabin. Play about the
Apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe, in rhyme, with stage
directions in margins. The last 3 pp. print an unusual and
unrelated document about Mariana de Jesús Paredes y Flores,
who is said to have led a saintly life from the cradle.
She nursed only at noon and at night and 3 days a week only
at noon; at age 4 she would escape into the woods to
mortify herself by cutting herself with spiny plants; at 6
she would fast all of Lent, crucify herself, wear a crown
of thorns, etc.; at 7 she took a vow of celibacy, at 9 a
vow of poverty; at 12 she started a retreat at her house.
She took care of the poor, performed many miracles, and
gave herself up as an offering to save her country from
plague and earthquakes. $150.00
341. [VIRGIN OF GUADALUPE]. GÓMEZ MARÍN, Manuel. Defensa
guadalupana... Mexico: Valdes, 1819. [10] 55 pp. 12mo,
marbled wrappers, fine, with lengthy contemporary
inscription by Francisco Julián Benedito y Martin--a prayer
stating his belief in the apparition, and asking the Virgin
to protect and defend him.
First edition. Palau 104079. Sabin 27768.
Emotionally and politically charged rebuttal of Muñoz'
attack on the veracity of the Guadalupe apparition, stating
that even if some of Muñoz' points are valid, they should
not have been brought to light as they could be used by
anti-Spanish forces. $300.00
342. VISSCHER, W. L. `Black Mammy' A Song of the Sunny
South, in Three Cantos; and "My Village Home." Cheyenne
[Sun Steam Print] 1885. 107 [1] pp., engraved decorations
and illustrations. 8vo, original brown pictorial cloth
decorated in gilt and black, bevelled edges. Very light
wear to spine tips, else a fine, bright copy, with
bookplate and inkstamp of Grace Raymond Hebard, Wyoming
Territory author, naturalist, educator, and feminist
writer.
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First edition. Eberstadt 135:946. McMurtrie, Wyoming
100. Fairly early Wyoming imprint, by the author of the
noted history of the Pony Express. $200.00
343. WAGENAER, Lucas Jansz. Speculum Nauticum...
Antwerp: Claesz, 1591. [2, engraved title] 20; [2,
engraved title] [2] pp., 47 finely engraved hand-colored
portolan charts with descriptive text on versos, 2 engraved
and 1 woodcut diagram in preliminaries. 2 vols. in one,
folio, contemporary vellum. Very fine.
Second Latin edition of the first systematic
collection of navigational charts bound together in book
form; the original edition was published in Leyden, 1584.
Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici IV:5a. Nordenskiöld, p. 107.
Phillips, Atlases 3980n. The World Encompassed 181n:
"While Spain and Portugal busied themselves with the wealth
of the Indies and quarreled over their rights and
priveleges in the New World, Dutch ships beat their way
back and forth between Lisbon and the northern ports of
Europe and the British Isles, trans-shipping the wealth of
the East. Charts and sailing directions (coast pilots)
were vital tools of their trade, and it was logical that
the Dutch should produce this first systematic collection
of navigational charts." "Wagenaer was one of the most
distinguished cartographers of the 16th century, and one of
the first Dutchmen to write on the subject of navigation...
The maps were accompanied with brief sailing directions...
According to Nordenskiöld this work opened up a new period
in the history of marine literature. It is curious to note
that owing to the great popularity and importance of the
work, subsequent portolan atlases were called Wagoners
after the author's name. The charts comprise those for
Holland, Southern and Eastern England, Eastern Scotland,
Norway and the Baltic, Northern and Western France and
Spain, and Portugal" (Maggs 693:1025). $120,000.00
344. WALKER, William. The War in Nicaragua. Mobile:
Goetzel, 1860. 431 pp., steel engraved frontispiece
portrait, hand-colored folding lithographic map. 12mo,
original brown cloth. Fine.
First edition. Griffin 4412. Palau 373738. Walker's
own account of his filibustering in Nicaragua, which began
with his aid to rebels exiled by the existing government
and led to his election as president of the country in
1856. Eventually ousted by Central American countries
organized by Cornelius Vanderbilt, Honduran authorities
executed Walker in 1860. Before his adventures in
Nicaragua Walker attempted similar operations in Baja
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California and Sonora. Includes Colton's map of Central
America, revised and enlarged by the Mobile publisher,
beautifully printed on onionskin paper, brightly colored,
with ornate borders and insets of Jamaica and Nicaragua and
city plans of Aspinwall and Panama. $400.00
345. WARDEN, Ernie. Thrilling Tales of Kansas from 1873
to 1938. [Wichita: Wichita Pub. Co., 1938]. [2] 101 pp.
12mo, original printed pictorial wrappers. Light wear and
soiling to fragile wraps, light marginal browning to text,
overall very good.
Second edition, with extensive additions and
revisions. Adams, Guns 2315: "Although this book has the
same title as the 1932 edition, it is practically a new
book, containing new material and retaining only a few
chapters from the first printing." Includes accounts of
the Benders, the Daltons, Nellie Bailey, Inda Ruth
Utterback, the Medicine Lodge bank robbery, etc. $85.00
346. WARRE, Captain H. Sketches in North America and the
Oregon Territory... Barre: Imprint Society, 1970. 26 [2]
pp. + 71 plates (many in color), endpaper maps. Oblong
4to, original white linen. Very fine in publisher's box.
First printing, limited edition of Warre's original
sketchbook and journal of his overland journey to Oregon
Territory in 1845, with an introduction by Archibald Hanna.
From these sketches, now at the American Antiquarian
Society, Warre created his magnificent portfolio of plates,
Sketches in North America and the Oregon Territory. See
Plains & Rockies IV:157. $75.00
347. WEBB, Walter Prescott. The Great Plains. [Boston,
etc.] Ginn [1931]. xiv, 525 pp., portraits, illustrations,
maps. 8vo, original black pictorial cloth. Very fine.
First edition (second issue). Adams, Herd 2455.
Dobie, pp. 19 & 123. Howes W193. Campbell, p. 111: "A
monument of historical interpretation of the semiarid
short-grass country, the so-called Cattle Kingdom. It
analyzes the whole country, the climate, the flora and
fauna, and the resulting culture. It has the merits of
sound scholarship, thorough research, and ample evidence of
firsthand knowledge of the subject...Indispensable." $75.00
348. [WELCH, Andrew (attrib.)]. A Narrative of the Early
Days and Remembrances of Oceola Nikkanochee, Prince of
Econchatti, a Young Seminole Indian; Son of EconchattiMico, King of the Red Hills, in Florida; with a Brief
History of His Nation, and his Renowned Uncle, Oceola, and
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his Parents: and Amusing Tales Illustrative of Indian Life
in Florida...by his Guardian. London: Hatchard, 1841.
[10] 228 pp., lithographic frontispiece portrait, 2 plates.
8vo, original green cloth. Occasional light to moderate
foxing, overall very good.
First edition. Sabin 56642: "Exceedingly
interesting." Includes general information on the
Seminoles of Florida, their customs, and biographies of
great chiefs of the tribe, including the author's uncle
Oceola. The plates depict Oceola, his uncle, and a scene
of Chief Oceola rejecting a treaty by stabbing it with his
knife when it was placed on a table for him to sign.
Catlin "painted an excellent likeness of this celebrated
warrior, only 4 days previous to his death, in a prison at
Charleston, Southern Carolina" (p. 23 of text).$750.00
349. WELLS, William V. Explorations and Adventures in
Honduras, Comprising Sketches of Travel in the Gold Regions
of Olancho, and a Review of the History and General
Resources of Central America... New York: Harper, 1857.
xxiv, 588 pp., large folding map, numerous wood engravings.
Royal 8vo, original brown cloth. Fine.
First edition. Palau 374650. Humphreys 1762. Larned
4027: "The historical chapters contain a useful
introduction to Central American events of the first half
of the 19th century." The author undertook a
reconnaissance of Honduras in 1854 based on information
that gold deposits there equalled those in California.
$275.00
350. [WHITE SLAVERY]. Twenty Tales by Twenty Women from
Real Life in Chicago. Chicago: Novelty Pub. [1903]. 316
pp. 8vo, original decorated wrappers. Fragile wrappers
chipped and with some old repairs, else very good.
First edition. "We have resided upon this terrestrial
sphere just long enough to know that the reformation of a
fallen woman rivals the labors of Hercules. All men have a
physical nature and must meet people who appeal to it...If
the immoral men were ostracized from polite society with
the same despatch that a weak woman is, society would be
composed almost entirely of women" (from author's
introduction, pp. 5 & 7). $100.00
351. WHITING, Perry. Autobiography of Perry Whiting:
Pioneer Building Material Merchant of Los Angeles. Los
Angeles: Perry Whiting [1930]. 334 [1] pp., numerous
illustrations. 8vo, original black cloth. Fine. Author's
presentation copy.
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First edition. Barrett 4751: "References to a trip
to Ensenada taken in March 1910 in a Rambler automobile,
plus scattered references to Mexicali and the Imperial
Valley." Cowan, p. 682. Nunis, Los Angeles 1227. Rocq
4514. $75.00
352. WRIGHT, Harry. A Short History of Golf in Mexico and
the Mexico City Country Club. New York: Privately
printed, 1938. 126 [14] pp., numerous photographs and
illustrations. 4to, original colored woven cloth, original
bark paper label on upper cover. Light waterstaining.
Signed by author.
First edition, limited edition (no limitation stated,
but this copy numbered #238). Murdoch, The Library of Golf
879: "If the history of this club does not cover the long
years that some other clubs do, it certainly does cover a
most vivid and colorful period." $250.00
353. [ZAMORANO PRESS]. ALVARADO, Juan Bautista. Juan
Bautista Alvarado, gobernador constitucional del
departamento de las Californias; a sus habitantes...
[Monterey, California, ca. April 26, 1840]. Folio
broadside. Signed by Alvarado with his rubric. Very fine,
Streeter's copy, with his notes.
First printing of an early and very rare California
imprint documenting unrest in California prior to U.S.
takeover. Cowan, Spanish Press, p. 27. Fahey, Early
Printing in California 56 (3 locations, including this
copy): "The circumstances under which the press traveled
back to Monterey are obscure. Perhaps Vallejo grew tired
of printing; perhaps, improbably, he simply ran out of
things to print; perhaps other matters occupied all his
time. It is quite possible that Governor Alvarado, in
common with his predecessors, had a tendency to issue
proclamations and manifestos at the drop of a sombrero, and
demanded that the press resume operation at the capital,
where it belonged. In any event, returned to Monterey it
was, to print the proclamations that the Governor issued in
1840. The above broadside proclamation was the only dated
one for 1840 and one of the most important of the Monterey
printing period." Greenwood 57. Harding 55. "In April,
1840, Isaac Graham, an American of the bully type, and 38
others were rounded up in the north, charged with a plot to
overthrow the government, and sent to San Blas and then to
Mexico City. This proclamation, issued only a few days
after the prisoners were taken from Monterey, marks only
the beginning of the affair with more prisoners taken at
Santa Barbara" (Streeter). $3,500.00
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354. [ZAMORANO PRESS]. VALLEJO, Mariano G. El Señor
comisionado por el Supremo gobierno D. Andres Castillero,
que arribo al punto de Santa Barbara en la Goleta
California del dia 15 de corriente, me dice con fecha 27
del mismo lo siguente... Sonoma, November 27, 1838. Folio
broadside. Fine.
Early proof copy, possibly unique, without the seal of
the Comandancia General de la Alta California (4 copies
with seal and woodcut are extent). Cowan, Spanish Press,
p. 25. Fahey 48. Greenwood 50. Harding 48. One of the
13 imprints of the original Zamorano Press during its short
stay at Sonoma. The circular reports official recognition
by the Mexican Republic of the appointments of Vallejo as
General Commandant and of Alvarado as Governor, posts held
"illegally" since the successful revolt of 1836. The
confirmation of Alvarado, a native-born Californiano, as
governor, implied recognition by Mexican authorities that
"un hijo de la alta California" was probably the best
choice to administer the remote and often turbulent
northern territory, as long as he remained at least
nominally loyal and was not a military and/or financial
burden to the Mexican government. $3,750.00
355. [ZAMORANO PRESS]. VALLEJO, Mariano. Proclama.
Mariano G. Vallejo Comandante General de la Alta
California, a sus habitantes. Conciudadanos: Convencidos
los hijos de esta preciosa porsion del territorio mejicano
de que los gefes destinados para regírla por falta de
conocimientos locales no llenaban las intenciones del
gobierno supremo... Monterey, February 24, 1837. Folio
broadside. Fine. Streeter's copy, with his pencil notes.
Laid in cloth slipcase.
First printing of an interesting and early California
imprint issued soon after the California Declaration of
Independence. Bancroft III, pp. 512-3. Cowan, Spanish
Press, p. 22. Fahey 39. Greenwood 39. Harding 39.
Streeter Sale 2485. "In this conciliatory proclamation,
made while Alvarado was in Southern California putting an
end to the revolt against his rule, Vallejo successfully
attempted to quiet the fears of the inhabitants of Monterey
about possible civil war. Countering rumors circulated by
Figueroa and Ramirez of the intended persecution and exile
of the Mexican Californianos, Vallejo promises respect and
protection for all those who preserve the general peace"
(Howell, California 50:238--this copy). Greenwood located
only 2 copies, but 6 copies, including the present one, are
extant. $4,500.00
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LATE ARRIVALS
356. ADAIR, James. The History of the American Indians;
Particularly those Nations Adjoining to the Mississippi,
East and West Florida, Georgia, South and North Carolina,
and Virginia...a Complete Indian System. London: Dilly,
1775. [10] 464 pp., folded engraved map. 4to, full
antique panelled calf gilt, spine extra gilt with raised
bands, inner gilt dentelles. A handsome copy, with fresh
endpapers. One small tear at map fold neatly mended.
First edition. Clark, Old South I:28: "Adair, one of
the most colorful figures in Southern colonial history,
probably was born in Ireland. He came to America in 1735
[and] says that he was `a trader with the Indians and
Resident in their country for Forty Years'...Many
interesting observations about Indian trade and traders,
Indian religion, customs, and beliefs." Field 11. Graff
10. Howes A38: "Best 18th century English source on the
southern tribes." Pilling 18. Vail 643: "A standard
work." The map covers the area from Chesapeake Bay to west
of the Mississippi and from the tip of Florida to Lake
Erie. $1,750.00
357. BROMME, Traugott. Rathgeber für
Auswanderungslustige. Wie und wohin sollen wir auswandern:
nach den Vereinigten Staaten oder Britisch Nord-Amerika-nach dem Land jenseits der Felsengebirge oder dem Freistaat
Texas... Stuttgart: Hoffmann, 1846. iv, 346 [1] pp., 17
engraved maps. 8vo, original tan printed boards. Fragile
boards lightly rubbed and a bit of mild foxing, else fine.
Scarce in boards.
First published in Leipzig, 1834-5 under the title
Reisen durch die Vereinigten Staaten; new editions were
published every few years, with additions reflecting
updated material. The later editions are more important
for Texas collections, with more material on Texas to
complement the increasing number of pioneers. The present
edition contains 42 pages on the "Republic of Texas"--its
recent annexation to the U.S.; land development and
colonization projects; Society for the Protection of German
Emigrants to Texas; Castro's grant; Rio Grande and Texas
Land Company; New Braunfels; etc. Clark, Old South III:16.
Graff 409: "Maps derived from Baird, View of the Valley of
the Mississippi." Howes B800: "Based on actual travels,
this constituted the most extensive source of information
for emigration-minded Europeans." Pochmann-Schultz 1137.
Sabin 8216. Streeter 1360n. The maps include North
America, U.S. (with inset of Oregon), Central and South
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America, Australia. The chapter on the Northwest Coast
includes Oregon and California. $1,250.00
358. BROWNE, John Ross. Adventures in the Apache Country:
A Tour through Arizona and Sonora, with Notes on the Silver
Region of Nevada... New York: Harper, 1869. 535, 4 [ads]
pp., 155 woodcut illustrations by author. 8vo, original
violet cloth, gilt-lettered spine. Author's presentation
inscription on verso of front free endpaper: "Joaquin
Miller from his friend J. Ross Browne, Hillside Oakland,
February 3rd, 1872." Spine light, a bit of wear to
extremities, and some mild browning to title and facing
page, overall very good. The John Howell-Books copy,
preserved in a half morocco case.
First edition. Alliot, p.40 (listing the English
edition and a later NY edition). Edwards, pp. 24-5. Field
197. Graff 437. Howes B875. Paher 218. Rader 529. "A
thoroughly delightful and informative travel narrative,
characterized by what Edwards calls `the rich food Browne
has heaped on Arizona's table,' and described by Paher as
`among the all time great Nevada books.' Browne, an
Irishman by birth, had a varied career as a traveler,
author, government servant (including a brief appointment
as Minister to China) and reporter. He had a keen sense of
humor as well as a sharp eye, and his narrative
descriptions and sketches of the Southwest provide an
invaluable historical record. Paher refers to the woodcuts
in this volume as `priceless,' remarking further that many
of them are `the only representation of the people and
places ever made'"--Richard B. Reed. $350.00
359. CHEVALIER, Michel. Briefe über Nord-Amerika oder
Schilderung der...Zustände der Vereinigten Staaten...Ein
brauchbares Handbuch für Auswanderer jeden Standes.
Leipzig: Reclam, 1837. [2] 242; [2] 250 + [2] 288; [4]
245 pp. 4 vols. in 2, 12mo, original half green cloth over
marbled boards. Unobtrusive ink stamps on titles, else
very good.
First German edition (first edition, Paris, 1836).
Clark, Old South III:20: "Chevalier...was sent to the
U.S., under the patronage of the French ministry of the
interior, to study railroads and other public works. He
arrived in December 1833, and was so attracted by the
country that he remained until October 1835. [He recorded]
his observations in a series of letters which gave him a
reputation among his contemporaries equal to that of
Tocqueville and Beaumont, and which still remains as one of
the most important French commentaries on the U.S.... He
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stopped at Richmond, Charleston, Augusta, New Orleans,
Memphis, and Louisville...description of tobacco works at
Petersburg, Virginia; a penetrating analysis of the
contrast between Yankees and Virginians." Howes C359.
Sabin 12585n. Comprehensive emigrant's guide to the U.S.
$1,250.00
360. [GERMAN AMERICANA]. Der deutsche Pionier. Eine
Monatsschrift für Erinnerungen aus dem Deutschen PionierLeben in den Vereinigten Staaten. Cincinnati [1869-70].
13 issues (vol. 1, no. 1 - vol. 2, no. 1), bound in 8vo,
contemporary mottled boards with black spine label. [4]
384 [8] 32 pp., lithographic view of Cincinnati, 12
lithographic portraits. Joints chafed, internally very
fine.
First edition. Sabin 19799. Not in Raines.
Cincinnati periodical published for German-American
emigrants; includes material on Baltimore, Ohio, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, New Harmony colony in Indiana, Seminole
Indian wars, flatboats on the Mississippi, etc. Also a 3part article on the German settlement in Texas (Adelsverein
and colony); article on the 25th anniversary of German
immigration to Texas; history of High Hill, Fayette County,
Texas; biographical sketch of Eduard Degener, German
immigrant who became a Congressman from Texas (Handbook of
Texas I, p. 482), etc. $1,750.00
361. DIXON, George. A Voyage Round the World; But More
Particularly to the North-West Coast of America: Performed
in 1785-1788... London: Goulding, 1789. xxix [3] 360, 47
pp., 22 engraved maps and plates (several folding). 4to,
original boards (rebacked in 19th century leather). Uncut
and unopened. A very good copy, with some edge wear and
occasional light marginal browning and waterstaining to a
few plates.
First edition. Cowan, p. 70. Cox II, pp. 27-28.
Hill, p. 23: "This expedition set out to establish a trade
in furs in North America. Dixon visited Hawaii 3 times in
the course of the voyage... The accounts of this
expedition relate largely to the geography, ethnology, and
natural history of the American coast from Nootka Sound
northward." Howes D365. Lada-Mocarski 43. Sabin 20364.
Staton & Tremaine 593. Wagner, CNW 732-735. Wickersham
6574. One of the earliest accounts of the English fur
trading enterprises which led to the Nootka Sound dispute
for control of the Northwest Coast. This work contributed
greatly to European knowledge of Alaska and the Northwest
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coast. The plates include Indians, views, and natural
history. $1,500.00
362. ELLIS, Henry. Reise nach Hudsons Meerbusen,
welche...in den Jahren 1746 und 1747 wegen Entdeckung einer
nordwestlichen Durchfahrt in die Süd-See verrichtet worden.
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck, 1750. [22] 19 [4] 364 [10] pp., 9
engraved plates (3 foldout), 2 folding engraved maps
(bottom portion of map of Hudson's Bay provided in expert
facsimile). 8vo, full contemporary polished calf, spine
with raised bands. Fine.
First German edition (first published in London,
1748). Cox II:8. Hill, p. 94n: "Contains a synopsis of
23 English voyages to discover the Northwest Passage, a
history of the rise of the Hudson's Bay Company, and the
discovery attempted from New England [and] an account of a
voyage under Captains Moor and Francis Smith, financed by
private subscription, with Arthur Dobbs the leading
subscriber. Ellis...was hydrographer, surveyor, and
mineralogist on the expedition, which proved, finally, the
nonexistence of a Northwest Passage from Hudson Bay. The
voyage led to a rapid decline of British interest in the
search for a Northwest Passage...Includes many valuable
observations on tides, on the vagaries of the compass, and
on the customs of the Eskimos, people then practically
unknown." Lande 1161. Sabin 22314. Staton-Tremaine 207n.
Plates include Eskimos, flora and fauna, views, etc.
$950.00
363. ÉNAULT, Louis. L'Amérique centrale et méridionale.
Paris: Mellado, 1867. xxxvi, 444 pp., 20 engraved plates
(2 colored). Royal 8vo, original half crimson calf gilt
over pebbled cloth, a.e.g. An exceptionally fine copy.
First edition.
Borba de Moraes, p. 287. Palau
79511. Travel account of Central and South America with
well-executed plates, including roping horses, Mexican
costume groups (in color), views of Asunción, Buenos Aires,
Guayaquil, Havana, Honduras, Lima, Mexico City, Montevideo,
Rio de Janeiro, San Salvador, Santiago de Chile,
Valparaiso, Havana, Veracruz. $475.00
364. ENNEMOSER, F. J. Eine Reise vom Mittelrhein (Mainz)
über Cöln, Paris und Havre nach den nordamerikanischen
Freistaaten, beziehungsweise nach New-Orleans.
Kaiserslautern: Tascher, 1867. 160 pp. 12mo, original
yellow printed wrappers. Fine.
Revised edition, with supplementary material,
including an account of yellow fever in New Orleans and
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effects of the Civil War on the South (the original edition
was published in Germany in 1857). Howes E159: "Travelled
largely in the south." Not in Clark or Thompson. A scarce
work with much on New Orleans, slavery, social and
religious institutions by an observant German traveller.
$250.00
365. FILISOLA, Vicente. Representación dirigida al
Supremo Gobierno ...en defensa de su honor y aclaración de
sus operaciones como General en Gefe del Ejército sobre
Tejas. Mexico: Cumplido, 1836. 82 pp. 8vo, original
green printed wrappers. A few inconsequential stains to
wraps and occasional very light foxing, else a very fine
copy, preserved in a half green morocco case. Rare in
original wrappers.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 61: "A fascinating
account of the Mexican viewpoint of the Texas campaign."
Fifty Texas Rarities 17n (citing the second edition printed
in Columbia, Texas). Howes F127. Palau 91610. Streeter
853: "The classic account of the retreat of the Mexicans
through Texas after the battle of San Jacinto and a
masterly defense of his acts in ordering and conducting the
retreat." $3,000.00
366. HEINZELMANN, F. Reisebilder und Skizzen aus der
pyrenäischen Halbinsel nebst Blicken auf die Länder des
mejicanischen Golfes und Californien... Leipzig:
Fleischer, 1851. vii, 475 pp., frontispiece, folding map
of Texas and neighboring parts of Mexico with inset map of
San Francisco and the Gold Regions. 8vo, original upper
wrapper mounted on green boards, green cloth backstrip.
Light waterstaining to outer margin and small inkstamp on
title, but overall a very good copy.
First edition. Eberstadt 115:949: "Travels in Texas,
New Mexico, and California. The Texas portion deals with
the German Colony; Western Sierra, the Coast; Galveston,
Bejar, Houston; Journey over the prairie to the Brazos;
Columbus; Seguin, Friedrichsburg and Neu Braunfels; Hog
Wallow Prairies; Wheelock's Settlement, etc." FoulchéDelbosc 440. Howes H397. Palau 112838. Wheat, Maps of
the Gold Region 194. Contains a chapter on California
which includes a very early German account of the Gold
Rush, but not in Cowan or Rocq. $750.00
367. MacMICHAEL, Morton. Author's Edition. A
Landlubber's Log of a Voyage Round the "Horn" Being a
Journal Kept...During a Voyage from Philadelphia to San
Francisco via Cape Horn in the American Ship "Pactolus"...
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[Philadelphia] 1879. 138 [1] pp., map of San Francisco
Bay. Small 4to, original brown morocco stamped in gilt and
blind. Some outer wear and upper joint starting to split,
preserved in a half brown morocco case.
First edition. Not in Cowan, Hill, Eberstadt, etc.
Privately printed in only a small edition (NUC locates 5
copies). This copy was apparently the author's copy, used
as the manuscript in preparation for the 1883 edition (only
5 copies of which are located), with scores of manuscript
revisions increasing accuracy and softening personal
remarks, 7-1/2 pages have been excised, title page imprint
has been erased. $750.00
368. MARTINEZ CARO, Ramón. Verdadera idea de la primera
campaña de Tejas y sucesos ocurridos después de la acción
de San Jacinto. Mexico: Santiago Pérez, 1837. vii, 162
pp. 12mo, contemporary full green calf gilt, a.e.g.
Scattered very light foxing, but overall a very fine copy,
with contemporary manuscript index. The Lucas Alamán-Sutro
copy, with their bookplates.
First edition. Basic Texas Books 138: "Eyewitness
account of the Texas Revolution written by Santa Anna's
private secretary [who] was captured at San Jacinto and
imprisoned with Santa Anna. [The author] gives an
insider's view of the whole campaign, the capture at San
Jacinto, the negotiations for the treaty, and life as a
prisoner." Fifty Texas Rarities 15. Graff 2695. Howes
C155: "In reliability as a contemporary Mexican source on
the Texas Revolution, this ranks with Filisola's memoirs;
it is highly critical of Santa Anna." Palau 154865. Rader
592. Raines, p. 44. Streeter 923. $2,500.00
369. MÖLLHAUSEN, B. Tagebuch einer Reise vom Mississippi
nach den Küsten der Südsee...Eingeführt von Alexander von
Humboldt. Leipzig: Mendelsohn, 1858. [12] xiv [2] 494
[2] pp., engraved vignette on title, large foldout map, 13
chromolithographic plates, 1 black and white plate,
illustrations (some full page). 4to, original full brown
cloth (neatly rebacked, original spine preserved). Light
edge wear, joints reinforced, 3 small unobtrusive
inkstamps, else a fine copy of a very scarce work, the
plates excellent.
First edition, first issue. Fahrquhar, Books of the
Colorado & the Grand Canyon 19. Graff 2851. Howes M713.
Löwenberg, Humboldt 391. Plains & Rockies IV:305:
"Möllhausen was the artist and topographer accompanying the
party led by Lieutenant Amiel Weeks Whipple in the Pacific
Railroad Survey Exploration of the 35th parallel in 1853.
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Möllhausen's account is regarded as a more interesting
description of the Whipple Expedition than that published
in the official Railroad Survey Report." Raines, p. 150n.
Smith 6909. Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West 955:
"A brilliant account...The map is beautifully drawn and
engraved." Goetzmann calls this book "one of the best
travel books of the age." Of the many editions and
translations, this first edition contains the most
beautiful plates, and in larger format, including one Texas
plate, Camp of the Kioway Indians (included in Holman &
Tyler's Texas Lithographs, 1818-1900). $3,750.00
370. PAGÈS, P. M. F. Reisen um die Welt und nach den
beiden Polen zu Lande und zur See in den Jahren 1767-1777.
Frankfurt & Leipzig: Fleischer, 1786. [32] 716 pp., 7
folding engraved maps, 2 folding charts. Thick 8vo,
contemporary half calf over boards. A few small tears at
map folds neatly mended, a few light stains, else fine.
First German edition. Chavanne 11. Fromm 19509.
Sabin 58169. See entry 242 in this catalogue for a
description of the first edition of this account of a
voyage around the world (including a trip across Texas by
horseback) by the noted French traveller and savant.
$1,250.00
371. PARKMAN, Francis. The California and Oregon Trail...
New York & London: Putnam & Chapman, 1849. 448, 2 [ads]
pp., tinted lithographic frontispiece and title by F. O. C.
Darley. 12mo, contemporary three-quarter black morocco
over marbled boards. Lithos neatly reinforced at blank
outer margins and occasional staining, overall very good,
with a few pencil notations in a contemporary hand.
First edition, mixed state.
BAL 15446. Cowan, p.
474. Field 1177. Graff 3201. Grolier American Hundred
58: "Parkman's most popular work...The classic account of
the immigrant journey to the Rockies." Howes P97. Hubach,
p. 100: "One of the most famous of all Midwestern travel
books...No other contains a more graphic presentation of
the panorama of Western migration during this period: the
wagon trains met along the way, the emigrant camps, the
Indians, the trappers, and the buffalo hunters." Plains &
Rockies IV:170. Printing & the Mind of Man 327: "Parkman
joined a band of Sioux, living and travelling with them
into the Laramie Mountains." Rittenhouse 450. Smith 7904.
$1,500.00
372. PIKE, Zebulon. An Account of Expeditions to the
Sources of the Mississippi...and a Tour Through the
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Interior Parts of New Spain. Philadelphia: Conrad, 1810.
[8] 105 [12] 108-277 [5] 65 [1] 53 [1] 87 pp., frontispiece
portrait, 6 maps (some folding), 3 folding tables. 8vo,
original tree calf, red calf label. The finest copy we
have seen in recent years.
First edition, first issue. Basic Texas Books 163:
"Marks the beginning of serious American interest in
Texas...The first description of Texas in English."
Eberstadt, Texas 162:603: "One of the great classics of
American exploration. Pike journeyed across Texas in 1807,
and his description of the country is excellent and among
the earliest." Field 1217. Graff 3290. Howes P373:
"First government exploration of the Southwest." Martin &
Martin 24. Plains & Rockies IV:9:1. Raines, p. 165:
"Contains a general description of Texas and the manners
and customs of the people with special notice on the
missions and high society in San Antonio." Rittenhouse
467. Shaw & Shoemaker 21089. Streeter 1047 & p. 328: "A
foundation piece...3 of its maps show Texas." Wheat,
Mapping the Transmississippi West 297-99 & pp. 20-7:
"First maps of this entire region to display knowledge
derived from actual exploration." $3,250.00
373. SCHLAGINTWEIT, Robert von. Die Santa Fe und
Südpacificbahn in Nordamerika. Köln: Mayer, 1884. xvi,
400 pp., 22 plates (6 foldout), 4 maps (2 folding),
numerous text illustrations. 8vo, contemporary threequarter black cloth over green boards. One plate repaired
at fold, else very fine, with 2 maps not called for in the
index.
First edition. Metzeltin 3220. Howes lists 5 other
works by this author (S162-66), but not the present one.
Not in Cowan and other standard bibliographies. The German
author, who wrote extensively of his travels in the West by
rail, here discusses the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific
Routes, with interesting commentary on Indians,
stagecoaches, cowboys, freightwagons and bullwhackers,
vigilantes, the canyons of Colorado, buffalo, roundup,
military forts, Grand Canyon, noted outlaws (including the
James Boys), Los Angeles, the Cliff House in San Francisco,
Yosemite, etc. One of the best illustrated works of the
era, replete with details on all the towns and landmarks
along the routes. $600.00
374. [SEALSFIELD, C.]. Die Vereinigten Staaten von
Nordamerika, nach ihrem politischen, religiösen und
gesellschaftlichen Verhältnisse betrachtet [by] C. Sidons.
Stuttgart & Tübingen: Cotta, 1827. x, 206; iv, 247 pp. 2
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vols. in one, 12mo, original marbled boards, red calf spine
label. Light edge wear, else fine.
First edition of author's first book on America.
Clark, Old South III:100n: "Sealsfield's itinerary
included Cincinnati, Newport, and Louisville, thence by
keelboat to Owensboro, from which he made a side trip to
the New Harmony colony of Indiana; then back to the Ohio
and up...the Mississippi to St. Louis, and thence down the
Mississippi to New Orleans...Descriptions [of] Kentucky
hospitality and violence, the keelboat on which he
traveled...the steamboat on which he went from St. Louis to
New Orleans, and of Palmyra plantation which he visited
near Natchez." Graff 3721. Howes P506. Rader 2901.
Sabin 64557. The author later wrote several early
fictional depictions of Texas and the Southwest. See
Streeter 1111. $1,250.00
375. TORRUBIA, F. G. I Moscoviti nella California...
Venice: Occhi, 1760. xii, [471]-536 pp. 12mo,
contemporary vellum (recased). Worming at bottom of last 8
leaves, with some loss of text in notes, else fine.
Second edition of one the rarest and earliest accounts
of a visit to California (first edition published in Rome,
1759; the present edition, from a collection of writings,
Nuova raccolta d'opuscoli scientifici e filologici, Vol. 7,
occupies pp. 471-536, and has its own title page. NUC
shows 5 copies of the 1759 edition, and only one copy of
the present edition). Cowan, p. 231. Eberstadt 119:10:
"The Bering discoveries and the widespread attention they
received through the geographical works of Delisle and
Buache induced the Spanish Franciscan, Father Torrubia, to
undertake a reply, which would bring to the notice of his
government the steady progress of the Russians on the
Northwest Coast... Aside from the citation, without
location, in Wagner, no other copy of the [Venice, 1760]
edition seems known." Lada-Mocarski 16: "Has many
references to Alaska and to the works of Delisle and
Buache." Libros Californianos, p. 15n. Streeter Sale 2434
(citing the Rome edition): "Bliss includes this in his
list of the 20 rarest and most important California books.
It is almost entirely devoted to a discussion of voyages to
the Northwest Coast." Wagner, Spanish Southwest 137:
"[Torrubia], chronologist of the Franciscans...had lived
both in Mexico and the Philippines, and was well
qualified...being well informed on all the Pacific voyages
and discoveries." Wickersham 5972. Not in the Dolgopolov
Collection. $4,000.00
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376. VASCONCELLOS, Simão de. Chronica da Companhia de
Jesu do estado do Brasil... Lisbon: Lopes, 1865. clvi,
200 + 339 [5] pp. 2 vols., 8vo, contemporary half green
calf over marbled boards. Very fine.
Third edition, corrected and augmented (the original
edition, which is a legendary rarity, was published in
Lisbon, 1663). Borba de Moraes pp. 889-91: "A fundamental
book concerning the history of Brazil...This edition was
made by Innocencia da Silva since the first was extremely
rare and `because it is so eagerly sought after in Portugal
and Brazil as being one of the most notable and esteemed
[works] of its kind.'" Griffin 3529: "Covers the most
important part of the Jesuit development in Brazil."
Mendel, Brazil 18n: "Vasconcellos' history of the Jesuits
in Brazil [was the] subject of some controversy because in
it [he] presented the hypothesis that the Earthly Paradise
was located in Brazil." Rodrigues 2459. $500.00
377. [VENEGAS, Miguel]. Natürliche und bürgerliche
Geschichte von Californien...von Johan Christoph Adelung...
Lemgo: Meyer, 1769-70. 184; 198; 176 pp., folding
engraved map. 3 vols. in one, 8vo, original brown
pasteboards. Light wear to fragile binding, else very
fine.
First German edition (first published Madrid, 1757,
see item 336 in this catalogue). This German edition is
much rarer than the original edition (in the past 4 years
we have handled 2 copies of the Madrid edition; this is the
first copy we trace of the German edition on the market
since 1950). See illustration. $7,500.00
378. VIDAURRI Y VILLASENOR, Francisco. El gobernador del
estado de Coahuila y Tejas, a todos sus habitantes.
Monclova, April 19, 1834. Folio broadside. Very fine,
with official manuscript notations for the ayuntamiento of
Santa Rosa, signed by Cantu.
First printing of this official decree authorizing the
infamous 400 League Grant. Eberstadt, Texas 162:468: "An
extremely important document, much of which is given over
to `protecting the lives and property of the citizens,
constantly sacrificed to the perfidy, rage and barbarity of
the hostile Indians.'" Kimball, p. 270. Streeter 806
(locating only one copy): "It was under [this grant] that
Williams, Peebles, and F. W. Johnson obtained their 400
league grant which played such a prominent part in the
later controversies in Texas over land grants." See Barker
and Richardson for lengthy discussions of the importance of
this act. $650.00
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